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Introduction
by the Governor

Introduction by the Governor
Dear fellow citizens,
At this point, we usually assess and evaluate what has been
achieved in the past year and which projects need to be continued in the next year. I could do the same and pretend that everything is as before and not leave the safety of last year 2019. In the
light of current events, everything older than a few weeks seems
forgotten and irrelevant. The world, and the Czech Republic with
it, has stopped or at least slowed down due to a coronavirus pandemic. Therefore, let me think more about the future here.
The fact that the otherwise very lively action in the country has
now changed significantly is not a situation that will last for too
long. People, their ambitions and activity, which they then project
into their professions, do not last long to tread on the spot. And
this is doubly true for South Moravia.
However, the current situation and the necessary measures also
bring losses. Unfortunately, this is an inevitable fact today. As the
Governor of the South Moravian Region, I want to assure you
that within my competencies I will do everything in my power and
the possibilities of the region, so that we can deal with all problems as a good administrator of the region.
After all, if we look at history, every crisis, however serious, meant a new beginning and new opportunities.
Today's hardships show us how important it is to be able to rely on oneself in basic things, to be self-sufficient.
This was also confirmed by the year 2019, when we managed to achieve a number of things in South
Moravia together. Above all, I am pleased that the vast majority of decisions have been approved by the
regional council across the political spectrum.
I would like to mention here at least some. For example, we have earmarked funds for new subsidy programs - to support the preparation of reconstructions of historic sports facilities of sports clubs and municipalities in South Moravia or a subsidy program aimed at motivating and stabilizing nursing medical staff
in regional hospitals.
Several years of effort and cooperation between the South Moravian Region and the Trnava self-governing
region have reached a successful result in the form of the completion of the construction of a footbridge
over the Morava River in the Mikulčice - Kopčany Archaeological Park.
The comfortable ride of new trains on the backbone lines of the Integrated Transport System in South
Moravia in the course of 2022 at the latest is the result of the signing of a contract with Škoda Transportation for the supply of 37 new railway units for more than 6.5 billion crowns.
Last but not least, a number of important events took place in our region with the support of the regional
budget. Such as JazzFest Brno, Concentus Moravie or the oldest and most important folklore festival Slovácký rok held in Kyjov. And we also commemorated the importance of freedom and democracy at several
events to mark the 30th anniversary of the fall of the Iron Curtain on the Czech-Austrian border.
I mentioned only the most important moments of 2019 in the South Moravian Region. The following pages
of the annual report provide a detailed list. I wish you a pleasant and inspiring reading.

JUDr. Bohumil Šimek
Governor of the South Moravian Region
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Brief characteristics of the
South Moravian region
Basic information about the South Moravian region in 2019
The South Moravian Region is located in the south-eastern part of the Czech Republic near the borders
with Austria and Slovakia and borders on five other regions in the Czech Republic. With an area of 7,188
km2, it occupies about 9% of the territory of the Czech Republic and thus ranks 4th among regions. The
area of the region as of 1 January 2019 was preserved in relation to 2018.
The territory of the region is further divided into seven districts (Blansko, Brno-city, Outer Brno, Břeclav,
Hodonín, Vyškov and Znojmo), 21 administrative districts of municipalities with extended powers and 34
districts of municipalities with an authorized municipal office. There are a total of 673 municipalities in the
region, of which 50 have the status of a city (of which Brno is a statutory city) and 39 have the status of a
township. The Březina military district has a special status. A total of 734,184 inhabitants live in the towns
of the South Moravian Region.
More than half of the region's territory (60%) is agricultural land, of which 83% is arable land, which is
above average compared to the Czech Republic. The best soils for agriculture occur in the belt between
Znojmo and Vyškov. The districts of Vyškov and Znojmo also have the highest degree of arability. Agriculture focuses mainly on cereals, rape and sugar beet. Viticulture, fruit growing and vegetable growing
also have a long tradition in the region. There are 90% of vineyards of the Czech Republic. Compared to
the Czech Republic, there are significantly less areas in the region with permanent grasslands (meadows,
pastures). These occur most in the White Carpathians. The South Moravian Region is also unique in its
nature - there are 196 European important Natura 2000 sites, which is almost 8% of the region's territory.
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Weather
According to the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute data, in 2019 the average air temperature in the
South Moravian Region was 10.6°C, which is the highest value of all regions of the Czech Republic and at
the same time is 2.3°C higher than the temperature of the long-term normal of the region for 1961–2010.
The year 2019 was 0.2°C colder than the previous year, demonstrating the very high average temperatures in recent years. May, with an average temperature of 11.9°C, was the only month that was 1.6°C
colder than the long-term normal in that month. The other months, on the other hand, were warmer, by at
least 0.8°C. The largest deviation was recorded in June, which in 2019 was warmer by 5.4°C compared
to the long-term normal.
In terms of total precipitation, the year 2019 was slightly above average - however, the annual total precipitation of 587 mm is the fourth lowest in the Czech Republic after Prague with the Central Bohemian
Region, the Ústí nad Labem Region and the Pilsen Region. The total precipitation was 43 mm higher than
the long-term precipitation normal of 1961–1990. Expressed in relative numbers, this is an increase of
approximately 8%. The driest month was February with a total of 18 mm, while the rainiest weather was
with 99 mm of precipitation in May.

Inhabitants
According to the Czech Statistical Office data, as of 31 December 2019, the South Moravian Region had
a total population of 1,191,989 inhabitants, which is 4,322 more than at the beginning of the year. The
ratio of the population living in the South Moravian Region to the population living in the Czech Republic is
11.15%. The population has been increasing since 2003, the sixteenth year in a row. The South Moravian
Region had the fourth highest increase in population among the regions of the Czech Republic, a higher
increase was recorded in the Central Bohemian Region, Prague and the Pilsen Region. The decrease in
population was recorded in only four regions, namely Moravia-Silesia, Olomouc, Zlín and Karlovy Vary.
The population grew in all districts of the region with the exception of the Hodonín district, most significantly
in the Outer Brno district. In the Hodonín district, the population has been declining every year since 1995.
The population of the region is growing both naturally (the number of births exceeds the number of deaths)
and by migration. The increase in the total population of 4,322 is mainly due to the increase caused by
migration, which in 2019 reached 3,184 people. The vast majority were mainly an increase caused by
foreign migration, which amounted to 3,107 people. Immigrants from abroad go mainly to the Brno-město
district. In 2019, 6,164 marriages were concluded, which is 8 more marriages compared to the previous
year and at the same time the most since 2007, on the contrary, 2,631 marriages were divorced, 53 less
than in the previous year.
Population in the districts of the South Moravian Region as of 31. 12. 2019
District

Status by 1. 1. 2019

Status by 31. 12. 2019

Blansko

108 801

109 136

Brno-city

380 681

381 346

Outer Brno

222 370

224 642

Břeclav

115 906

116 291

Hodonín

154 160

153 943

Vyškov

91 645

92 280

Znojmo

114 104

114 351

1 187 667

1 191 989

Region in total

Source: Czech Statistical Office, 2020
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Basic demographic characteristics of the South Moravian Region
Number of inhabitants as of 1. 1. 2019

1 187 667

Mean population

1 189 828

Number of inhabitants by 31.12. 2019

1 191 989

Weddings

6 164

Divorces

2 631

Live births

13 328

Abortions

3 220

Deceased

12 190

Natural population growth
Immigrants

1 138
12 995

Emigrants

9 811

Increment by immigration

3 184

Total increase

4 322
Source: Czech Statistical Office, 2020

Investments and economy
In 2019, the CzechInvest agency helped mediate eight investment projects in the South Moravian Region worth almost CZK 3 billion, through which 437 new jobs should be created. The main investor was
the company Alca plast, s. r. o., which operates in the field of sanitary technology. The South Moravian
Region belongs to the regions with significant economic potential. Gross domestic product per capita
is the highest among the regions of the Czech Republic after Prague; in 2018, according to preliminary
data per capita, it reached 87.7% of the EU average converted to the purchasing power standard (socalled PPS) in the South Moravian Region.

Industry, construction
249 industrial enterprises with one hundred and more employees were registered in the South Moravian
Region (most in the Czech Republic) in 2019, employing approximately 69,000 people, i.e. by approximately 3.1 thousand. less than in the previous year. Compared to 2018, however, the average gross
monthly wage for employees increased by CZK 1,633 to CZK 34,159, which corresponds to 5%. For the
sale of their own products and services of an industrial nature, companies earned CZK 248.9 billion, so
revenues fell by CZK 21 billion. A larger absolute drop in sales was recorded only in the Hradec Králové
and Moravian-Silesian regions, in both cases by approximately CZK 22 billion.
In the area of building industry, the number of employees increased slightly year-on-year to almost 9.1
thousand people (an increase by approximately 60), but their average gross monthly wage increased
significantly, exceeding CZK 37,000, specifically to CZK 37,490. It therefore increased by 8.5% year-onyear. The number of medium and large enterprises (with 50 or more employees) remained the same as
last year (71). A year-on-year increase of 28.3% was recorded in civil engineering, while the volume of
earthworks increased by 10.1%.
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Share of unemployed persons [%]

Development of the share of unemployed persons in the districts of the South Moravian Region
in the years 2015 to 2019, annual averages

Source: Employment Department of the Czech Republic, 2020

Labour market, unemployment
According to the Labor Office of the Czech Republic, the development of unemployment in the South
Moravian Region in 2019 had a similar positive course as in 2018, when unemployment fell for most of
the year and a more significant seasonal increase did not manifest itself until the last month of the year.
Year-on-year, the number of job seekers decreased by 2,955 and as of 31 December 2019, it reached
29,087 applicants.
In connection with the decrease in the number of registered applicants, the share of unemployed persons
in the population aged 15–64 (PNO) also decreased in the region, whose annual average decreased
from 4.0% in 2018 to 3.4% in 2019. The average within the Czech Republic was 2.8% (a decrease of 0.4
pp compared to last year). In the South Moravian Region, the PNO values are therefore above average,
which is also evident in the interregional comparison, where only the Moravian-Silesian Region (4.4%)
and the Ústí Region (4.1%) have a higher share of unemployed persons. Above-average PNO values
are achieved mainly by the districts of Znojmo (4.8%), Hodonín (4.4%) and Brno-city (4.0%). On the
contrary, the situation is very good in the district of Vyškov (2.0%), Outer Brno and Blansko (both 2.4%).

Important strategic and program documents of the South Moravian Region
prepared in 2019
Territorial Energy Concept of the South Moravian Region 2018–2043
Regional Action Plan for the Development of Education in the South Moravian Region 2020–2021
Concept of the Development of Sport in the South Moravian Region until 2025
Strategy of the South Moravian Region for the area of risky behavior, addictions and addictive behavior
for the period 2020–2028
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South Moravian COAT OF ARMS

jf

Description:
A shield divided into blue and red quarters, in the first field there is the Moravian eagle, in the second
field a silver crossbar under a silver crown, in the third field a golden grape with a leaf and tendril, in the
fourth field a gold-red checkered crowned eagle with gold armour.

South Moravian FLAG

Description:
A quartered leaf. Upper blue pole field with a Moravian eagle. Lower red field field with yellow grapes
with leaf and tendril. The upper waving field consists of four horizontal stripes, alternating white and red,
in a ratio of 1: 2: 2: 2. The lower waving field is blue with a yellow-red checkered crowned eagle with
yellow armour. The ratio of the leaf width to length is 2: 3.

South Moravian LOGO

Description:
The logo of the South Moravian Region is based on simplicity, minimalism and timelessness. It is based
on the traditional colours and shapes of Moravian ceramics, folk costumes and architecture. The basis
of the logotype is pure typography, which interweaves history with the present and the future - the logotype is timeless. The uniqueness and unmistakability among other logos (not only) of the regions is also
ensured by the author of the font, Martin Vácha. The highlighted letter "m" connects the past, present
and future - the extension of the lines of the letter "m" downwards indicates the south (South Moravian
Region) and a return to the roots. It includes uniqueness, modernity, tradition, idea, uniqueness, infinity
(in possibilities), subtlety, playfulness, variability and coherence.
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Structure of public
administration in the
South Moravian Region
Board of representatives of the region (as of 31. 12. 2019)
Board of representatives of the region

Regional council

Financial Committee

Commission for Finance and Property

Inspection Committee

Investments Commission

Committee for Education, Learning and Emloyment

Commission for Transport, Land Management and
Planning

Committee for Transport, Land Management
and Planning

Commissional for Regional Development

Committee for Regional Development

Commission for Interregional Relations

Committee for Interregional Relations

Commission for Education, Learning and Sport

Social and Healt Care Committee

Social and Healt Care Commission

Committee for National Minorities

Environmental Commission
Commission for Rural Development and Agriculture
Commission for Culture and Conservation
Commission for Information Transparency
Commission for Tourism
Commission for Organisation and Legal Affairs

The Board of representatives of the region is tasked with self-government and decision-making regarding matters of the region’s autonomous activity. The Board of representatives is by law
allowed to submit proposals of laws to the Chamber of Deputies, to submit proposals for terminating
legal regulations to the Constitutional Court, to issue generally binding public notice for the region, to
coordinate the development of the regional territory, to approve concepts for development of tourism
in the regional territory, to determine the coverage of basic transport services for the regional territory, to approve the regional budget, to establish and dissolve public-benefit organizations, to award
regional prizes, etc.
The Board of representatives of the South Moravian Region has 65 members, and its meetings are
publicly accessible by law. The committees carry out the role of the advisory body.
The Regional Council is the executive body of the region in the department of autonomous activity and
is tasked with preparing proposals and groundwork for the dealings of the municipal council, and oversees the execution of the approved rulings carried out by the municipal council. The Regional Council
is allowed to secure the economic management according to the approved budget, to set the number
of employees of the region who are part of the Regional Authority and to either name Regional Authority Union Leaders or remove them from office. The Regional Council is further tasked with executing
proposals, objections and incentives from municipalities and legal entities from the regional territory,
and dealing with and resolving proposals, objections and incentives presented by the members of the
Municipal Council or the Regional Council Committee.
The Regional Council of the South Moravian Region has 11 members.
The meetings of the board are by law closed off to the public and are attended by the Regional Authority
Director who has a voting right in the board. The commissions carry out the role of the advisory body.
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Structure of public administration in the South Moravian Region (as of 31. 12. 2019)
Surname, Name, Title

Surname, Name, Title

Running for

Party member of

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

Starostové pro Jižní
Moravu

BEZPP/navržen
STAN

KDU-ČSL

KDU-ČSL

KSČM

KSČM

Nečas Jan, Ing.

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

Němec Jiří, Ing.

KDU-ČSL

KDU-ČSL

Starostové pro
Jižní Moravu

Starostové
a nezávislí

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

KSČM

KSČM

TOP 09 s podporou
starostů a "Žít Brno"

BEZPP/navržen
TOP 09

Rajtšlégr Vít

ČSSD

ČSSD

Smutný Bohumil, Ing.

KSČM

BEZPP

Soukal Tomáš, Ing.

ČSSD

ČSSD

Starostové pro
Jižní Moravu

Starostové
a nezávislí

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

Sýkorová Helena, JUDr.

KSČM

KSČM

Šimek Bohumil, JUDr.

ANO 2011

BEZPP

Šlapal Marek, Mgr.

ČSSD

ČSSD

Šmerda Vladimír, Mgr.

ODS

ODS

Koalice Svoboda
a přímá demokracie
a Strana Práv Občanů

Svoboda a přímá
demokracie

Tesařík Zdeněk, Ing.

KSČM

KSČM

Válka Jaroslav, Ing.

ČSSD

ČSSD

Vaňková Markéta, JUDr.

ODS

ODS

Running for

Party member of

Bláha Libor, Mgr. MBA

Koalice Svoboda
a přímá demokracie
a Strana Práv Občanů

Strana Práv Občanů

Celý Roman, Ing., DiS.

KDU-ČSL

KDU-ČSL

Crha Jiří, Ing., Bc.

ODS

ODS

Mihola Jiří, Mgr., Ph.D.

Černá Kristýna

ODS

ODS

Navrkal Stanislav

Doležel Michal, Bc.

TOP 09 s podporou
starostů a "Žít Brno"

BEZPP/navržen ŽTB

Drápalová Jana, Ing.

Zelení a Piráti

Strana zelených

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

Grois Jan, MBA

ČSSD

ČSSD

Grolich Jan, Mgr.

KDU-ČSL

KDU-ČSL

Hanák Roman, Bc.

ČSSD

ČSSD

Potměšilová Hana, PaedDr.

Hašek Michal, JUDr.

ČSSD

ČSSD

Zelení a Piráti

BEZPP/navržen SZ

KDU-ČSL

KDU-ČSL

Koalice Svoboda
a přímá demokracie
a Strana Práv Občanů

Svoboda a přímá
demokracie

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

ČSSD

ČSSD

Janulík Miloslav, MUDr.

ANO 2011

BEZPP

Juránek Stanislav, Ing.

KDU-ČSL

KDU-ČSL

Juránek Zdeněk, Mgr.

KDU-ČSL

KDU-ČSL

ODS

ODS

Dražilová Lenka, Mgr., MBA

Hlavenka Jiří, Ing.
Horák Jiří, PhDr., Ph.D.
Hrnčíř Jan, PhDr., Ing., Mgr., MBA, LL.M.
Hýbler Petr, Ing.
Chlup Igor

Jurka Karel

Malá Taťána, Mgr., Ing.
Maleček Martin, Mgr.

Pavlíček Radomír
Pejchalová Jana, JUDr.
Pojezný Ivo, Mgr.

Sukalovský Drago, Ing., Mgr.
Svoboda Miroslav

Španěl Lubomír
Kalinová Kateřina, Ing.

ČSSD

ČSSD

Keremidský Marian, Mgr.

Koalice Svoboda
a přímá demokracie
a Strana Práv Občanů

Strana Práv Občanů

Kochová Jana, Ing. arch.

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

Korkešová Šárka, Mgr.

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

Koštial Rostislav

ODS

ODS

Vašíček Ivo, PaedDr.

Zelení a Piráti

Česká pirátská strana

Koudelka Zdeněk, Ing. arch.

KSČM

KSČM

Vítková Jaromíra, Ing.

KDU-ČSL

KDU-ČSL

Kousalová Marie

KDU-ČSL

KDU-ČSL

TOP 09 s podporou
starostů a "Žít Brno"

TOP 09

Krátký Petr, Ing.

KSČM

KSČM

Vojta Milan, M.A., MBA

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

Křemečková Naděžda, Ing.

ČSSD

ČSSD

Vokřál Petr, Ing.

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

Zámečník Jan, Ing.

KDU-ČSL

KDU-ČSL

TOP 09 s podporou
starostů a "Žít Brno"

TOP 09

ČSSD

ČSSD

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

Zemánek Richard, Mgr.

KDU-ČSL

KDU-ČSL

Starostové pro
Jižní Moravu

BEZPP/navržen SOM

Ženožička Petr, Bc.

ANO 2011

ANO 2011

Kubásek Miroslav, RNDr., Ph.D.
Kunc Petr, Ing.
Kyjovský Martin, Ing.
Lukášek Jiří, Ing.

Vitula Jan, Ing.

Zbořilová Mária, Ing., DiS.art.
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Members of the Board of representatives of the region (as of 31. 12. 2019)

Bláha Libor

Celý Roman

Crha Jiří

Černá Kristýna

Doležel Michal

Drápalová Jana

Horák Jiří

Hrnčíř Jan

Hýbler Petr

Chlup Igor

Janulík Miloslav

Juránek Stanislav

Koštial Rostislav

Koudelka Zdeněk

Kousalová Marie

Krátký Petr

Křemečková Naděžda

Kubásek Miroslav

Navrkal Stanislav

Nečas Jan

Němec Jiří

Pavlíček Radomír

Pejchalová Jana

Pojezný Ivo

Sýkorová Helena

Šimek Bohumil

Šlapal Marek

Šmerda Vladimír

Španěl Lubomír

Tesařík Zdeněk

Vokřál Petr

Zámečník Jan

Zbořilová Mária

Zemánek Richard

Ženožička Petr
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Dražilová Lenka

Grois Jan

Grolich Jan

Hanák Roman

Hašek Michal

Hlavenka Jiří

Juránek Zdeněk

Jurka Karel

Kalinová Kateřina

Keremidský Marian

Kochová Jana

Korkešová Šárka

Kunc Petr

Kyjovský Martin

Lukášek Jiří

Malá Taťána

Maleček Martin

Mihola Jiří

Potměšilová Hana

Rajtšlégr Vít

Smutný Bohumil

Soukal Tomáš

Sukalovský Drago

Svoboda Miroslav

Válka Jaroslav

Vaňková Markéta

Vašíček Ivo

Vítková Jaromíra

Vitula Jan

Vojta Milan

ANO
KDU-ČSL
ČSSD
KSČM
ODS

TOP-ŽB
SJM
SPD-SPO
ZELENÍ a PIRÁTI
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Financial Committee
President
Vice-presidents

Ing. Naděžda Křemečková
Ing. Petr Vokřál
Ing. Jiří Lukášek

Ing. Jan Nečas
Ing. Martin Kyjovský
Jan Grois, MBA
Bc. Michal Doležel
Ing. Petr Kunc
Members

Radomír Pavlíček
JUDr. Michal Hašek
Ing. arch. Zdeněk Koudelka
PaedDr. Ivo Vašíček
Marie Kousalová
Rostislav Koštial
Mgr. Libor Bláha, MBA

Inspection Committee
President
Vice-presidents

Stanislav Navrkal
Ing. Petr Kunc
Karel Jurka

Bc. Petr Ženožička
Mgr. Lenka Dražilová, MBA
Ing. Jana Drápalová
Ing. Jaroslav Válka
Members

Ing. Petr Krátký
Ing. Jiří Lukášek
Ing. Jiří Němec
Ing. Jan Zámečník
Kristýna Černá
Mgr. Libor Bláha, MBA
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Committee for Transport, Land Management and Planning
President
Vice-presidents

Ing. Jan Nečas
Ing. Petr Kunc
Miroslav Svoboda

Mgr. Šárka Korkešová
Milan Vojta, M.A.
JUDr. Michal Hašek
Ing. Kateřina Kalinová
Ing. Jaroslav Válka
Members

Ing. Mgr. Drago Sukalovský
Ing. arch. Zdeněk Koudelka
Lubomír Španěl
Mgr. Vladimír Šmerda
Ing. Antonín Tesařík
Mgr. Zdeněk Juránek
PaedDr. Ivo Vašíček

Committee for Inter-regional Relations
President
Vice-presidents

RNDr. Miroslav Kubásek, Ph.D.
Ing. Mgr. Drago Sukalovský
Mgr. Vladimír Šmerda

Mgr. Šárka Korkešová
JUDr. Jana Pejchalová
Ing. Petr Hýbler
JUDr. Michal Hašek
Members

Bc. Michal Doležel
Radomír Pavlíček
JUDr. Helena Sýkorová
PhDr. Jiří Horák, Ph.D.
Mgr. Libor Bláha, MBA
Kristýna Černá
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Committee for national minorities
President
Vice-presidents

Ing. Bc. Jiří Crha
Ing. Petr Kunc
JUDr. Helena Sýkorová

Mgr. Richard Zemánek
Ing. Mária Zbořilová, Dis.art
Mgr. Martin Maleček
Ing. Jaroslav Weigl
Members

Miroslav Malík
Ilnara Dudash
Ngoc Dung Tran
Ing. Monika Fazekas
Vangelis Liolios
Ljubov Vondroušková

Regional development committee
President
Vice-presidents

Radomír Pavlíček
Ing. arch. Jana Kochová
Ing. Kateřina Kalinová

Mgr. Jan Grolich
RNDr. Miroslav Kubásek, Ph.D.
Bc. Petr Ženožička
Ing. Mária Zbořilová, Dis.art
Members

PaedDr. Hana Potměšilová
Ing. Jaroslav Válka
Bc. Zdeněk Tesařík
Ing. Jana Drápalová
Mgr. Marian Keremidský
Mgr. Vladimír Šmerda
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Committee for Education, Learning and Emloyment
President
Vice-presidents

Bc. Michal Doležel
Jan Grois, MBA
Mgr. Ivo Pojezný

Ing. arch. Jana Kochová
Mgr. Šárka Korkešová
RNDr. Miroslav Kubásek, Ph.D.
Ing. Mária Zbořilová, Dis.art
Members

Ing. Mgr. Drago Sukalovský
Ing. Petr Krátký
Ing. Jiří Hlavenka
Mgr. Vladimír Šmerda
Ing. Stanislav Juránek
PaedDr. Hana Potměšilová

Social and health care committee
President
Vice-presidents

Igor Chlup
Jan Grois, MBA
Ing. Bohumil Smutný

JUDr. Jana Pejchalová
MUDr. Miloslav Janulík
Ing. Jaroslav Válka
Ing. Jan Vitula
Members

Mgr. Martin Maleček
Mgr. Šárka Korkešová
PhDr. Ing. Mgr. Jan Hrnčíř, MBA, LL.M.
Kristýna Černá
Ing. Roman Celý, DiS.
Ing. Jaromíra Vítková
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Members of the Regional Council (as of 31. 12. 2019)
JUDr. Bohumil Šimek, region governor,
charged with overseeing self-government tasks in the department of finance and other departments
which are not being supervised by other board members

Bc. Roman Hanák, region governor deputy,
charged with overseeing self-government tasks in the department of transporation

Ing. Petr Hýbler, region governor deputy,
charged with overseeing self-government tasks in the department of investment and regional
development, rural development and agriculture

Mgr. Marek Šlapal, region governor deputy,
charged with overseeing self-government tasks in the department of social affairs and family politics

Ing. Jan Vitula, region governor deputy,
charged with overseeing self-government tasks in the department of regional development of learning,
science, research, innovation, marketing and smart region

Mgr. Martin Maleček, region governor deputy,
charged with overseeing self-government tasks in the department of land management and planning

JUDr. Jana Pejchalová, Council member,
entrusted with the provision of self-governing tasks in the field of education and sports

Milan Vojta, M.A., MBA, Council member,
responsible for ensuring self-government tasks in the field of health care

Mgr. Ing. Taťána Malá, Council member,
responsible for ensuring self-governing tasks in the area of property and communication
with the government and central bodies

Vít Rajtšlégr, Council member,
responsible for ensuring self-governing tasks in the field of the environment protection

Ing. Tomáš Soukal, Council member,
entrusted with the provision of self-governing tasks in the field of culture and monument care
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Bc. Roman Hanák, náměstek hejtmana

Ing. Petr Hýbler, náměstek hejtmana

Ing. Jan Vitula, náměstek hejtmana

Mgr. Martin Maleček, náměstek hejtmana

JUDr. Jana Pejchalová, členka rady

Milan Vojta, M.A., MBA, člen rady

Vít Rajtšlégr, člen rady

Ing. Tomáš Soukal, člen rady

Mgr. Marek Šlapal, náměstek hejtmana

JUDr. Bohumil Šimek, hejtman

ANO
ČSSD
TOP-ŽB
SJM

Mgr. Ing. Taťána Malá, členka rady
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Commission of the Board of representatives of the region

List of commissions (as of 31. 12. 2019)
Name of the commission

President

Financial and property commission

Ing. Jiří Faltýnek

Investment Commission

Ing. Kateřina Kalinová

Transport and Spatial Planning Commission

Ing. Mgr. Drago Sukalovský

Regional Development Commission

Mgr. Pavel Blažík

Commission for Interregional Relations

Ing. Stanislav Juránek

Commission for Education, Schooling and Sport

Jan Grois, MBA

Social and Health care Commission

Mgr. Lenka Dražilová, MBA

Organizational and legislative commission

JUDr. PhDr. Martin Příborský

Environment care Commission

Ing. et Ing. Tomáš Hlavenka, MBA

Commission for Culture and Monument Care

Ing. arch. Petra Matoušková

Commission for Rural Development and Agriculture

František Novotný

Information Openness Commission

Ing. Jiří Hlavenka

Tourism Commission

JUDr. Petra Rusňáková, Ph.D.

Financial and property commission

Investment commission

President

Ing. Jiří Faltýnek

President

Ing. Kateřina Kalinová

Vicepresident

Bc. Michal Kolařík

Vicepresident

Ing. Jiří Lukášek

Vicepresident

PaedDr. Ivo Vašíček

Vicepresident

Bc. Filip Zachariaš

Members
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Ing. Milan Mazura

Richard Homola

Tomáš Frýdek

Karel Kalivoda

JUDr. Ing. Zdeněk Dufek, Ph.D.

Ing. Jiří Horák

Mgr. Michaela Trněná

PhDr. David Malinkovič

Ing. Jarmil Vlach
Pavel Mucha

Members

JUDr. Jan Kryčer
Martin Landa

Radoslav Skála

Lukáš Dubec

Bc. Miloslav Šale

Ing. Ivan Fencl, Ph.D.

Mgr. Zdeněk Juránek

PhDr. Jiří Horák, Ph.D.

Mgr. Bc. Ladislava Macurová

Karel Jurka
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Transport and Spatial Planning Commission

Regional Development Commission

President

Ing. Mgr. Drago Sukalovský

President

Mgr. Pavel Blažík

Vicepresident

Ing. Radim Svoboda

Vicepresident

Mgr. Pavel Macek

Vicepresident

Ing. Martin Bedrava

Vicepresident

Ing. Jakub Hlubinka

Vicepresident

Ing. arch. Jana Kochová
Miroslav Svoboda
Ing. arch. Petr Bořecký

Ing. Adam Majchrák

Ing. Václav Šikula

Ing. Eva Peterková, Ph.D.

Zdeněk Sedláček

Hana Habartová

Ing. František Zugar
Members

Bc. Svatopluk Pěček

Members

Miroslav Boháček
Ondřej Rolník

Bc. Emil Pernica, DiS.

Bc. Richard Němec

Rudolf Bauer

Ing. Martin Bedrava

Libor Sadílek

Miloslav Švábenský

MgA. Jan Symon

Bc. Helena Továrková

Commission for Interregional Relations

Commission for Education, Schooling
and Sports

President

Ing. Stanislav Juránek

President

Jan Grois, MBA

Vicepresident

Ing. Lubomír Šmíd

Vicepresident

PaedDr. Josef Strubl

Vicepresident

JUDr. Václav Novák

Vicepresident

Ing. Mgr. Pavel Vlach

Vicepresident

Mgr. Ivo Pojezný

Ing. Milada Kadlecová

Members

David Aleš

Mgr. René Černý

JUDr. Vladimír Gašpar

Mgr. Jan Bláha

Antonín Fabičovič

Mgr. Josef Škvařil

Ing. Karel Aujeský

Mgr. Jaroslava Školařová

JUDr. Jan Navrátil

Members

Mgr. Marek Babák

Ing. Libor Chládek, BA

Jana Fialová

Ing. Marek Lukáš

Mgr. Richard Zemánek

Mgr. Jiří Kasala, MBA

Mgr. Vladimír Šmerda

Bc. Tomáš Fénix

Mgr. Matouš Vencálek
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Social and health care commission

Organizational and legislative commission

President

Mgr. Lenka Dražilová, MBA

President

JUDr. PhDr. Martin Příborský

Vicepresident

Mgr. Barbora Antonová

Vicepresident

Mgr. Ing. Ondřej Malý

Vicepresident

MUDr. Vladimíra Danihelková, MBA

Vicepresident

Mgr. Petra Svedíková Vávrová

Members

Martin Drdla, MSc.

Petr Vodička

Mgr. Ing. Lubomír Wenzl

JUDr. Petr Kolman, Ph.D.

Antonie Koblihová, DiS.

Bc. Ondřej Antonín

Mgr. Tomáš Kratochvíl

JUDr. Michal Marek

MUDr. Radovan Válek
Mioslava Zachová

Members

Mgr. Jindřich Cinka
Petr Grünwald

Jana Fialová

Ing. Pavel Březa

Ing. Roman Celý, DiS.

Bc. Hana Nečasová

Mgr. David Oplatek

Mgr. Jan Duda

Lucie Pokorná

Marek Sovka

Environment protection commission

Commission for Culture and Monument Care

President

Ing. et Ing. Tomáš Hlavenka, MBA

President

Ing. arch. Petra Matoušková

Vicepresident

Bc. Petr Ženožička

Vicepresident

JUDr. Helena Sýkorová

Vicepresident

Mgr. Lukáš Kala, Ph.D.

Vicepresident

PhDr. Jiří Kacetl

Vicepresident

Ing. Jana Krutáková

Vicepresident

Mgr. Bořivoj Ziegler

Members
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Lukáš Kmenta

Martin Janíček

Václav Vincenc

PhDr. Alžběta Vlčková

Ing. Martin Pavelka

František Koudela

Mgr. Natálie Doffková

Michal Boudný

Ing. Hana Hřebačková

Members

Mgr. Zdeněk Musil

Ing. Rostislav Boháček

Ing. Jiří Němec

Mgr. Petr Šteflíček

Kristýna Černá

Ing. Jaromíra Vítková

Ing. Eva Havlová

Mgr. Vladimír Šmerda

Jaroslav Zoubek
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Commission for Rural Development
and Agriculture

Information Openness Commission

President

František Novotný

President

Ing. Jiří Hlavenka

Vicepresident

Mgr. Pavel Dvořáček

Vicepresident

Petr Stria

Vicepresident

Ing. Zdeněk Tesařík

Vicepresident

Mgr. Jan Grolich

Members

Petr Hybl

Mgr. Aleš Brauner

MVDr. Ing. Václav Trojan, Ph.D.

Ing. Martin Hořice

Ing. Martin Marták

Ing. Zdeněk Machů

Petr Malach, DiS.

Matěj Ludvík

Jozef Pavlík
Miroslava Pelikánová

Members

Mgr. Miloslav Brtníček
Mgr. Martin Habáň

Marie Kousalová

Ing. Bohumil Smutný

Luboš Sedlák

Bc. Jiří Kment

Bc. Marek Sovka

Ivan Vystrčil
Maxim Černý

Tourism Commission
President

JUDr. Petra Rusňáková, Ph.D.

Vicepresident

Mgr. Aleš Navrátil

Vicepresident

Kristýna Černá
Martin Mihola
Ing. Karin Karasová
Mgr. Kateřina Prokšová
Mgr. Pavel Sázavský, MBA

Members

Ing. Michal Burian, Ph.D.
Ing. Michal Hušek
Ing. Bohumil Smutný
Ladislav Ševec
Ing. Jan Zámečník
Jiří Vedral
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Regional Office of the South Moravian Region
Dear friends,
the publishing of the annual report presents in itself an opportunity
to share with you the information regarding which activities has
the Regional Authority Office focused in 2019 and what has been
implemented and realised. Reading the following pages, you have
the opportunity to learn what is being overseen by the Office, and
in which particular situations you can turn to us for aid.
I dare say that the year 2019 can be perceived as a successful one, because we succeeded in fulfilling the core values of our
office which are openness and professionalism. As proof, I can
provide the results of the survey of the satisfaction of citizens’ and
other important parters’ - local authorities, Board of representatives deputies, and public-benefit organisations. Professional and
accommodating approach, and willingness to help were the mostly
quoted strong suits of our employees.
But we do not like to rest on our laurels, and so we are constantly aiming to develop our services to the
public and make them better. Apart from the high-quality way of carrying out our law-imparted duties
we aim for the growth of our employees and building a culture of organisation, effective way of working
and wider use of electronic forms of communication. How useful can going electronic be has become
clear during the processing of this report, during which all personal contact had to be limited due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
In the duties of our office we continue with the use of modern methods of overseeing quality, with and
implemented certified energy-management system according to ČSN EN ISO 50001 and an information-security management system according to the norm ISO/IEC 27001, we also fulfil the requirements
of the norm ČSN for the social-accountability system and two regional unions of the Regional Authority
Office have a certified system for overseeing quality according to the norm ČSN EN ISO 9001.
I also consider it a success, that our employees managed to fulfil tasks they have been given by the
Regional Council of representatives and the Regional Council. One of such tasks was, for example, the
preparation of the largest planned purchase in the region’s history, whose goal was the acquisition of
modern railway units, to ensure comfortable, reliable and ecological transportation services in the region
territory.
To conclude, I would also like to thank everyone who has collaborated with the Office in the last year for
their cooperation. I am faithful that this cooperation will successfully continue in the future.

JUDr. Roman Heinz, Ph.D.
South Moravian Regional Office Director
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An overview of prizes awarded to the South Moravian Region and the Regional
Office in the year 2019
•
•
•
•
•

Total winner of the ‘Region of My Heart’ poll in 2019
Tourism grand prix – 3rd place in the United Campaign category
Retaining high economy and management rating
The South Moravian Region has gained evaluation rating
The South Moravia Regional Office has passed inspection audits for the energy-management system
certificate according to the ISO 9001 standard and the management system of social accountability
of the organisation
• The South Moravian Region has been awarded a medal for its collaboration with VUT Brno (Brno
Technical University)
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Organizational chart of the Regional Office of the South Moravian Region as at
31st December 2019
DIRECTOR OF THE REGIONAL OFFICE OF THE SOUTH MORAVIAN REGION
Secretariat of the Director

Quality Management Dept.

Security Director

DEPARTMENT
office of the
governor

division
secretariat of
the governor

legal and
economic
division

PR
division

organizational
division

DEPARTMENT
ofice of the
director

division of
personnel affairs
and education

economic
administration
division

crisis
management and
defense division

Cyber
Operations
Centre

Transportation
DEPARTMENT

division of transport
administrative
agendas

surface
communications
division

road
transport
division

division of
public passenger
transport

DEPARTMENT
of culture

culture
division

monument
care
division

Economic
DEPARTMENT

accounting
division

budget
and financing
division

municipalities
financing
division

division for
economic support
non-school
contributory org.

Property
DEPARTMENT

property
division

division for asset
regstration and
management

Regional
development
DEPARTMENT

strategic
development
division

division for
development
programs

tourism
division

European
subsidies
division

rural development
and
agriculture division

Environmental
protection
DEPARTMENT

division of
tech. protection
of the environment

environmental
impact
assessment
division

division of
water and
forest
economy

nature and
landscape
protectio

administrative
and economic
division

DEPARTMENT
of Education

organizational and
administrative
division

education
division

budget and
financing
division

division of
prevention and
leisure activities

sports
division

DEPARTMENT
of Health care

division of
administrative
activities

division of health
care and
economics

DEPARTMENT
of spatial planning

spatial
planning
division

building
regulations
division

Adminitration
DEPARTMENT
and Regional
Trade

division of offenses,
administration of
fees and
enforcement

administrative
division

Regional Trade
Licensing Office
division

Control and legal
DEPARTMENT

complaints, petitions
and internal
control division

external control
division

municipal
review division

DEPARTMENT
of social affairs

social
services
division

division of social
work, protection
and family policies

division of
economics and
control

Investment
DEPARTMENT

public
procurement
division

investment
realization
division

division of
economics and
investment
financing

IT DEPARTMENT

information
systems
management
division

infrastructure and
operation systems
management
division

External relations
DEPARTMENT
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Numbers of employees: by department of the Regional Office of the South Moravian Region,
as of 31st December 2019
Departments

Numbers of employees

Director and Secretariat of the Director

2

Internal Audit Department

4

Quality Management Department

2

Department of the Governor's Office

42

Director's office department

83

Department of Economics

47

Property Department

24

Department of Regional Development

51

Department of the Environment protection

80

Department of Education

72

Department of Health care

17

Spatial Planning and Building Regulations Dept.

31

Administrative Dept. and Regional Trade Licensing Office

28

Control and Legal Department

54

Department of Social Affairs

42

Investment Department

33

Department of Culture and Monument Care

14

Department of Informatics

18

External Relations Department

13

Department of Transport

56

Total

713

Educational structure of employees as of 31st December 2019
Type of education

Number

%

In the doctoral study program

9

1,26

In the master's degree program

458

64,24

In the bachelor's study program

73

10,24

Higher professional education

17

2,38

134

18,79

20

2,81

2

0,28

713

100,00

Secondary education with a school-leaving examination
Voactional education with an apprenticeship certificate or secondary education
Elementary
Total
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Regional Administration Office
Regional Office Director
JUDr. Roman Heinz, Ph.D.
tel.: 541 651 201
e-mail: reditel@jmk.cz
• is the head of the Regional Office (RO), fulfils the role of the statutory body of employer, issues internal regulations
• fulfils the tasks set by the Board of representatives (MC) of the South Moravian Region and the South Moravian Regional Council (SMRB) within the scope of the independent activity of the region
• fulfils tasks stemming from the election laws
• submits proposals to the Constitutional Court for repealing municipal regulations
Governor's Office
tel.: 541 651 544
e-mail: okh@SMR.cz
Head of the department: Mgr. Petra Kovářová
number of employees: 42
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• organisation and technical support of the Board of representatives and regional board meetings
• providing service to the South Moravia Region Governor
• responding acc. the law no. 106/1999 Sb., as amended by further directives
• press conferences of the MC members
• informing the public and media about the activity of the regional representatives
• informing the local municipal governments and public-benefit organisations about current events in the South
Moravian Region via electronic newsletter
• media activities related to the 30th anniversary since 17th November 1989
• administrating the funding program supporting volunteering firefighter units in the municipalities for the 20172020 period
• administrating other subsidies and gifts that don’t fall under funding programs of the South Moravian Region
• facilitating and coordinating regional activities in the area of marketing
• marketing and media activities connected to the celebrations of 150 years of public transport services in Brno
• marketing activities connected to the new logo and the unified visual style for the South Moravian Region and
its following implementation
• preparing ground for events connected to the 20th anniversary of the regional self-government
Director's Office
tel: 541 651 262
e-mail: okr@SMR.cz
Head of the department: Mgr. Martin Koníček
number of employees: 83
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• acquisition of property serving the needs of the regional authority, its administration, maintenance and insurance
• outfitting buildings of the SMR with office equipment, work aids and materials, including their servicing and
surveillance
• outfitting buildings of the SMR with office equipment, work aids and materials, including their servicing and
surveillance
• setting up conditions for the Regional Body activities, e.g. registry and filing service, operating the telephone
exchange, copying documents, cash desk service and car service
• information service answering the needs of citizens and organisations
• verifying and legalising documents and signatures
• handing out open outputs from the public administration information systems, a.k.a. Czech POINT
• electronic signatures, and services pertaining to the public certification authority I. CA
• running the security centre and thus improving cyber-safety of the RO and attached public-benefit organisations
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• mandatory reports about origins of cybernetic security incidents, submitted to the National Department for
Information and Cybernetic Security
• surveillance of electronic communication networks of the RO as well as of the other 15 attached public-benefit organisations
• testing apps managed by the region to spot possible weak point
• personnel administration of the SMR (organisational structure, human resources, awards — notably realising
changes stemming from new generally binding legal regulations, furthermore hiring, adapting and educating
employees)
• the selection procedure agenda for the director of non-scholastic public-benefit organisations established by
the SMR
• methodical aid for municipalities – processing non-binding specialist opinions (selection procedures, awards,
trial period credits, etc.)
• commencing the program and carrying out the I. stage of the RAO "Development for Key Employees" project, with the aim to raise their motivation and cooperation skills.
• Regional tactical training for the South Moravian Integrated Emergancy System "ROCKOVÝ KONCERT
2019" (ROCK CONCERT 2019)
• Co-operation training of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech Republic with the direct participation of the
Crisis Staff of the South Moravian Region "VODA 2019" (WATER 2019)
• Regional Tactical Exercise of Crisis Management Bodies in the South Moravian Region "SUCHO 2019"
(DROUGHT 2019)
Public relations department
tel.: 541 658 842
e-mail: ovv@SMR.cz
head of the department: Mgr. Tomáš Maluška
number of employees: 13
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• social and cultural events in which the South Moravian Region participated, and events held under the auspices
of the region or representatives of the region, such as a concert by the Governor of the South Moravian Region
• receiving domestic and foreign visits by the Region Governor and representatives of the South Moravian
Region (visits by representatives of diplomatic corps, representatives of partner regions, highest state representatives, representatives of the highest state and international institutions) and all related protocol matters
• cooperation in establishing new contacts and cooperation between subjects from the South Moravian Region
and abroad
• representing of the South Moravian Region abroad, co-organising trade missions
• reverential acts organised by the South Moravian Region
• organisation of the Open Day of the Regional Authority Office of the South Moravian Region
• the agenda of the South Moravian Region Award, including a gala evening
• agenda related to the admission of the first "young citizen" of the South Moravian Region
• meetings of the SMR management with mayors of municipalities
• preparation of documents and organisation of foreign and domestic trips of representatives of the South
Moravian Region
• administration of projects and subsidies within interregional relations, provision of financial support according
to bilateral agreements
• participation of partner regions in international events organised in the South Moravian Region, such as the
REGIONTOUR trade fair, international swimming competitions Májové Brno, etc.
• meetings of representatives of the South Moravian Region and representatives of other potential partner
regions
• interpreting and translation services for the needs of representatives of the South Moravian Region and employees of the RAO.
• providing of information pursuant to Act No. 106/1999 Coll., as amended
Informatics department
tel.: 541 658 900
e-mail: oi@SMR.cz
head of the department: Ing. Miroslav Vacula
number of employees: 18
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In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• comprehensive links to public administration information systems and compliance with regulations for public
administration information systems
• design and implementation of the ICT Strategy at the Regional Office for the years 2020 - 2024
• design and processing of suitable ICT (information and communication technologies) solutions that meet
state administration legislation
• contractual relationships with suppliers of technology and software, including purchasing, recipiency and
service in the field of network management and their individual HW and SW components
• creation of the IT Information Concept (information technology) at the level of the South Moravian Region
with regard to accessibility of apps and authorised user data
• management of ICT and entrusted digital technology except the detached workplaces of the RO
• purchase and registration of tangible and intangible assets of the organisation associated with ICT, ensuring
its current records, including localisation, except for detached workplaces, as well as overseeing the inventory of SMR assets associated with IT
• use and implementation of electronic signatures, administration of service SW of the I. certification authority
• keeping records of qualified certificates in cooperation with the Director’s Office
• securing wireless access to the RO network and its settings
• preparation of the technological transition of the RO to the environment of virtual desktop
• functional environment of virtual and physical servers
• implementation of the transition of selected technologies to the cloud
• domain server management and security access policy management of file, web, intranet and mail servers,
user accounts, electronic registries and monitoring in IT-related areas (e-mail, web access, etc.)
• a functional backup media, including the security of appropriate technologies
• continuity tests and functionality testing of media recovery plans
• management of support systems (server operating systems, support software, databases, etc.)
• security of information systems, compliance with the security policy of the Regional Office and security of
information according to standards ČSN EN ISO 27001 on RO
• administration of information systems to ensure the operation of the RO and data backup of information systems of the RO network
• data processing of public-benefit organisations in the ISP application (informační systém o platech = Salary
Information System) and their transfer to the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic
• facilitating the export of data from the electronic portal of local governments ePUSA for internal and external
clients
• provision of control ID cards according to the requirements of the RO departments
• administration of the reservation system of meeting rooms for RO buildings and communication between the
booking system and information panels in the RO buildings
• compiling proposals for the acquisition of unified, inter-compatible hardware and software, ensuring the security and availability of server systems and their backups
• methodological, conceptual and project management of IT within the South Moravian Region
• within the e-Government, technical provision of communication with the public and with state and public administration institutions in electronic form using ICT with a link to the drawing of IOP funds
• training of RO employees in the field of ICT
• providing technical support and professional supervision in terms of ICT in the creation, management and
coordination of European projects within the South Moravian Region
• coordination of ICT activities of individual departments within the concept of informatisation of the South
Moravian Region and other approved projects and concepts
• administration and provision of access to the DMS file manager for publishing information for elected bodies
(RBSMR, RCSMR, commissions and committees)
• ensuring the preparation of the budget of § 6113 and § 6172 of the valid budget structure within the competence of the Department of Informatics
• management of geographic information system (GIS) and GIS concept at the level of SMR as an integral part
of IS SMR
• administration of the South Moravian Region website in terms of information structure, methodology, administration and availability of applications and data security
• coordination of data exchange between the South Moravian Region and other organisations
• coordination of data acquisition from various sources, through the processes of filling and maintaining spatially linked and descriptive databases to the implementation of comprehensive analyses and their graphical
expression in the form of thematic map materials
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• preparation for the nationwide Digital Technical Maps (DTM) of the regions project
• facilitating and coordinating the updating of reference and thematic geodata and their provision to other departments
• providing support to crisis management and trade unions without sectoral GIS experts
• methodical assistance in the creation of GIS workplaces of public administration bodies in the territory of the
South Moravian Region
• administration of the SMR intranet in terms of design, information structure, methodology and application
management
• implementation of a centralised system of data collection and processing of public-benefit organisations
• providing sound, data projection and sound recording acquisition in meetings and meeting rooms
• use and development of data storages and markets
• activities related to the creation of open data under the conditions of the South Moravian Region
• live broadcasts and video recordings of RCSMR meetings
Economic department
tel: 541 651 260
e-mail: oe@SMR.cz
head of the department: Ing. Ludmila Hrachovinová
number of employees: 47
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• compiling the medium-term outlook of the SMR budget for the period 2020 to 2022
• compiling the draft budget of the South Moravian Region for 2020 and the final account of the South Moravian Region for the year 2018
• continuous evaluation of the management of the South Moravian Region in 2019
• preparation of documents for the rating evaluation of the South Moravian Region
• preparation of documents for the acceptance of a loan for the purchase of railway electrical units into the
ownership of the South Moravian Region
• keeping the region's accounts in accordance with applicable legislation, preparation of accounting and financial statements and financial statements
• organising a review of the management of the South Moravian Region by the Ministry of Finance of the
Czech Republic
• processing the standpoints of the South Moravian Region on the legal regulations draft in the field of accounting, budget, taxes and financial controls
• processing economic analyses of management of non-scholastic contributory organisations of the South
Moravian Region
• providing methodical assistance in the field of budget and accounting to municipalities, voluntary associations of municipalities and non-scholastic public-benefit organisations established by municipalities and the
South Moravian Region
• mediation of the flow of subsidies from the state budget to the budget of municipalities, into the bank accounts
of municipalities with the Czech National Bank and their financial settlement
Property department
tel.: 541 652 482
e-mail: om@SMR.cz
head of the department: Ing. Petr Beneš
number of employees: 24
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• sale of redundant SMR real estate in the total value of CZK 24,000,000
• acquisition of real estate into the ownership of the South Moravian Region from the state, legal and natural
persons in accordance with the concept of unifying the ownership of land and buildings
• acquisition of land for the construction of bases for the Medical Rescue Service in Bučovice, Mikulov, Boskovice, Slavkov u Brna and Šumná
• on the basis of the requirements of territorial self-governing units, gratuitous transfers of land for the implementation of the development of municipalities and cities in relation to the construction and expansion of
infrastructure financed from subsidy titles
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• property settlement of land in connection with investment projects implemented by the Administration and
Maintenance of Roads of the South Moravian Region, a public-budget organisation of the region
• the agenda of litigation, namely litigation for the issue of unjust enrichment for the use of land under regional
roads, or litigation related to other property of the South Moravian Region (lawsuits to determine ownership),
in which the property department represents the South Moravian Region itself, or cooperates with law firms
• representation of the interests of the South Moravian Region in construction proceedings, especially in the
establishment of easements for real estate owned by the South Moravian Region
• fulfilment of the obligations of the owner of real estate arising from legal regulations
• methodical assistance in the field of real estate management to public-budget organisations established by
the SMR
• administration and methodical assistance to organisations established in the South Moravian Region in relation to insurance
• agenda connected with the passportisation of buildings owned by the South Moravian Region, the event
"Pilot BIM-passport of the Hustopeče Hospital" was launched
• compliance with the principles of the established certified energy management system according to ČSN EN
ISO 50001, including the performance of regular audits
Regional development department
tel.: 541 651 341
e-mail: orr@SMR.cz
vedoucí: Ing. Ivo Minařík, MPA
number of employees: 51
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• subsidy program from the regional budget for municipalities and municipality associations - Support for rural
development in the South Moravian Region for 2019 - subsidies were provided to 358 entities in the amount
of CZK 54.4 million
• Village of the Year competition - securing a regional round in cooperation with the announcers of the competition - Ministry of Regional Development, Ministry of Agriculture, Union of Towns and Municipalities and the
Association for Rural Renewal of the South Moravian Region, providing a brochure, in 2019,18 municipalities
from South Moravia took part
• presentation of regional products and activities of the South Moravian Region at the Regiontour trade fairs
and the National Livestock Exhibition in Brno at Brno Trade Fair
• South Moravian Harvest Festival September 1, 2019 - event held in Brno on Mendel Square in cooperation
with the Regional Agrarian Chamber, the Association of Private Agriculture and MENDELU in Brno - South
Moravian agriculture and regional food was presented
• support for beekeeping - subsidy program Support for beekeeping from the budget of the South Moravian
Region subsidies in the amount of CZK 1.5 million were provided, the contract Monitoring of bee brood plague was carried out - focused on a comprehensive examination of the health of hives in the South Moravian
Region
• support for viticulture - subsidy to the Wine Fund in the amount of CZK 5 million, subsidy program Support for
viticulture, wine, fruit and vegetable growing in the South Moravian Region - to support activities not supported by the Wine Fund - intended only for municipalities, municipality associations and interest groups in the
amount of approximately CZK 1.4 million
• subsidy program - Support for the operation of rural stores in the South Moravian Region for 2019 - for municipalities with less than 750 inhabitants with a single grocery store
• cooperation with the Central Office of Tourism - South Moravia
• cooperation with Moravian regions on a joint project in tourism
• methodical assistance for tourism staff of municipalities, destination organisations and tourist information
centres
• presentation of the South Moravian Region at the tourism fairs Regiontour Brno 2019, ITF Slovakiatour Bratislava 2019 and Holiday World Prague 2019
• presentation of the South Moravian Region at foreign tourism fairs in Moscow, London, Lviv, Parma and
Manchester and presentations at other events
• facilitating the sustainability of projects co-financed from the ROP South-East; game LOGUJ! and mobile
applications
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• administration of subsidy programs "Support for the improvement of tourist information centre services in the
South Moravian Region in 2019", "Support for the activities of destination organisations in the tourist areas of
the South Moravian Region in 2019" and individual subsidies
• preparation of the project "Cooperation of the South Moravian Region and TSK (Technical Management of
Communications) in the promotion of the area of the Archeopark Mikulčice - Kopčany in connection with the
newly built footbridge over the river Moravia"
• administration of subsidy programs "Support for maintaining the cleanliness of bicycle roads in the South
Moravian Region in 2019" and "Support for the development of cycling and bicycle transport in the South
Moravian Region in 2019", "Support for combating drought and water retention in the South Moravian Region
in 2019 ", individual subsidies
• facilitating the activities of the Regional Standing Conference for the territory of the South Moravian Region
and its working groups, updating and evaluation of the Regional Action Plan for the territory of the South
Moravian Region
• evaluation of the fulfilment of the Development Program of the South Moravian Region, the Short-Term Implementation Plan of the Human Resources Development Strategy for 2019
• employment survey in the South Moravian Region in 2019
• administration and implementation of projects "South Moravian Regional Centre to Support the Integration
of Foreigners II", "Centre for Foreigners in the South Moravian Region", "Together in the Region" (Migration,
Integration, Asylum Fund), "Discover the cultural and natural heritage of the border region in the European
Green Belt along the Iron Curtain by bike "(INTERREG VA Austria - Czech Republic)," Vocational training for
workers of social service providers "(Operational Program 'Employment'),"
• facilitating the activities of the Regional Standing Conference for the South Moravian Region II. and III. "(Operational Program 'Technical Assistance')," Adaptation to Climate Change through Green Infrastructure "(INTERREG V-A Austria - Czech Republic)
• preparation and submission of applications for support "Skill Center" (Operational Program 'Employment'),
"Ensuring the activities of the Regional Standing Conference for the South Moravian Region III" (Operational
Program 'Technical Assistance'), "Support for building safe infrastructure for cyclists and its promotion within
the framework of cross-border cooperation between South Moravia and Trnava Regions "(INTERREG VA
Slovakia - Czech Republic)," Bicycle path located by the road I / 52 on the side of the middle reservoir of the
Nové Mlýny II waterworks "(State Fund for Transport Infrastructure)," Bicycle path Brno - Jinačovice - Kuřim
cycle path, Section R1 "(Integrated Regional Operational Program through ITI Brno)
• implementation of 18 seminars within the project "Adaptation to climate change using green infrastructure"
• electronic catalog "Subsidy programs of the South Moravian Region 2019"
• implementation of direct support for the education of EU citizens in the South Moravian Region
• presentation of the South Moravian Region and key employers at the European fair of lifelong and post-secondary education Gaudeamus 2019 in Brno
• presentation of the South Moravian Region - cycling exposition as part of the SPORT Life! 2019 fair in Brno
and the FOR BIKES Prague 2019 fair
• implementation of remediation of landslides in Dolní Věstonice, application of the South Moravian Region for
registration in the subprogram of the Ministry of the Environment for the event "Dolní Věstonice, remediation
of slopes for road III / 42117", solution of emergency "Bridge over Švýcarská zátoka"
• implementation of project preparation for the implementation of cycle paths on international and regional
cycle corridors BLANSKO ČKD - NOVÝ HRAD; Brno - Jinačovice - Kuřim cycle path; Cycling trail Rebešovice- -Bobrava; Bicycle path located by the road I / 52 on the side of the middle reservoir of the Nové Mlýny
waterworks;
• Elaboration and discussion of project documentation for the construction of VH UZEL VNOROVY - CROSSING THE BAŤA CANAL WITH THE RIVER MORAVIA, STAGE No. I; cycle path "lávka u mlýna - Anenské
údolí and" MK Anenské údolí - road no. 374 "
• implementation of projects "Reduction of emissions from local heating of households in the South Moravian
Region II and III" (OP Environment)
• implementation of the project "Smart Accelerator in the South Moravian Region I and II" (OP RDE)
• implementation of the project "SoMoPro III" (Horizont 2020)
• implementation of the project "Provision of free meals to children at risk of poverty in schools in the South
Moravian Region IV and V" (OP PMP)
• implementation of projects within the cross-border cooperation AT-CZ and SK-CZ
• administration of the subsidy program "Support for the preparation of reconstructions of historic sports facilities of gymnasiums and municipalities in the South Moravian Region in 2019"
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• implementation of projects in the field of social affairs: "Heart in the House, contributory organisation - Transformation I. Stage", "Transformation of DOZP Břežany Castle" Open Castle ""
• implementation of projects in the field of healthcare: "eHealth in the South Moravian Region" and "Education
and Training Centre of the Medical Rescue Service of the South Moravian Region"
• implementation of the project of cross-border cooperation with SK "Bridge over the river Moravia, including
access road in the archeological park Mikulčice-Kopčany", including the grand opening
• implementation of the project "Acquisition of new railway electrical units into the property of the South Moravian Region"
• methodological assistance and management of the public-benefit organisation Moravian Science Centre
Brno in order to popularise science and research in the South Moravian Region
Environment protection department
tel.: 541 651 572
e- mail: ozp@SMR.cz
head of the department: Ing. František Havíř
number of employees: 80
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• implementation of measures aimed at supporting the protection, maintenance and improvement of the favourable condition of important natural sites (active biotechnical management) on 680 ha of specially protected
areas (natural monuments and reservations); a total amount of CZK 16,800,000 was financed
• implementation of the project "Restoration of valuable habitats of selected European important localities of
the South Moravian Region - Phase I", supported by 100% subsidies from the Operational Program ‘Environment’; The subject of the project is the restoration and support of valuable habitat species in selected six
sites of European importance within the competence of the Regional Office of the South Moravian Region.
For financial reasons, only a limited scope of management work was previously carried out to maintain the
most valuable areas, now with the support of the OP ‘Environment’, comprehensive plans for the restoration
of selected areas have been proposed, which aim to support the present species of animals, plants and habitats, who are the subjects of protection
• completion of the update of the Water Supply and Sewerage Development Plan of the South Moravian Region, including discussions pursuant to the Water Supply and Sewerage Act and the implementation of an
environmental impact assessment
• cooperation on the project "Implementation of measures at the Brno Valley Reservoir, III. stage 2018–2022
", which is implemented within the long-term project" Clean Svratka River Basin ". This event is financed by
subsidies from the South Moravian Region and the Statutory City of Brno, and the monitoring and provision
of the entire project in terms of technical and personnel is financed from the resources of the state enterprise
Povodí Moravy. The year 2019 was a successful one for the project and the water quality at the Brno dam
was suitable for swimming throughout the season
• evaluation of the implementation of the Waste Management Plan of the South Moravian Region 2016–2025,
discussion of waste management plans of municipalities / cities and assessment of compliance with the binding part of the Waste Management Plan of the South Moravian Region (WMP SMR) 2016–2025
• cooperation with ASEKOL a.s., ELEKTROWIN a.s. and ECOBAT s.r.o. in the field of waste management
aimed at strengthening the functional and effective system of returning electrical equipment and batteries and
separate collection of electrical waste in the South Moravian Region, which now newly included the promotion of WMP SMR objectives, as part of the campaigns of these partners, focusing on waste prevention and
management
• cooperation with the authorized packaging company EKO-KOM, a. s. in the field of waste management
focused on the support of separate collection and recycling of usable components of municipal waste, especially packaging waste (paper, glass, plastics, metals), again including the promotion of WMP SMR
• professional educational activities within the planned changes in the system of sludge management from
wastewater treatment plants within the objectives of the WMP of the South Moravian Region in cooperation
with the Transport Research Center, implementation of an air quality measurement campaign in November
2019 to determine the concentrations of environmental pollutants in the air in the transport localities of Brno,
Poříčí and Koliště streets, focusing on dust particles of PM10, PM2.5, benzo[a ]pyrene and nitrogen oxides
• preparation of a report on the evaluation of air quality in the South Moravian Region in 2018
• preparation of a technical study ‘Brno - Zvonařka air quality evaluation 9 / 2018-2 / 2019 (dust from constructions)’
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• other ambulatory measurements in cooperation with the Center for Research on Toxic Substances in the
Environment - RECETOX at Masaryk University in Brno within a long-term project of monitoring selected
persistent organic pollutants in the open air, including evaluation of possible health risks in selected localities
of the South Moravian Region (Kyjov, Brno-Tuřany Airport), Brno-Líšeň, Blansko, Sedlec and Hodonín)
• Administration of subsidy programs:
– Subsidy program for the provision of subsidies in the field of environmental education, learning and enlightenment for the year 2019 - 35 projects were supported in the total amount of CZK 1,895,700
– Subsidy program in the field of water management - the provision of subsidies to 41 applicants in the total
amount of CZK 82,300,100 was approved
• publication of a table calendar for 2020 with a presentation of notable protected areas in the South Moravian
Region
• publishing of ‘South Moravian ecolists’ - a bulletin, which is published twice a year with a circulation of 3,000
copies and is focused on ecology and the environment in the South Moravian Region
• organization XVII. year of the Competition of diploma and bachelor theses related to the environment and
ecology in the South Moravian Region
• organization of a literary and art competition for primary school pupils on the topic of waste sorting and recycling Recyklíček. A book was compiled and published from selected works, which is further distributed among
children (3,000 copies) and is aimed to work as an educational resource in the field of waste management
• publication of the textbook "Human influence on the water cycle", which is intended to supplement the curriculum for pupils in the higher years of primary schools, or even secondary schools. In addition to this textbook, two trainings for teachers were organized. The textbook and training aims to spread awareness of the
issue of water scarcity in the landscape and its pollution
• involvement in the international project STARGATE, which seeks to develop a breakthrough, multi-level and
holistic methodology of climate-intelligent agriculture, gaining innovations in the field of microclimate and
weather risk management, as well as in the field of landscape planning
• cooperation within the international project iWATERMAP of the INTERREG EUROPE program, in which
the South Moravian Region is involved in cooperation with the CREA Hydro & Energy cluster and Mendel
University in Brno. The project aims at the sector of water management and water technologies, associated
with solving current societal challenges in the field of water management such as water resources, diversity
of the landscape, management of agricultural land and forest
Department of Education
tel.: 541 653 502,
e-mail: os@SMR.cz
head of the department: Mgr. Hynek Nespěšný
number of employees: 72
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• facilitating a wide range of activities related to the performance of state administration and self-government in
relation to 182 schools and school facilities, which are public-benefit organisations established by the South
Moravian Region
• facilitating tasks related to the performance of state administration in relation to 957 schools and school facilities established by municipalities, churches, private founders
• preparation of the Annual Report on the State and Development of the Education System in the South Moravian Region for the school year 2018/2019
• facilitating tasks related to applications for registration, change of registration or deletion of schools and
school facilities from the register of schools and school facilities
• keeping a register of schools and school facilities in the departmentof kindergartens and school facilities
• appointment and removal of chairmen of examination commissions for school-leaving examinations, final
examinations, discharge and state language examinations
• review of the course and results of final school-leaving examinations and graduations
• ensuring appeal proceedings against the decision of the school principal and the school facility
• granting consent to the establishment of individual classes, departments or study groups with modified educational programs for children, pupils and students with disabilities within the school
• managing the agenda for recognizing the equivalence of foreign education in the Czech Republic or recognizing the validity of a foreign certificate in the Czech Republic for graduates of foreign schools who have
obtained proof of basic, secondary or higher vocational education
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• facilitating a breakdown of the budget of non-investment costs, except for salaries, textbooks, and school
supplies paid for by the state at schools and school facilities established by the South Moravian Region
• determination of binding indicators for school public-benefit organizations of the South Moravian Region,
including their changes
• summarizing the accounting and financial statements of all schools and school facilities in the region established by the region or municipalities and sending subsidies from the state budget to these public-benefit
organizations for direct education costs
• processing of statistics of schools and school facilities, especially on the number of children, pupils, students
and salaries provided to pedagogical and other staff in education
• administration of subsidy programs Do Světa !, Preventive programs implemented by schools and school
facilities and subsidy programs in the field of drug prevention, leisure activities of youth, sports, support for
individual athletes and support for the activities of national minorities
• administration of individual subsidies in sport
• supporting the participation of the South Moravian Region team at the Games IX. Children's and Youth Summer Olympics 2019
• supporting the participation of the team of employees of the Regional Authority Office of the South Moravian
Region in the Interregional Games of Officials
• preparation and organization of the 11th year of the exhibition parade "Czech Hands"
• implementation of activities of OP VVV projects "Regional Action Plan for Development of Education of the
South Moravian Region "," KaPoDaV" and "PolyGram"
• organisation of the 6th year of the Regional Prevention Forum
• preparation of the 25th year of the regional conference of primary prevention of at risk behaviour
• preparation and organization of a gala evening within the Athlete of the South Moravian Region for 2018 poll
• preparation and implementation of the exposition of the South Moravian Region at the fair SPORT Life! 2019
Health care department
tel: 541 651 141
e-mail: oz@SMR.cz
head of the department: PhDr. Jarmila Pavlíková, tasked with representing a currently vacant position
of the Head of the department of Health care
number of employees: 17
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• processing and preparation of materials for decisions made by regional authorities
• work associated with the approval and control of budgets of public-benefit organisations in the field of health
(hereinafter referred to as PBOH)
• provision of emergency medical services
• administration of the management information system
• payment of financial contributions for calmetization
• Cooperation on investment projects for PBOH
• preparation and changes of the founding documents of the PBOH
• crisis management in the field of healthcare
• agenda associated with the preparation and implementation of the grant title "Subsidy program to support the
provision of home hospice care in the South Moravian Region for 2019"
• agenda associated with the preparation and implementation of the grant title "Scholarship program" in order
to stabilize non-medical medical staff in hospitals established by the South Moravian Region
• implementation of the project "Gemeinsam Grenzenlos Gesund - Together for Health" in the framework of
cross-border cooperation with Lower Austria and the South Bohemian Region within the INTERREG AT-CZ
program
• agenda related to the provision of information pursuant to Act No. 106/1999 Coll., on Free Access to Information
• health budget management
• agenda associated with the evaluation of reports on the activities of the PBOH
• agenda associated with financial accounting along with the state budget
• Agenda of managing redundant property belonging to the PBOH
• preparation of documents for the investment department for investment projects implemented at the PBOH
• implementation of methodical and consulting activities in relation to the PBOH, recipients of subsidies and the
general public
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performing control activities on the basis of Act No. 320/2000 Coll., on financial control
legal guarantee of materials for decision within regional executive bodies
providing methodical aid in the field of health law in relation to the PBOH and general public
preparation of the Healthcare Concept of the South Moravian Region 2020 - 2025
implementation of the eHealth project in the South Moravian Region
international cooperation in the field of health
implementation of methodical assistance and preparation of a certificates on the participation of general
practitioners in the medical emergency service according to Decree No. 273/2015 Coll., on the determination
of point values, the amount of reimbursement of paid services and regulatory restrictions for 2016
handling of complaints and grievances against the provider's procedure in providing health services or against activities related to health services in the South Moravian Region
cooperation on the objection procedure in the field of health legislation, elaboration of standpoints in the field
of health law and other legal areas in relation to the PBOH and the agenda of the Department of Health
issuing authorizations for the provision of health services
keeping a register of health care providers
providing methodological assistance to municipalities
performance of state administration at the level of municipalities on the basis of Act No. 128/2000 Coll., on
municipalities (municipal establishment)
control of the file agenda of municipal authorities kept on misdemeanors pursuant to Act No. 250/2016 Coll.,
on liability for misdemeanors and proceedings against them, in the healthcare sector, and pursuant to Act
No. 65/2017 Coll., on the protection of health against harmful effects addictive substances, carrying out inspections of health care providers and other entities in connection with their provision in accordance with the
relevant legal regulations
reviewing medical reports on health and occupational diseases
conducting sanction proceedings in matters of misdemeanors and administrative offenses in accordance
with the relevant legal regulations
handling suggestions of natural and legal persons aimed at solving the issue of health care
handling of medical records taken over from defunct providers
activities of an independent specialist commission
methodical management, supervision and control of compliance with the obligations of providers of health and
social services stipulated by Act No. 256/2001 Coll., on Funeral Services and on Amendments to Certain Acts

Transportation department
tel.: 541 651 352
e-mail: od@SMR.cz
head of the department: Ing. Rostislav Snovický
number of employees: 56
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• cooperation with the Administration and Maintenance of Roads of the South Moravian Region (MR SMR),
a contributory organization of the region in the maintenance, repair and construction of roads II. and III.
classes in the region
• the agenda of the region associated with the use of funds for repairs and reconstruction of roads II. and III.
class
• administration of the project 'Ensuring activities in the field of BESIP' in the South Moravian Region
• administration of subsidies for children's traffic playgrounds within the education in the field of BESIP
• elaboration of standpoints of the concerned bodies on spatial planning documentation in the matter of road
solutions II. and III. classes
• elaboration of action plans of the Brno agglomeration and roads owned by the region according to the Public
Health Protection Act
• preparation of documents for closing contracts on public services in passenger transport according to the
relevant legal regulations between the South Moravian Region and carriers for the area of public regular
transport and for the area of rail passenger transport
• transport planning according to the law on public services in passenger transport
• optimization of transport services in the South Moravian Region - development of the integrated transport
system (ITS) in the South Moravian Region
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• discussion of proposals of municipal authorities to ensure the availability of services in public rail passenger
transport and in public regular passenger transport and processing of information of municipal authorities on
local transport conditions and transport needs in the public interest of the inhabitants of the municipality
• interconnection of individual lines and connections and their interconnection with rail transport according to
the Act on public passenger transport services
• coordinates the creation and comments on draft timetables with regard to the connection to the timetables of
public regular passenger transport according to the Railways Act
• cooperation with the coordinator of ITS SMR and issuing instructions for providing transport services in SMR
• performance of the activities of the transport office in the area of domestic regular passenger transport according to the Road Transport Act
• issuing standpoints for granting or changing licenses for the operation of public and special domestic regular
passenger transport for other transport authorities and for granting or changing licenses and permits for the
operation of international regular passenger transport for the Ministry of Transport of the Czech Republic
according to the Road Transport Act
• performance of state specialist supervision according to the Road Transport Act
• control of the performance of the activity of the transport office in matters of operation of urban bus transport
according to the Road Transport Act and the provision of professional and methodological assistance to municipalities in this area
• issuing consent to road closures in terms of regular passenger transport
• performance of the road administration office
• performance of a special Construction Authority
• conducting driving school examinations, teaching and training drivers, deciding on the award of professional
• driving school teachers and their withdrawal, keeping records of issued professional certificates
• granting and withdrawing authorization to operate MOT, issuing certificates for MOT operation, control of
MOT activities
• decision-making on remedies and extraordinary remedies against decisions of municipal authorities of municipalities with extended powers in matters of traffic offenses and in matters of administrative proceedings of
drivers' agendas
• examinations and issuing certificates of professional competence for road transport operations
• dealing with misdemeanors at first instance, appeal proceedings in matters of taxi service
• keeping the Register of Entrepreneurs in Road Transport
• the issue and withdrawal of Union licenses, their copies and driver attestations
• performing activities related to financing the operation of the Brno - Munich airline
Department of Spatial Planning and Building
tel.: 541 651 362
e-mail: oupsr@SMR.cz
head of the department: Ing. arch. Eva Hamrlová
number of employees: 31
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• elaboration of Update No. 1 of the Principles of Territorial Development of the South Moravian Region
• issuing binding standpoints of the spatial planning authority for projects located in the administrative districts
of several municipalities with extended powers
• review of binding standpoints of the spatial planning authority body issued by spatial planning authorities for
projects located in their administrative district within the appeal proceedings against the decision, which was
conditioned by binding standpoints
• activities of the superior spatial planning authority body for spatial planning authorities
• administration of the subsidy program "Subsidies to municipalities for the processing of spatial plans 2019"
• methodical management and control of the exercise of delegated powers in the area of spatial planning,
spatial decision-making, building regulations and expropriation of first-instance administrative bodies
• appeal and review proceedings in the field of territorial decision-making, building regulations and expropriation
• conducting territorial proceedings and expropriation proceedings, the subject of which is the construction of
transport infrastructure pursuant to Act No. 416/2009 Coll.
• semi-annual methodological meetings with employees of building & construction authorities
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• a series of seminars organized for employees of first-instance municipal building authorities on the topic:
– Administrative Code in connection with the Building Act"; "Building Act - Territorial Decision Making"; "General technical requirements for constructions + exemption procedure"; "Building Act - permitting and
implementation of constructions"; "Building Act - use of buildings"; "Building Act - demolition of buildings
and special powers of building authorities"
– activities related to the exercise of delegated powers in the field of data editing of the Register of Territorial
Identification, Addresses and Real Estate (RÚIAN)
Administrative Department and Regional Trade Licensing Office
tel.: 541 652 244
e-mail: ospz@SMR.cz
head of the department: JUDr. Lenka Cundová
number of employees odboru: 28
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• organising and technical support for elections to the European Parliament and new elections to the councils
of six municipalities in the South Moravian Region
• transfer of the exercise of delegated powers to the relevant authorized municipal authority, including the
transfer of the contribution for the exercise of delegated powers to the municipality, which was not able to
secure the delegated powers
• issuing certificates of public collection, including the control and supervision of their conduct
• appeal and review proceedings in the field of misdemeanors, population registration, ID cards and travel
documents, registries, local fees, trade licensing and pricing
• control of the exercise of delegated powers in the area of misdemeanors, population registration, identity
cards and travel documents, registries, authentication and legalization, gambling, local fees, trade and agricultural business at municipal authorities in the South Moravian Region and the City of Brno
• training for employees of municipalities in the South Moravian Region focused on the issues of the Act on
Population Registration and Administrative Procedure in this area of state administration
• in cooperation with the Ministry of Finance training for employees of municipalities of the South Moravian
Region focused on the issue of recovery of trivial tax arrears by municipalities and in cooperation with the
Ministry of Internal Affairs training focused on the amendment of the Act on Local Fees
• consultation days and methodological meetings for employees of municipalities in the South Moravian Region in the area of misdemeanors and other administrative activities (population records, identity cards, travel
documents, registries and citizenship) and on tax issues and the Act on Local Fees
• verification of professional competence for employees of municipalities in the field of registries, sighting and
legalization
• issuing certificates of citizenship of the Czech Republic, issuing documents on the acquisition or loss of citizenship of the Czech Republic by declaration
• organizing the taking of citizenship promises in the hands of the director of the Regional Authority Office of the
South Moravian Region
• issuing order blocks to authorities authorized to impose administrative penalties by on-the-spot order
• participation in consultation days and workshops organized by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Ministry
of Finance for activities monitored by the Administrative Department and the Regional Trade Licensing Office
• Processing objections on draft laws within the scope of its competence
• Management of receivables of the region
• methodological meetings with heads of municipal trade licensing offices of the South Moravian Region
(OŽÚ), consultation days for employees of registration and control departmentsof the OŽÚ, meetings of the
methodological and legal commission of the OŽÚ of the South Moravian Region
• Methodological seminar for OŽÚ focused on the issue of misdemeanor proceedings
• updating practical manuals as a form of methodological assistance to OŽÚ
• performance of supervision and sanction proceedings in the area of regulation of advertising and price agenda in the territorial district of the South Moravian Region
Department of Culture and Monument care
tel.: 541 652 322
e-mail.: ok@SMR.cz
head of the department: Mgr. Petr Fedor
number of employees: 14
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In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• methodical management and leadership of nine contributory organizations and one public research institution: Gallery of Fine Arts in Hodonín, Observatory Veselí nad Moravou, South Moravian Museum in Znojmo, Masaryk Museum in Hodonín, Brno District Museums, Vyškov District Museum, Regional Museum in
Mikulov, Blansko District Museums, Museum of the region Boskovice and the Institute of Archaeological
Conservation in Brno
• ensuring the performance of the transferred state administration in the field of conservation
• Caring for war graves
• administration of subsidy programs "Support for development in the field of culture and conservation in 2019",
• "Museum Nights and Nights of Churches in the South Moravian Region in 2019" and "Support of Monuments
of Local Importance of the South Moravian Region in 2019"
• administration of individual subsidies
• organization of the 9th year of the "Days of Open Studios in South Moravia" and an excursion of Czech artists
and representatives of museum and gallery institutions to the event "Days of Open Studios in Lower Austria"
• 8th year of awarding the title "Master of Traditional Handicraft Production of the South Moravian Region" and
awarding the title to three masters
• organization of the painting competition "Magical colors of the country" and the literary competition "Hidden
Memory of Moravia"
• organization of the 12th year of the competition "Themost well-repaired cultural monument of the South
Moravian Region"
• meeting of the working group "Archeopark Mikulčice - Kopčany" - nomination of monuments of Great Moravia to the UNESCO World Cultural and Natural Heritage List
• cooperation with the "Interdisciplinary Working Group for the Lednice-Valtice Area"
• active participation in the working group of the Association of Regions and the Ministry of Culture to discuss
comments on the draft Act on the Protection of the Monument Fund
Control and Legal Department
tel.: 541 651 282
e-mail: okp@SMR.cz
head of the department: JUDr. Dagmar Dorovská, tasked with representing a currently vacant position
of the Head of the Deparment
number of employees: 54
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• preparation of the Report on the Results of Financial Controls for 2018 for the Ministry of Finance, including
the collection of data from municipalities and public-benefit organizations established by them
• operation of the Anti-Corruption Line for the South Moravian Region, including the processing of semi-annual
reports on the handling of complaints received through this line
• processing of reports on the handling of complaints and petitions of citizens submitted to the authorities of the
South Moravian Region for each half of 2019
• processing of the plan of control activities and evaluation of the control activities of the Regional Office of the
South Moravian Region for each half of 2019
• update of Directive No. 12 / INA-KrÚ Free access to information
• agenda related to the provision of information in the regime of Act No. 106/1999 Coll.
• proceedings on remedies filed pursuant to Act No. 106/1999 Coll.
• providing methodical assistance to municipalities in issuing municipal regulations, updating models published
on the websites of the South Moravian Region
• supervision over the issuance and content of municipal regulations and resolutions, decisions and other
measures within the delegated competence
• publishing the Bulletin of Legal Regulations of the South Moravian Region
• providing methodological assistance to municipalities in the matter of granting consent to issuing public contracts
• conducting administrative proceedings on granting consent to the issuing of public contracts concluded between the municipalities of the South Moravian Region
• providing methodological assistance to the GDPR to other departments of the Regional Office of the South
Moravian Region
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• a complete agenda for reviewing the management of municipalities and voluntary associations of municipalities in the South Moravian Region
• providing methodological assistance and advice in the field of review of management in connection with
changes in legislation
• updating the content of the methodological sheets of the Department of Municipal Review, and processing
the Report on the Results of the Review of the Management of Territorial Units in the South Moravian Region
• agenda of ex-post public administration control of public-benefit organizations established by the South
Moravian Region and recipients of subsidies who were provided with public funds from the budget of the
South Moravian Region, from the state budget and from other sources
• performing inspections focused on the implementation of a sub-project of natural persons within the project
CZ.05.2. 32 / 0.0 / 0.0 / 15_016 / 0000014 "Reduction of emissions from local heating of households in the
South Moravian Region" (so-called "boiler subsidies")
• processing of information on the results of inspections for the Ministry of Internal Affairs (according to the Resolution of the Government of the Czech Republic No. 689/2013 (VV) on Planning, evaluation and coordination of inspections of the performance of delegated and independent powers of territorial self-governing units
carried out by central administrative authorities, regional authorities, the City of Prague and municipalities of
territorially divided statutory cities)
• providing methodological assistance and advice to public-benefit organisations established by the South
Moravian Region in the areas of financial managementprocessing of reports on the handling of complaints
and petitions of citizens submitted to the authorities of the South Moravian Region for each half of 2019
• processing of the plan of control activities and evaluation of the control activities of the Regional Office of the
South Moravian Region for each half of 2019
• update of Directive No. 12 / INA-KrÚ Free access to information
• agenda related to the provision of information in the regime of Act No. 106/1999 Coll.
• proceedings on remedies filed pursuant to Act No. 106/1999 Coll.
• providing methodical assistance to municipalities in issuing municipal regulations, updating models published
on the websites of the South Moravian Region
• supervision over the issuance and content of municipal regulations and resolutions, decisions and other
measures within the delegated competence
• publishing the Bulletin of Legal Regulations of the South Moravian Region
• providing methodological assistance to municipalities in the matter of granting consent to issuing public contracts
• conducting administrative proceedings on granting consent to the issuing of public contracts concluded between the municipalities of the South Moravian Region
• providing methodological assistance to the GDPR to other departments of the Regional Office of the South
Moravian Region
• a complete agenda for reviewing the management of municipalities and voluntary associations of municipalities in the South Moravian Region
• providing methodological assistance and advice in the field of review of management in connection with
changes in legislation
• updating the content of the methodological sheets of the Department of Municipal Review, and processing
the Report on the Results of the Review of the Management of Territorial Units in the South Moravian Region
• agenda of ex-post public administration control of public-benefit organizations established by the South
Moravian Region and recipients of subsidies who were provided with public funds from the budget of the
South Moravian Region, from the state budget and from other sources
• performing inspections focused on the implementation of a sub-project of natural persons within the project
CZ.05.2. 32 / 0.0 / 0.0 / 15_016 / 0000014 "Reduction of emissions from local heating of households in the
South Moravian Region" (so-called "boiler subsidies")
• processing of information on the results of inspections for the Ministry of Internal Affairs (according to the Resolution of the Government of the Czech Republic No. 689/2013 (VV) on Planning, evaluation and coordination of inspections of the performance of delegated and independent powers of territorial self-governing units
carried out by central administrative authorities, regional authorities, the City of Prague and municipalities of
territorially divided statutory cities)
• providing methodological assistance and advice to public-benefit organisations established by the South
Moravian Region in the areas of financial management
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Department of social affairs
tel.: 541 651 132
e-mail: osv@SMR.cz
head of the department: PhDr. Petr Horehleď
number of employees: 42
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• activities related to the application for a subsidy from the state budget within the subsidy program of the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs to support the provision of social services in the amount of CZK 1,485,076,739
and the administration of applications for social service providers for its distribution (Section 101a of Act No.
108/2006 Coll. services), including billing control
• administration of special-purpose subsidies provided from the budget of the South Moravian Region for 2019
to finance social services (Section 105 of Act No. 108/2006 Coll., on social services) in the amount of CZK
215,097,800, including billing control
• processing of the "Rules of the procedure for determining and granting financial support of the South Moravian Region for the years 2019-2020", in the field of support for the provision of social services in accordance
with the principles of public support
• methodical guidance and provision of funding for 28 public-benefit organisations of the region in the area of
social services of the residential type with a total capacity of 3,116 beds
• implementation of individual projects within the support of the Operational Program 'Employment' "Provision
of selected social prevention services in the South Moravian Region" (33 social prevention services involved)
and "Selected social prevention services in the South Moravian Region" (another 18 social activation services for families with children)
• the process of planning the availability of social services at the local and regional level with actors of community planning, and continuing the implementation of the individual project "Support for planning the development of social services in the South Moravian Region IV."
• processing of the "Rules for creating social service network in the South Moravian Region for 2019" and the
"Action Plan for the Development of Social Services for 2019"
• elaboration of the General and Temporary Social Service Network in the South Moravian Region for 2019
• introduction of "Regional Cards of the South Moravian Region" and the principles of providing social services. Regional cards define in what way the service can provide support for the users, what will they discuss
and solve together. They thus become a tool leading to greater transparency and give a clear picture of the
activities of the public service, the contracting authority and the cooperating entities
• continuity of the transformation process and deinstitutionalization in the South Moravian Region, involved
are five public-benefit organisations of the South Moravian Region, namely Srdce v domě, Zámek Břežany,
Paprsek, Zelený dům pohody and Domov Horizont
• continuing the implementation of the project of gerontological organizational supervision in public-benefit
organisations of the South Moravian Region
• Providing support for all activities related to the performance of state administration within the agenda of registration of providers of social services, social and legal protection of children, public guardianship and social work
• implementation of an individual project "Support for social and legal protection at the Regional Authority Office of the South Moravian Region III", focused mainly on the development of alternative family care, including
the continuation of the campaign to recruit new people interested in foster care
• support for pro-family and pro-senior activities of the South Moravian Region through grant programs, support for the implementation of long-term projects, awareness-raising and information activities in accordance
with the approved Concept of Family Policy of the South Moravian Region 2015-2019
• implementation of a familyfriendlycommunity audit in the South Moravian Region
• operation of the websites www.rodinnapolitika.cz, www.affc.cz and www.seniorskapolitikaSMR.cz
Investments department
tel.: 541 651 272
e-mail: oinv@SMR.cz
head of the department: Ing. Pavel Šrom
number of employees: 33
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
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• preparation of the reproduction of the property of the South Moravian Region in cooperation with branch
unions and public-benefit organisations
• implementation of investment projects, the investor and client of which was the South Moravian Region or its
public-benefit organisations:
• in the field of social services, eg "Construction modifications of the building and paved areas" for the Home
for the Elderly in Hostim, "Insulation of buildings A, B and the connecting area" for Domov Horizont in Kyjov,
"Reconstruction of the boiler room and utility rooms" for the Home for the Elderly Sokolnice;
• in the field of healthcare, eg "Reconstruction and completion of the infection ward" for the hospital in Znojmo,
"Training and education center" for the Medical Rescue Service in Brno-Bohunice,
• "Evacuation lift" and "Modification of the premises of the 2nd floor" for the hospital in Letovice, "Strengthening
the performance of the transformer station and power distribution" for the Kyjov hospital, "Air conditioning of
the inpatient pavilion" for the Břeclav hospital
• in the field of education, eg "Multifunctional space for specialisation training for teaching modular masonry
systems and timber-houses" for the Secondary School of Building Crafts Brno-Bosonohy, "Reconstruction of
heating" and "Incubator of young scientists" for the Secondary Industrial School of Chemistry in Brno, "Modernization science classrooms "for the Brno-Řečkovice Grammar School," Junior Centre of Excellence for
Cybernetics
• Security and ICT "column for the Secondary School of Informatics, Postal Services and Finance in Brno,
"Facade repair" for the Grammar School in Znojmo, "Thermal insulation of buildings and reconstruction of
the heat source" for the Ivančice Leisure Centre, "Reduction of energy consumption of the main building and
gym" for the Secondary Industrial School and Business Academy in Břeclav, "Concert Hall" for Conservatory
in Brno on Třída Kpt. Jaroše; in the field of culture and conservation, eg "Building modifications and restoration of the permanent exhibition" for the Kyjov Museum, "Facade repair" for the castle in Vyškov, "Revitalization of the rear wing of the Minorite monastery with a lapidary exhibition" for the museum in Znojmo
• implementation of the Public Procurement Act in the South Moravian Region
• methodological assistance and consultations to branch departments, professional departments and public-benefit organisations of the South Moravian Region in the processing of documents for the award of public
contracts in the field of property reproduction
• legal guarantee concerning the centralised awards of public contracts of the South Moravian Region and its
public-benefit organisations implemented by CEJIZA
• the legal agenda in the implementation of public contracts for departments of the regional authority that
do not have a lawyer
• activities related to the administration of the Investment Fund of the South Moravian Region
• processing and updating of the annual and medium-term investment plan of the South Moravian Region and
its public-benefit organisations
• implementation of the credit policy of the South Moravian Region in relation to the European Investment
Bank in the area of asset reproduction
Internal audit departmnent
tel.: 541 653 390
e-mail: uia@SMR.cz
head of department: Ing. Lubomír Petlach
number of employees: 4
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• internal audits and consultation contracts according to the Financial Control Act in accordance with the annual plan
• internal quality audits according to the ČSN EN ISO 9001 standard in accordance with the annual plan
• internal audits of the social responsibility management system according to the ČSN 01 0391 standard in
accordance with the annual plan
• coordination of risk analysis, including its evaluation and creation of a risk catalog
• methodological assistance to auditors of established public-benefit organisations and auditors of municipalities in the South Moravian Region
• co-organizing seminars for internal auditors
• consultation in amending internal regulations
• activities related to the publication of internal regulations
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Quality management department
tel.: 541 651 214
e.mail: urk@SMR.cz
vedoucí: Mgr. Martina Odvárková number of employees: 2
In 2019, the department was primarily responsible for:
• functionality of the quality management system according to the standard ČSN EN ISO 9001: 2016 at the
RAO SMR and functionality of the social responsibility system according to ČSN 01 0391: 2013
• coordination of activities in the field of social responsibility, including the organization of the conference "Social responsibility in all areas of human activity"
• activities of the "Healthy Region Project and Local Agenda 21", including educational events aimed at promoting health and preventing serious diseases
• activities of the campaign of the South Moravian Region entitled "Region without plastic", focused on the elimination of waste from single-use plastics
• overall evaluation of the Regional Authority Office according to the international self-evaluation framework
(model of excellence)
• coordination of mapping and process-optimization at the Regional Authority Office
• organization of meetings of secretaries of municipal authorities of municipalities with the leadership of the
region
• preparation of events for employees of the regional office (joy day, sports day, joint blood donation) and the
general public (Easter and Christmas fair, including the organization of charitable collections, sports events
with a charitable outreach)
• coordination of the Award of the Governor of the South Moravian Region for social responsibility
• issuing an internal newsletter of the Regional Authority Office

Development of Key Employees
In 2019, ROA SMR launched a new project, Development of Key Employees for ROA Employees. The project
is unique in its complexity, economy (without the need to outsource educational agencies), diversity, teamwork
and individual development of individuals. It also supports connecting and cooperation of employees throughout
the Regional Authority Office of the South Moravian Region. It aims to strengthen their commitment, cooperation,
motivation, loyalty and skills, and thus also increase the performance and efficiency of the entire institution.
The Project in Numbers

BRAND
NEW
SERVICE

46 Únominated employees from the entire Regional Office of the South Moravian Region
4
45 ÚConsultations, development plans and feedback
24 Úselected key employees
17 ÚInvolved departments and units of the Regional Office
6 Úspecial development activities
5 Úacquired key competencies
3 Úyears of support and sharing of know-how

Development centre
For one day, selected employees had a chance to try-out what is it like, being a mmebr of the management
team of a sports airbase, a parrot farm, a shopping centre, a destination island, or an amusement park.
Within the team, they encountered difficult tasks, and communicated with a stern owner and a chaotic
employee. Each participant received feedback, identified their strong suits, weaknesses, and the direction
of their further development in the areas of:
• effective communication,
• flexibility and adaptability,
• organisation skills,
• stress management,
• teamwork
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Coaching
Each employee is one of a kind, and has their own unique needs. The Key Employee has now an opportunity to develop their skills according to what exactly needs to be expanded upon. In the coaches presence
they look for new ways how to, for example, make their work more effective, how to maximise their job
satisfaction, or how to improve their decision making. Sometimes they are presented with a complex task
that they need to solve. Through finding new paths to problem-solving, they will stay invested into carrying
out their duties in the office.
Workshops
Under the guidance of the lecturer, the key employees focus on tips and tricks, techniques and methods
and sharing of experience with their colleagues about:
• How to organise one’s work
• How to make one’s presentation interesting,
• How not to succumb to a stressful situation
• and many more…
Psychological development testing with feedback
Development can be measured.
Who says it can’t? Part of the project
is a series of tests, during which employees have a chance to test their
speed, accuracy, but also their personal qualities and where they stand
out compared to others. Because
everyone is different. The testing
shows the benefits of a key employee. In addition, they will be able to
compare how they were at the beginning of the project and where they
have moved after its completion.
Team activity
One of the most valuable skills in
the job market is the willingness to
communicate and cooperate. And
communication among 24 people
can be a tough nut to crack. The key
employees are able to train these
skills in the safe environment during
two group tasks which they direct,
organise, create approaches for
and select results for – themselves.
The tasks help develop co-operation skills but also presentation. You
train hard, you fight easy.
Mentor meetings
In a later part of the program, the key employees will actively work on developing their skills, trying
different communication techniques, working with feedback and learn how to lead and support others.
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Registered office:
Jihomoravský kraj
Žerotínovo nám. 449/3
601 82 Brno
Second address in Brno:
Administrativní a školicí centrum Cejl
Cejl 530/73
601 82 Brno
Workplace departments at Cejl 530/73
• Internal Audit department
• Department of Education
• Administrative Department and Regional Trade Licensing Office - Department of the Regional Trade
Licensing Office
• Control and Legal Department - External Control Department, Municipal Review Department
• Department of Transportation - Department of Road Transport (Transport Office), Department of Transport Administration Agendas
• Investment Department - Investment Implementation Department
• Director's Office - Department of Economic Administration
• Department of Informatics - Department of Infrastructure and Operating Systems Management
Detatched departments:
Brno
SMR Centre for foreigners
Mezírka 1, 602 00 Brno – 4th and 6th floors
Břeclav
Sovadinova 537/6, 690 02 Břeclav (transportation department)
Hodonín
Brněnská 3254, 695 01 Hodonín (transportation department)
Štefánikova 28, 695 01 Hodonín (Department of Environment care, Control and Legal Department)
Znojmo
Kotkova 24, 669 02, Znojmo (transportation department)
náměstí Armády 1213/8, 669 02, Znojmo (Department of Environment care)
Office days, and operating hours – Czech Point, information, filing room, cash desk, public gatehouse of the Regional Authority Office for the South Moravian Region:
Monday

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

office day

Tuesday

8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

opening hours for the public

Wednesday

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

office day

Thursday

8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

opening hours for the public

Friday

8:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

opening hours for the public
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Office of the South
Moravian Region
"Offering more than what the law requires and
society expects"
Social responsibility is not just a modern word for us …
It is a mixture of values based on man's natural need to
change the world for the better. That is why it has long
been a part of almost all of its activities and the daily
life of employees at the Regional Office of the South
Moravian Region. We create a stimulating environment
that motivates employees to provide the best possible
services within and beyond the law. Our goal is to increase
the satisfaction of the citizens of the South Moravian
Region.

Our values
PROFESIONALITY
EFFICIENCY
QUALITY
OPENNESS AND COOPERATION
RESPECT FOR PEOPLE
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

We are an open and professional office. That is our vision for 2020.
To fulfill the vision, we strive to achieve three basic goals:
Quality human resources management system
Efficient processes
Friendly environment
Social responsibility policy of the Regional Office of the South Moravian Region
Vision:
Modern office co-responsible for the positive development of the entire territory of the South
Moravian Region and for the support of the quality of life of its inhabitants.
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Social responsibility of the Regional Office of the South Moravian Region
The long-term development plan of our office, the Strategy of the Regional Office of the South Moravian Region, is followed by goals in the area of social responsibility:
Economic pillar
internal:
• efficient management of resources
• efficient and quality implementation
of activities
• transparency and anti-corruption policy
• systematic planning of economic
performance
• building a good reputation and quality
brand
external:
• support for the development of the
South Moravian economy
• building quality, sufficient capacity
and sustainable transport and technical infrastructure
• stabilization of disadvantaged parts
of the South Moravian Region

Environmental pillar
internal:
• carbon footprint optimization
• strengthening employees' knowledge
in the field of environmental protection
external:
• support for environmental education,
training and awareness
• prevention of accidents and damage
to the territory of the South Moravian
Region due to natural factors
• sustainable water and energy supply
• concept of environmental protection
of the South Moravian Region

Social pillar
internal:
• respect for human rights
• creation and development of organizational culture
• creating suitable working conditions
• employee development
external:
• development of all population groups
• employment promotion
• support for families with children, seniors and intergenerational coexistence
• health care, availability and quality of
health care
• care for the safety of the population
• support for education and culture
• support for sports and leisure activities

Code of ethics
Quality standards:
ČSN EN ISO 9001, ISO/IEC
27001,ISO 50001, ČSN 01 0391
Responsible public procurement

We try to do what we consider meaningful for the development of the region, to do it in the office ourselves, and thus set a good example for others.
• we purchase
• we reduce the energy intensity of building operations
• we sort waste and reduce its production, we provide collection points for some types of waste
• we organize collections for the needy:
clothes for the homeless, toys and children's books for Family Points, charity fairs
• we support and organize meaningful activities for the inhabitants of the region
for children, youth, students, families, seniors, the disabled, for entrepreneurs, foreigners and more
• we organize a conference on social responsibility, which is open to all fans and those interested in
the topic
• we participate in volunteer activities
• we appreciate those who deal with social responsibility issues and apply them in their daily activities
• we appreciate volunteers in the region
• we run a company kindergarten
• we maintain contact with employees on maternity and parental leave
• We announced the Region without Plastic campaign aimed at reducing the generation of disposable plastic waste
Annual Report 2019
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In 2019:
RESPONSIBLE ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT AREA
• We organized meetings with suppliers of construction and design works in order to present the plan
of investment events and priorities of the South Moravian Region in the field of public procurement
and investment (including the principles of responsible procurement).
• We presented the good practices of the South Moravian Region in the area of responsible public
procurement at a number of events (MLSA conference "Responsible Public Procurement 2019",
"Summer School of Responsible Public Procurement", thematic meeting of the Association for Public
Procurement, etc.).
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AREA
• We co-organized a block of three educational lecture events in the premises of the Brno Observatory
and Planetarium focused on air quality issues.
• We have declared six new small specially protected areas - natural monuments of Andělka and Čertovka, Návrší, Družďava, Velký hájek and Jesličky.
• We provided the printing of the textbook "Human Influence on the Water Cycle in the Landscape" and
the training of primary school teachers, which is to contribute to public education in the field of water
management - water waste, water quality, drought impacts, etc.
• We participated in the volunteer event "Let's clean up the Czech lands" in the vicinity of Ochoz
u Brna.
• We organized a conference for representatives of municipalities, contributory organizations and the
public on the topic "How to live without waste - without packaging - without plastic."
• We donated 22 municipalities involved in the "Healthy Region and Local Agenda 21" project.
SOCIAL AREA
• We handed over five "family-friendly community" audit certificates to five municipalities or city districts
in the South Moravian Region (Brno-Královo Pole city district, Brno-Komín city district, Brno-střed city
district, Lovčičky municipality, Hustopeče city). help create a family-friendly environment.
• We organized a "Regional Prevention Forum" focused on the execution of imprisonment, new trends
and alternatives.
• We co-organized the third year of the Křesadlo award in the South Moravian Region, which recognizes selfless work and the help of volunteers.
• We supported the Handy Cycling Marathon, which is a benefit race connecting the world of "healthy"
and disabled athletes, in which participants manage to cover 2,222 km in relays in 111 hours.
• We organized a regional conference on the project of the State Health Institute "Effective support of
the health of people at risk of poverty and social exclusion".

WHERE TO LEARN MORE?
How to learn more about the social responsibility of the regional office briefly
and legibly? Read the Report on Social Responsibility of the Regional Office of
the South Moravian Region and get inspired…
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Social responsibility on the website of the South Moravian Region:
www.SMR.cz
South-Moravian region
Social Responsibility
Report on Social Responsibility of the Regional Office of the South Moravian Region
Documentation of social responsibility Regional Office of the South Moravian Region
Strategy of the Regional Office of the South Moravian Region on the website of the South
Moravian Region:
www.SMR.cz
South-Moravian region
Concepts, studies, plans, programs
An overview of processed valid strategic, program and conceptual documents of the
Strategy of the Regional Office of the South Moravian Region

Christmas fair

Let's clean up the Czech Lands event

Social responsibility conference

Presentation of the awards of the Governor of the South Moravian Region for social responsibility
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Interregional activities of
the SMR and regional
representation within the EU
Selection of interregional activities of the South Moravian Region carried out in 2019
Europe
CROATIA
Bjelovar-Bilogora County
• In the days between 6th and 8th June, a group of representatives of the South Moravian Region took part in a
work-trip abroad into the Bjelovar-Bilogora County. The delegation has been accompanied by Vladimir Bilek,
a Croatian MP representing the Czech and Slovakian minority.
• At the turn of August and September, the South Moravian Region has been visited by a delegation of Na
přelomu srpna a září navštívila Jihomoravský kraj delegace several dozen countrymen – leaders of the regional collectives from the Bjelovar-Bilogora County in Croatia. Our countrymen have taken part in the Kiritof
celebrations in Jevišovice, visited the South Moravian Region headquarters and tried our regional products
during the South Moravian Harvest Festival.
Zadar County
• In the days between the 16th and 19th January, the representative of Zadar County has, in a traditional manner,
presented the region and its opportunities for tourism at the Regiontour Tourism Fair. The fair has also been
visited by the Zadar County Governor’s Deputy Šime Mršić who has parleyed with the SMR Governor’s Deputy Roman Hanák.
• In the days between 24th and 26th April, the regional delegation visited Zadar city, as part of what is now a traditional participation during the Days of Zadar County Festival. Along with the Act of Piety, the other main point
of the program was the opening of the Gaženica port. The port has been opened by the Croatian Republic
president, Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović. During the time of the visit, the delegation has visited the Vir municipality,
which is a partner municipality of Oslavany. The delegation also visited the city of Pag, where the exhibition
opening of "Moravian Tuscany", organised by the SMR Department of Interregional Cooperation, took place.
The trip was concluded by a negotiation with the Region Governor Božidar Longin on the issues of management, and science and technical collaboration or student exchange programs.
Croatia – embassy
• On 30th May, the Region Gavernor Bohumil Šimek met with the Croatian ambassador for Czech Republic Ljiljana Pancirov to discuss the Cratian House project in Jevišovka, ana about further colaboration between SMR
and Croatian regions. The discussions, which took place at the Brno headquarter of the Regional Authority
Office, have also been attended by the chairman of the Association for citizens of Croatian nationality in Czech
Republic Jan Kopřiva.

Partner regions make annual presentations at the Regiontour Tourism Fair
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ITALY
Lombardy
• On 27th March, a renovated Czech consulate opened in the Lombardian metropole of Milan. Jiří Kuděla has become the new consul general. The celebration was attended by councilor Petr Hýbler, who represented the South
Moravian Region. On this occasion, he met with the representative of the Lombardy region, Senator Robert Mura.
• On 19th June, the Region Governor received Senator Robert Mura, the representative for the Lombardy and
European Institutions Commission, accompanied by the Italian Chamber of Commerce representative Dr.
Michele Villani, in the Brno headquarters of the RAO.
Tuscany
• On 14th March, the South Moravian Tourism Headquarters (SMTH) held a presentation during the 21st Romualdo Del Bianco foundation board meeting in Florence. The participants of the "BUILDING PEACE THROUGH
HERITAGE" symposium were thus able to become acquainted with the main tourist destinations in the South
Moravian Region.
• On 24th October, in cooperation with the Honorary Consulate in Florence and the Czech Center in Rome,
a conference was held to commemorate the 30th anniversary of the Velvet Revolution. Students of Czech
School Florence took part in the event. On this occasion, the South Moravian Region presented the "Moravian
Tuscany" exhibition from the photographer Radek Severa.
Italy – embassy
• On 23rd October, on the occasion of the celebrations of the establishment of an independent Czechoslovak
state, a presentation of the South Moravian Region took place in the premises of the Embassy of the Czech
Republic in Rome in the presence of Region Governor Bohumil Šimek. The South Moravian Region has decided to present itself with the culinary specialities prepared by the pupils of the Integrated Secondary School
in Slavkov u Brna and a concert by a cimbál music group. The program of the South Moravian delegation has
reached its climax with a ceremonial signing of a research colaboration contract between the St.Anna Faculty
Hospital International Centre of Clinical Research in Brno and the Tor Vergata Uiversity.
LITHUANIA
Kaunas Region
• From 31st May to 1st June, a group of Lithuanian doctors, hospital and clinic directors from the Kaunas region
participated in the International Medical Congress in Brno, which was also co-organized by the South Moravian Region.
• Between 3rd and 6th December, a reciprocal "medical" mission took place, visiting social and health facilities
in the Kaunas Region. This work trip was organised under the auspices of the South Moravian Region. The
delegation was led by the chairman of the Social and Health Committee of the MCSMR Igor Chlup.
POLAND
Łódź Voivodeship
• Between 16th and 19th January, representatives of Łódź Voivodeship presented their region and its tourist opportunities at the Regiontour Tourism Fair.
PORTUGAL
Norte Region
• Between 6th and 9th April, The delegation of the South Moravian Region led by President Bohumil Šimek

Celebrations of the founding of the independent Czechoslovak state at the Czech embassy in Rome

Meeting the representatives from Lombardy
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completed a four-day working visit to the Portuguese region of Norte, where they discussed the possibilities of
regional cooperation. Among the topics discussed during the meeting was cooperation in the field of viticulture,
as well as economics, tourism and innovation strategy development. Among others, the regional delegation
visited the IVDP wine institute which controls the quality of Port wines. The South Moravian delegation was
received by the leadership of several important cities in the Norte region. The delegation was accompanied by
the Czech Ambassador Petr Šelepa.
• From 14th to 16th June, winemakers from South Moravia presented selected South Moravian wines at the
UVVA (Universo do Vinho Verde Amarante) World of Green Wine festival in the Portuguese city of Amarante.
The trip was also attended by a member of the Regional Municipal Council Šárka Korkešová, who met with
the management of the city of Amarante during the visit.
Austria
Lower Austria
• On 22nd November, the South Moravian Region, in cooperation with the Paměť Civic Association, organized
an annual event to mark the 30th anniversary of the fall of the Iron Curtain. The event consisted of an act of
reverence at the Memorial to the Victims of the Iron Curtain near Mikulov and a subsequent international
conference at Mikulov Castle. Region Governor Bohumil Šimek and his deputy Petr Hýbler placed floral gifts
in memory of the victims of the Iron Curtain on behalf of the South Moravian Region at the memorial. The
reverential act organized by the Paměť Civic Association was followed up in the Mikulov chateau by the international conference "Iron Curtain in Us".
• On 29th November, Region Governor Bohumil Šimek attended a meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of
the Czech and Austrian Republics, Tomáš Petříček and Alexander Schallenberger. In Čížov and in the Austrian Haregg, they commemorated the 30th anniversary of the fall of the Iron Curtain. The meeting was also
attended by ambassadors from both countries and Lower Austrian Governor Johanna Mikl-Leitner.
RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Khanty-Mansijsk Autonomus area – Yugra
• From 10th to 11th June, the 11th International IT Forum took place in Khanty-Mansiysk with the participation of the
BRICS countries and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), as well as representatives of the South
Moravian Region. As part of the conference dedicated to the issue of Smart cities, the Integration Transport
System of the South Moravian Region and the system of electronisation in public transport were introduced.
• On 4th-5th. May, with the participation of swimmers from the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Area - Yugra, another year of the Májové Brno swimming competitions took place. Over the years, Májové Brno has become
an important international race, where the greatest talents from the ranks of younger and older pupils from all
over the country and abroad compete. Thanks to the partnership between the South Moravian Region and the
Siberian Region, several swimmers from the South Moravian Region reciprocally participated in the "Northern
Lights" swimming competitions in Russia.
Nizhegorodskaya Region
• From 7th to 8th September, representatives of the South Moravian Region took part in the festival of the masters
of traditional crafts in Nizhny Novgorod, where they demonstrated the bobbin lace technique and presented
tourist attractions and monuments of South Moravia through advertising catalogs and brochures.
• In autumn, study exchanges took place for teachers and students of Masaryk University in Brno and the Lobachevsky University in Nizhny Novgorod. This is a continuation of the schools' long-term and well-functioning
cooperation.

Reciprocal missions to social and medical facilities in the Kaunas region
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South Moravian wines were presented at the World of Green Wine UVVA Festival in
Amarante, Portugal
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Republic of Tatarstan
• On 5th March, the President of the Republic of Tatarstan, Rustam Nurgalievich Minnichanov, arrived in South
Moravia. The aim of the visit was to negotiate with the management of MSR Engines (JetSurf) in Střelice
near Brno in regards to the organisation of motor surf races in Kazan in August 2019. President Minnichanov,
accompanied by Deputy Governor Roman Hanák, also attended the grand opening of DG Pack Prostějov
(Danaflex).
• From May 31st to June 1st, specialists from the Republic of Tatarstan participated together with Czech and
international doctors in a coloproctology conference in Brno.
SLOVAK REPUBLIC
Trenčíns self-governing region
• On 28th July, a delegation from the South Moravian Region, led by Region Governor Bohumil Šimek, took part
in the Czech-Slovakian Brotherhood Festival, which regularly takes place on the last July Sunday at Velká
Javořina. The festivities began with the laying of bouquets at the Memorial of Czech-Moravian-Slovak Reciprocity on the border of both states, which passes through the top of the mountain. Thousands of visitors from
both sides of the border gathered to commemorate the meeting of Czechs and Slovaks, which has a tradition
of more than 170 years.
Trnava self-governing region
• On 29th October, the footbridge over the Morava River was ceremoniously opened as part of the project "Footbridge over the Moravia River, including the access road in the Mikulčice - Kopčany Archaeological Park". The
construction of the footbridge is the result of a joint cross-border project of the South Moravian and Trnava
regions co-financed by the European Structural Funds.
• On 28th November, Region Governor Bohumil Šimek took part in an informal meeting of governors from both
sides of the Morava River in Velehrad.
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Mlidde Franconia
• Between 8th–9th August, Region Governor Bohumil Šimek received a delegation from Middle Franconia led by
the President of the Regional Assembly Armin Kroder, accompanied by his deputy Christy Naaß, at the RAO
headquarters in Brno. The topic of meeting focused primarily on regional cooperation in the field of education
and the presentation of tourism in the South Moravian Region. In addition to Region Governor Bohumil Šimek,
the delegation also met with Councilor for Education Jana Pejchalová and Deputy Governor Petr Hýbler
SERBIA
Šumadija District
• Between 17th-19th January, a Serbian delegation consisting of representatives of local governments as well
as regional development and tourism specialists from the Šumadija, Pomoravlje and Srem regions visited the
South Moravian Region. The main goal of the visit was to present tourist opportunities within the Regiontour
2019 Tourism Fair.
• Between 4th–8th May, at the invitation of the mayor, the delegation of the South Moravian Region took part in
a ceremonial program on Kragujevac Day. During the stay, meetings were held with the Češi Šumadije association, with representatives of the Red Cross in Kragujevac, with political representatives of the municipality
of Knić and representatives of the Regional Economic and Development Agency of Šumadija and Pomoraví
Regions.

Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Czech and Austrian Republics with representatives of South Moravia and Lower Austria Regions on the occasion of the 30th
anniversary of the fall of the Iron Curtain

In June, the 11th International IT Forum took place in Khanty-Mansiysk
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SPAIN
Basque Country
• Between 23rd-26th September, Councilor Jana Pejchalová, on behalf of the South Moravian Region, took part
in the celebrations of Czech statehood, specifically the concerts of the "Smetana Trio" in Bilbao and Madrid.
The subject of the working trip was also a meeting with the University of Mondragon or reception at the Biscay
province Regional Authority Office.
• From 7th to 10th October, representatives of Basque companies took part in the International Engineering
Fair thanks to continued cooperation with the South Moravian Region. The program of the trip also included
meetings with the Region Governor as well as meetings with representatives from South Moravian secondary
schools.
UKRAINE
Lviv region
• Between 16th-19th January, representatives of the Lviv Region held a presentation on the region at the Regiontour Tourism Fair.
• From 23rd to 25th May, "Czech Days" festival took place in Lviv with an emphasis on the South Moravian
Region. Here the region presented the traditional culture of South Moravia (blueprint, bobbin lace, cimbál music), along with a tasting of regional foods and South Moravian wines. The Lviv Administration Office building
housed the photography exhibition "Moravian Tuscany" by Radek Severa. The tourist goals for the region
were also presented.
• Between 31st May and 1st June, specialists from the Lviv Region participated together with Czech and international doctors in a coloproctology conference in Brno

Africa
TUNISIA
Bizerte Province
• Between 12th-14th May, Iheb Maghrebi from the Tunisian company Pharmaghreb visited the South Moravian
Region
• Between 27th–31st October, the South Moravian delegation led by Deputy Governor Marek Šlapal took part in
the celebrations of the founding of Czechoslovakia at the Embassy of the Czech Republic in Tunis. Horňácká
muzika Petra Mičky performed at the festival, with support from the South Moravian Region. The visit to
Tunisia also included a meeting with the Governor of the Bizerte region, Mohamed Gouider, who received
an invitation to visit the South Moravian Region. The program also included meetings with business entities
interested in cooperation with the South Moravian territory.

America
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
State of Georgia
• In December, representatives of Albaform, a company operating in the automotive industry in the state of
Georgia, visited the South Moravian Region. The meeting discussed different means of support for South
Moravian companies operating in Georgia.

Czech-Slovakian Brotherhood Festival at Velká Javořina
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Asia
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Guangdong Province
• On 10th June, a delegation from the southern Chinese province of Guangdong led by the Chairman of the
Provincial Committee of the Chinese People's Political and Consultative Assembly, Mr. Wang Rong, visited
the South Moravian Region. The delegation was received at the South Moravian Region headquarters by the
Chairman of the Committee for Interregional Relations Miroslav Kubásek. he Chinese side was interested in
the methods used by the South Moravian Region to motivate company involvement and investments.
Hainan Province
• On 10th December, a delegation from Hainan Province, led by Ms Ma Yongxia, Vice-Chairwoman of the Provincial Committee of the People's Political and Consultative Assembly, visited the South Moravian Region.
The delegation first visited the South Moravian Center for International Mobility (JCMM) where they were
given a presentation by Miloš Šifalda, the center's director. Afterwards, the delegation got a reception at the
South Moravian Region headquarters by the Chairman of the Committee for Interregional Relations Miroslav
Kubásek.
Hebei Province
• On 22nd, one of the stages of a key cooperation project between the South Moravian Region and the Province
of Hebei was completed. In the presence of the Ambassador of the People's Republic of China Zhang Jianmin
and Region Governor Bohumil Šimek, an agreement was signed on the sale of land for Thermal Pasohlávky corp.
GEORGIA
Kakhet
• Between 10th-14th November, a trade mission of the South Moravian Region in Georgia took place. The political delegation of the region led by Councilor Jana Pejchalová was accompanied by representatives of the
academic sphere from Mendel University in Brno as well as a group of entrepreneurs. The mission goal was
to examine and work with the value chain of wine. During the trip, Mendel University laid the foundations for
cooperation with three local universities active in agriculture and viticulture. Among other things, the political
delegation met with the Czech Ambassador to Tbilisi Petr Mikyska.
ISRAEL
• Between 13th-20th November, a delegation of the South Moravian Region participated in the VII. Czech water
management mission to Israel. The mission took place under the auspices of both embassies, the Chamber
of Commerce and the Water Management Association of the Czech Republic in cooperation with the Ministry
of Agriculture.
THE KOREAN REPUBLIC
South Gyeongsang
• Between 1st–7th June a regional delegation led by Councilor Tomas Soukal visited South Gyeongsang Province. The program of the visit included meetings with leading representatives of the province, a visit to companies operating in the field of water management, regional development, tourism, waste management, innovation, industry 4.0.

Reigon representatives visitied Baque Country, on the occasion of the celebrations of
Czech statehood

Czech Days festival in Lviv, Ukraine
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Trade and business missions organized by the South Moravian Region
27th–31st October: Cultural and trade mission of the SMR to Tunisia on the occasion of the celebrations surrounding the founding of the Czechoslovakian Republic.
10th-14th November: Trade Mission of the SMR to Georgia.
Trade and business missions in the South Moravian Region
12th–14th May: Business mission from Tunisia in the South Moravian Region focusing on pharmacy, production of cosmetics and pest control products.
7th–10th October: Business mission from the Basque Country in South Moravia with a focus on engineering and
logistics.
PURPLE aisbl.
PURPLE aisbl (Peri Urban Regions Platform Europe) is an international association with scientific and political
goals, that has been founded for the purpose of experience exchange. The association is governed by the
provisions of the Belgian law of 1921. The association was founded on 11 May 2015 and is based in Brussels.
PURPLE is a grouping of regions and regional authorities with a common interest in subject concerning agriculture, rural area development, environmental management, and open space management, economic development and urban planning, especially in peri-urban areas experiencing pressure from cities.
In 2019, the South Moravian Region paid a membership fee of CZK 0.1 million (approx. CZK 102,000; EUR
4,000). The economic result for 2019 is currently not available. The financial statements will be discussed at the
May meeting of the General Assembly of the organization.
ERRIN asbl (European Regions Research and Innovation Network asbl)
ERRIN asbl is a platform of over 130 regions based in Brussels. The network was created in 2001, and registered on 6th December 2006. The network focuses on experience exchange in the field of research, regional
cooperation support, and project development in above emntioned areas in order to strengthen regional and
local EU research and innovation dimensions. The majority of the network’s activities is implemented within 13
work groups through which ERRIN handles research and innovation in specific fields – such as bioeconomy,
water management, health, and information and communication technologies.
In 2019, the South Moravian Region paid a membership fee of CZK 0.08 mil. (approx. CZK 69,457 + VAT
CZK 14,586.08; EUR 2,700). The economic result for 2019 is currently not available. The network’s expected
income for 2019 is approx. EUR 780.5 thousand, and expenses are approx. EUR 771.3 thousand. The financial statements for 2019 will be discussed and published in June 2020.

A brief introduction of the objectives of the Representation of the South Moravian
Region in the EU
The aim of the Representation is to establish cooperation between the South Moravian Region and other
European regions, promote the South Moravian Region abroad, mediate contacts and provide information on
current events in European politics, present and promote the South Moravian Region's interests with European
Union institutions for sustainable development.
The Representation monitors the development of European policy, legislation and financial instruments, informs about them and promotes the interests of the South Moravian Region, especially in the following thematic

Celebrations of the founding of Czechoslovakia organised by The Czech Embassy in Tunisia
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A visit from the Chinese delegation from the Guangdong Province to South Moravia
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priorities:
• Modern technologies and products with a high value added
• Education
• Quality of environment and landscape
• Agriculture and rural area development
• Transportation
The expected benefits of the Representation's activities are:
• direct access to up-to-date information on policy, legislation, EU subsidies, project calls and partners
• building alliances with other regions and influencing EU policy
• increased interest in cooperation with entities from the South Moravian Region, involvement in international
consortia and projects
• Dveelopment of tourism in the South Moravian Region
Among the main Representation tasks for 2019 were:
• obtaining and transmitting current information on forthcoming EU legislation, grant programs, possible project
partnerships, competitions, sending reports from conferences, working groups and workshops
– regular sending and publication of weekly EU monitoring (on the website www.kSMR.eu)
– regular information on the development of regional and thematic operational programs through contact with the
key staff of the European Commission and the Permanent Representation of the Czech Republic in the EU
– obtaining and transferring information on science, research, development and innovation in the regions,
the TEN-T trans-European transport networks, EU cohesion and budgetary policy for the current and next
programming period and opportunities for the South Moravian Region
– sending invitations to participate in project partnerships, competitions
– sending minutes and passing on information from more than 150 conferences and workshops attended especially in the field of science and research, health, environment
• preparation and implementation of seminars, presentations and other activities on topics specific to the South
Moravian Region and in the interest of the South Moravian Region, representation in working groups, presentation of the South Moravian Region through the activities of the South Moravian Region Representation in
the EU or in cooperation with partners at about 40 major events, both in Brussels, respectively Belgium, and
Luxembourg, as well as directly in the South Moravian Region). The main partners of the events are the Czech
Center Brussels, the Czech Liaison Office for Research & Development (CZELO), the Embassy of the Czech
Republic in the Kingdom of Belgium, the Permanent Representation of the Czech Republic in the EU, other
regional representations, especially partners from PURPLE and ERRIN networks.
– 8 cultural events - for example, the organization of the Brno and Brussels christening of the book How I Met
Brussels by journalist Kateřina Farná a.k.a. the Brussels Jay (Bruselská sojka); arranging and coordinating
the Czech delegation at the computer game festival "Meet & Build" in Charleroi, where Brno game studios
were presented
– 7 events in science, research, and education – eg. co-organization of the incoming mission "Czechia:
Birthplace of Robots - Cyber Security and Digital Technology Trip" of representatives of European institutions
and ambassadors of selected EU member states from the Committee of Permanent Representatives of EU
Governments, the so-called COREPER I.; organization of the photo competition: EU PROJECTS IN THE
SOUTH MORAVIAN REGION 2019 for high school students in the region and more
– 10 regional presentations – facilitating the presentation of the South Moravian Region (as the only Czech
region), including tastings of regional specialties at the Open Day of the institutions of the European Union;

VII. Czech Water Management mission in Israel

The regional delegation visited the South Korean Gyeongsang District
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co-organization of the largest Czech presentation event for the general public in Brussels, the so-called
"Czech Street Party" (already the 12th year) - presentation of South Moravia, tourist destinations, regional
specialties, scientific research background and potential, and more
– 8 departures of delegations or guests from the South Moravian Region, their escort, facilitating logistical support and the program for Brussels
– 9 further events – eg. ceremonial announcement of the results of the European Tree of the Year competition,
welcoming "young citizens", promotion of the PURPLE network conference, etc.
• regular attendance in PURPLE network meetings and presentation of projects and intentions of the South
Moravian Region - 5 working groups in Brussels, 2 general assemblies, lobby groups did not take place separately this year. Regular attendance at ERRIN network work groups, presentation of projects and goals of
the SMR – especially work groups focusing on smart specialisation, design and creativity, biomanagement,
health, smart cities, transportation and innovation, eg. Active presentation of RIS, cooperation between the
Region and universities, and successful projects of the South Moravian Innovation Centre
• Representation of the South Moravian Region at meetings on the future of cohesion policy (here on after
CP) after the year 2020, in particular organized by the Committee of the Regions or regional representations
/ networks in Brussels. Regular representation of the SMR of the Baltic-Adriatic Corridor meetings in Brussels, which is part of the TEN-T transportation network and passes through the South Moravian Region. Two
forums took place in Brussels in 2019. Regular attendance at meetings of the South Moravian R&D group
(REGON) in the South Moravian Innovation Centre.
• Regular co-organisation of the four, so-called. "Science cafés", ie. informal debates with Czech scientists
for dozens of participants: with the specialist on the application of advanced materials in biology, prof Adam
Vojtěch; about geology and the Czech Arctic Research Program with doc. Daniel Nývlt from the Masaryk
University Faculty of Science; with biomechanics and body modelling expert doc. Luděk Hynčík; with the
bio-management and human ecology specialist Eva Cudlínová
• facilitating contacts between the responsible representatives of the European institutions and South Moravian
representatives in the field of politics, public administration, science and business
• establishing contacts and cooperation with other European regions - representations of other Czech regions in
Brussels, Slovak and partner regions of the South Moravian Region, member regions of the ERRIN scientific
research network and the PURPLE network of periurban regions
• implementation of student internships in the Representation of the South Moravian Region - Erasmus+ work
placements for 6 students (or graduates) of Mendel and Masaryk University, co-organization of meetings and
presentation of the activities of the Representation within the so-called focus internships
• Poviding information to those interested in SMR – regular web updates www.kSMR.eu, which inform not only
about the Representation of the South Moravian Region to the EU in Brussels, but also about the activity of
the entire public-benefit organisation KSMR. The representation manages a facebook profile in Czech and
in English Representation of the South Moravian Region to the EU, where it provides daily information about
conferences, workshops, competitions, and more. On Facebook, photos from visited or organised events
are also published. The instagram profile repre_smr is also being used regularly. Here, the Representation
informs the public about its activities through photos, and live videos. In 2019 the Representation also started
managing its own twitter account Representation of South Moravia to the EU. Here, the Representation informs about the news from the EU and its activities in real time.
More details regarding the activities of the Representation of the SMR to the EU can be found in the annual
report of the public-benefit organisation South Moravian Region Office for Interregional Cooperation
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Transportation sector
Správa a údržba silnic Jihomoravského kraje, contributory organization
KORDISSMR, a.s.

Žerotínovo náměstí 449/3, 602 00 Brno
Nové Sady 946/30, 602 00 Brno

http://www.susjmk.cz
http://www.kordis-jmk.cz

Oblast kultury a památkové péče
Gallery of Fine Arts in Hodonín, contributory organization
Observatory Veselí nad Moravou,contributory organization
South Moravian Museum in Znojmo, contributory organization
Masaryk Museum in Hodonín, contributory organization
Museum of the Brno Region, contributory organization
Vyškov Region Museum,contributory organization
Regional Museum in Mikulov, contributory organization
Institute of Archaeological Conservation Brno,v.v.i.
Blansko Region Museum,contributory organization
Museum of the Boskovice Region,contributory organization

Úprkova 601/2,695 01 Hodonín
http://www.gvuhodonin.cz
Benátky 32, 698 01 Veselí nad Moravou
http://hvezdarna-veseli.cz
Přemyslovců 129/8, 669 02 Znojmo
http://muzeumznojmo.cz
Zámecké nám. 27/9, 695 01 Hodonín
http://www.masaryk.info
Porta Coeli 1001, 666 02 Předklášteří
http://www.muzeumbrnenska.cz
sídlo statutárního orgánu: Vila Löw-Beer v Brně, Drobného 297/22, 602 00 Brno
náměstí Čsl. armády 475/2, 682 01 Vyškov
http://muzeum-vyskovska.cz
Zámek 1/4, 692 01 Mikulov
http://www.rmm.cz
Kaloudova 1321/30, 614 00 Brno
http://www.uapp.cz
Zámek 1/1, 678 01 Blansko
http://muzeum-blanenska.cz
Hradní 642/1, 680 01 Boskovice
http://www.muzeum-boskovicka.cz/

Social services sector
Senior home Černá Hora, contributory organization
SENIOR centre Blansko,contributory organization
Senior homeZastávka,contributory organization
Senior home Strážnice,contributory organization
S–centre Hodonín, contributory organization
Service center for seniors Kyjov, contributory organization
Hvězda sehior home,contributory organization

Gallery of Fine Arts in Hodonín, contributory organization
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Zámecká 1, 679 21 Černá Hora
Pod Sanatorkou 2363/3, 678 01 Blansko
Sportovní 432, 664 84 Zastávka
Preláta Horného 515, 696 62 Strážnice
Na Pískách 4037/11, 695 01 Hodonín
Strážovská 1095/1, 697 01 Kyjov
Nové Hvězdlice 200, 683 41 Hvězdlice

Blansko Museum, contributory organization

https://www.domovch.cz/
https://seniorcentrumblansko.webnode.cz/
http://dszastavka.cz/
http://www.dsstraznice.cz/
http://www.s-centrum-hodonin.eu/
http://www.centrumproseniorykyjov.cz
http://www.domovhvezda.cz

founded and managed by the
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Senior home Plaveč, contributory organization
Senior home Jevišovice,contributory
Domov Božice, příspěvková organizace
Senior home Hostim, contributory organization
Senior home Skalice,contributory organization
Senior home Předklášteří, contributory organization
Senior home Sokolnice,contributory organization
Senior home Bažantnice,contributory organization
Social services Vyškov, contributory organization
Habrovany chateau,contributory organization
Paprsek,contributory organization
Social services Šebetov, contributory organization
Chateau Střelice, contributory organization
Srdce v domě, contributory organization
Horizont Senior Home, contributory organization
Břežany chateau, contributory organization
Zelený dům pohody, contributory organization
Domov ulesaTavíkovice, contributory organization
Domov na Jarošce,contributory organization
Emin zámek,contributory organization
Domov u Františka,contributory organization

Domov 1, 671 32 Plaveč
Jevišovice 104, 671 53 Jevišovice
Božice 188, 671 64 Božice
Hostim 1, 671 54 Hostim
Skalice 1, 671 71 Skalice
Šikulova 1438, 666 02 Předklášteří
Zámecká 57, 664 52 Sokolnice
třída Bří Čapků 3273/1, 695 01 Hodonín
Polní 252/1, 682 01 Vyškov
Habrovany 1, 683 01 Habrovany
K Čihadlu 679, 679 63 Velké Opatovice
Šebetov 1, 679 35 Šebetov
Tetčická 311/69, 664 47 Střelice
Klentnice 81, 692 01 Mikulov
Strážovská 1096/3, 697 01 Kyjov
Břežany 1, 671 65 Břežany
P. Jilemnického 2923/1, 695 01 Hodonín
Tavíkovice 153, 671 40 Tavíkovice
Jarošova 1717/3, 695 01 Hodonín
Šanov 275, 671 67, Hrušovany nad Jevišovkou
Rybářská 1079, 66453 Újezd u Brna

http://www.domovproseniory.obecplavec.cz
http://www.domovjevisovice.cz
http://www.domovbozice.cz
http://www.domovhostim.cz
http://www.domovskalice.cz
http://www.domovpredklasteri.cz
http://www.domovsokolnice.cz
http://www.ds-hodonin.cz/
http://www.socialnisluzbyvyskov.info/
http://www.habrovanskyzamek.cz
http://www.paprsek.eu
http://www.socialnisluzbysebetov.cz
http://www.zamecekstrelice.cz
http://www.srdcevdome.cz
http://www.horizontkyjov.cz
http://www.zamekbrezany.cz
http://www.zelenydumpohody.cz
http://www.domovtavikovice.cz
http://www.domovjaroska.cz
http://www.eminzamek.cz
http://www.domovufrantiska.cz

Brno-city
Grammar schools
Ludvík Daněk Sports high-school, Brno,Botanická70, contributory organization
Grammar school Brno,Elgartova, contributory organization
Grammar school Brno, Křenová, contributory organization
Grammar school Brno, Slovanské náměstí, contributory organization
Grammar school Brno-Řečkovice, contributory organization
Grammar school Brno,třída Kapitána Jaroše, contributory organization
Grammar school Brno-Bystrc, contributory organization
Grammar school Brno,Vídeňská, contributory organization
Gymnázium Matyáše Lercha, Brno, Žižkova55, contributory organization

Botanická 63/70, 602 00 Brno
Elgartova 689/3, 614 00 Brno
Křenová 304/36, 602 00 Brno
Slovanské náměstí 1804/7, 612 00 Brno
Terezy Novákové 936/2, 621 00 Brno-Řečkovice
třída Kpt. Jaroše 1829/14, 658 70 Brno
Vejrostova 1143/2, 635 00 Brno-Bystrc
Vídeňská 55/47, 639 00 Brno
Žižkova 980/55, 616 00 Brno

http://www.sgldbrno.cz/
http://www.gymelg.cz
http://www.gymkren.cz
http://www.gymnaslo.cz
http://www.gyrec.cz
http://www.jaroska.cz
https://www.gyby.cz/
http://www.gvid.cz
http://www.gml.cz

Conservatoires
Dance conservatoire Brno, contributory
Conservatoire Brno, contributory organization

Nejedlého 375/3, 638 00 Brno
třída Kpt. Jaroše 1890/45, 662 54 Brno

Educational sector

Paprsek, contributory organization

http://www.tkbrno.cz
http://www.konzervatorbrno.eu/

Grammar school Matyáše Lercha, Brno, Žižkova 55, contributory organization
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Secondary and higher vocational colleges
Secondary School of Informatics, Post and Finance Brno, contributory organization
College of Art and Design and Higher Vocational School Brno, contributory organization
Brno High School, Charbulova, contributory organization
College of Nursing Brno, Jaselská, contributory organization
Polytechnic High School Brno, Jílová, contributory organization
Business Academy, Secondary Vocational School of Librarianship
Higher Vocational School Brno, contributory organization
Integrated Automotive High School Brno,contributory organization
Secondary Industrial School of Civil Engineering Brno, contributory organization
Vocational College of Health Care Brno, contributory organization
Vocational school and practical school Brno, contributory organization
Secondary Medical School and Higher Vocational Medical School
contributory organization
Technical and economic high school Brno, Olomoucká, contributory organization
High School of Building Crafts Brno-Bosonohy, contributory organization
Technical College Brno, Purkyňova, contributory organization
Secondary industrial school and Higher vocational school, Sokolská, contributory organization
Graphic high school Brno,contributory organization
Secondary School of Engineering and Electrical Engineering Brno, contributory organization
Secondary Industrial School of Chemistry Brno, Vranovská, contributory organization

Čichnova 982/23, 624 00 Brno
Husova 537/10, 602 00 Brno
Charbulova 1072/106, 618 00 Brno
Jaselská 190/7, 602 00 Brno
Jílová 164/36g, 639 00 Brno
Kotlářská 263/9, 611 53 Brno
Křižíkova106/15, 612 00 Brno
Kudelova 1855/8, 662 51 Brno
Kounicova 684/16, 602 00 Brno
Lomená 530/44, 617 00 Brno
Merhautova 590/15, 613 00 Brno

http://www.issabrno.cz
http://www.spsstavbrno.cz
http://www.voszbrno.cz
http://www.oupslomena.cz
http://www.szsmerh.cz/

Olomoucká 1140/61, 627 00 Brno
Pražská 636/38b, 642 00 Brno-Bosonohy
Purkyňova 2832/97, 612 00 Brno
Sokolská 366/1, 602 00 Brno
Šmahova 364/110, 627 00 Brno
Trnkova 2482/113, 628 00 Brno
Vranovská 1364/65, 614 00 Brno

http://www.sstebrno.cz/
http://www.soubosonohy.cz
http://www.sspbrno.cz/
http://www.spssbrno.cz
http://ssgbrno.cz/
http://www.sssebrno.cz/
http://www.spschbr.cz

Schools set up for children and pupils with special educational needs and children's homes
Kindergarten and primary school at the University Hospital Brno,contributory organization Černopolní 212/9, 613 00 Brno
Kindergarten, primary school and secondary school GellnerkaBrno, contributory organization Gellnerova 66/1, 637 00 Brno
Special Kindergarten, special primary school and practical school Ibsenka Brno, Ibsenova 114/1, 638 00 Brno
contributory organization
Kindergarten and elementary school Brno, Kociánka, contributory organization
Kociánka 2129/6, 612 00 Brno
Special Kindergarten, special primary school and practical school Elpis Brno,
Koperníkova 803/2, 615 00 Brno
contributory organization
F. D. Roosevelt High School Brno, contributory organization
Křižíkova 1694/11, 612 00 Brno
Elementary school Brno, Palackéhotřída, contributory organization
Palackého třída 343/68, 612 00 Brno
Elementary school Brno, Sekaninova, contributory organization
Sekaninova 895/1, 614 00 Brno
Elementary school Brno, Štolcova, contributory organization
Štolcova 301/16, 618 00 Brno
organization Gemini High school Brno,contributory organization
Vaculíkova 259/14, 638 00 Brno
Elementary School And Practical School Brno,Vídeňská, contributory organization Vídeňská 244/26, 639 00 Brno
Children's Home Dagmar Brno, contributory organization
Zeleného 825/51, 616 00 Brno
Children's Home Brno, Jílová, contributory organization
Jílová 119/13, 639 00 Brno
Elementary art schools
Elementary art school PhDr. Zbyňka Mrkose, Brno, contributory organization

Došlíková 4185/48, 636 00 Brno

Secondary Industrial School of Civil Engineering Brno, contributory organization
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http://www.cichnovabrno.cz/
http://www.ssudbrno.cz/main.html
http://www.soups.cz
http://www.szs-jaselska.cz
http://www.jilova.cz/
http://www.oakobrno.cz

http://www.msfnbrno.cz/cz/uvod/
http://www.ssbrno.cz/
http://www.ibsenka.cz/
http://www.skola-kocianka.cz/
http://www.skolaelpis.cz/
http://www.ssfdr.cz/
http://www.zspalackeho.cz/
http://www.zssekaninova.cz/
http://www.autistickaskola.cz/
http://www.geminibrno.cz/
http://www.videnska.cz/
http://www.dddagmar.cz
http://www.ddjilova.cz/
http://www.zus-brno.cz

Special Kindergarten, special primary school and practical school Elpis Brno,contributory organization

founded and managed by the
05 Organizations
South Moravian Region
Elementary art school Brno,Charbulova, contributory organization
Elementary art school Vítězslavy Kaprálové Brno, contributory organization
Elementary art school Brno, Slunná, contributory organization
Elementary art school Brno, Smetanova 8, contributory organization
Elementary art school varhanická Brno, contributory organization
Elementary art school Antonína Doležala, Brno,Trnkova81, contributory organization
Elementary art school Jaroslava Kvapila Brno, contributory organization
Elementary art school Brno,Veveří, contributory organization
Elementary art school F. Jílka Brno, contributory organization
Elementary art school Brno, Vranovská, contributory organization
Other educational facilities
Youth centre Brno, Helceletova, contributory organization
Lužánky – leisure centre Brno, contributory organization
Lipka – school facility for environmental education Brno, contributory organization
Masaryk Youth Home and School Canteen Brno, contributory organization
Educational and Psychological Counselling Brno, contributory organization
School service center and facilities for further education of pedagogical staff
Brno, contributory organization
Youth home and school catering facility Brno, contributory organization
Language School With the Right of State Language Examination
contributory organization
Blansko
Secondary and higher vocational colleges
Grammar school Blansko, contributory organization
Grammar school Boskovice, contributory organization
Technical and gastronomic high school Blansko, contributory organization
Business Academy and Secondary Medical School, Blansko, contributory organization
Higher vocational school, secondary school Boskovice, contributory organization
Secondary pedagogical school Boskovice, contributory organization
André Citroën high school Boskovice, contributory organization
Technical College Jedovnice, contributory organization
Masaryk high school Letovice, contributory organization

Charbulova 108/84, 618 00 Brno
Palackého třída 822/70, 612 00 Brno
Slunná 193/11, 617 00 Brno
Smetanova 346/8, 602 00 Brno
Smetanova 756/14, 602 00 Brno
Trnkova 1784/81, 628 00 Brno
třída Kpt. Jaroše 1939/24, 602 00 Brno
Veveří 944/133, 616 00 Brno
Vídeňská 264/52, 639 00 Brno
Vranovská 852/41, 614 00 Brno

http://www.zuscharbulova.cz/
http://www.zus-vk.cz
http://zus-slunna.cz/
http://www.zusvarhanicka.cz/
http://www.zussmetanova.cz
http://www.zustrnkova.cz/
http://www.zusjk.cz
http://www.zusveveri.cz
http://www.zusjilka.cz
http://www.zusvranovska.cz/

Helceletova 234/4, 602 00 Brno
Lidická 1880/50, 658 12 Brno
Lipová 233/20, 602 00 Brno
Cihlářská 604/21, 602 00 Brno
Hybešova 253/15, 602 00 Brno
Hybešova 253/15, 602 00 Brno

http://www.ddmhelceletova.cz
http://www.luzanky.cz
http://www.lipka.cz/
http://www.dmms.wz.cz
http://www.pppbrno.cz/
http://www.sssbrno.cz

Klášterského 620/4, 617 00 Brno
Kotlářská 263/9, 602 00 Brno

http://www.dmklast4.cz/
http://www.sjs-brno.cz

Seifertova 33/13, 678 01 Blansko
Palackého náměstí 222/1, 680 11 Boskovice
Bezručova 1601/33, 678 01 Blansko
Nad Čertovkou 2272/18, 678 01 Blansko
Hybešova 982/53, 680 01 Boskovice
Komenského 343/5, 680 11 Boskovice
náměstí 9. května 2153/2a, 680 11 Boskovice
Na Větřáku 463, 679 06 Jedovnice
Tyršova 500/6, 679 61 Letovice

Schools set up independently for children and pupils with special educational needs and children's homes
Elementary school Blansko, Nad Čertovkou, contributory organization
Nad Čertovkou 2304/17, 678 01 Blansko
Special Elementary school Blansko,contributory organization
Žižkova 1919/27, 678 01 Blansko
Kindergarten, primary school and practical school Boskovice,contributory organization Štefánikova 1142/2, 680 01 Boskovice
Children's Home Boskovice,contributory organization
Štefánikova 2344/2b, 680 01 Boskovice
Kindergarten and primary school at the Children's Hospital Křetín12,contributory organization Křetín č. p. 12, 679 62 Křetín

Elementary Art School Brno, Slunná, contributory organization

http://www.gymbk.cz
http://www.gymbos.cz
http://www.sosblansko.cz/
http://www.oabk.cz
http://www.vassboskovice.cz
http://www.spgs-bce.cz
http://www.soubce.cz
http://www.spsjed.cz
http://www.stredni-skola.cz
http://www.zsblansko.cz/
http://specialniskola.blansko.net
http://www.zspboskovice.cz/
http://www.ddboskovice.cz/
http://skola.ozdravovnakretin.cz/

Higher Vocational School of Economics and Secondary Medical School Boskovice,contributory organization
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Children's home Hodonín uKunštátu,contributory organization
Elementary school at the Children's Hospital OstrovuMacochy, contributory organization

Hodonín u Kunštátu č. p. 48, 679 71 Lysice
Ostrov u Macochy č. p. 363, 679 14 Ostrov u Macochy

Elementary Art Schools
Elementary art school Adamov, contributory organization
Elementary art school Blansko, contributory organization
Elementary art school Boskovice, contributory organization
Elementary art school F. B. Ševčíka Jedovnice, contributory organization
Elementary art school Letovice, contributory organization
Elementary art school Velké Opatovice, contributory organization

Ronovská 281/12, 679 04 Adamov
Zámek 3/3, 678 01 Blansko
náměstí 9. května 951/7, 680 01 Boskovice
Na Větřáku 463, 679 06 Jedovnice
Masarykovo nám. 203/29, 679 61 Letovice
Pod Strážnicí 499, 679 63 Velké Opatovice

http://www.zusadamov.cz/
http://www.zusblansko.cz/
http://www.zusboskovice.cz/
http://zusjedovnice.eu/
http://www.zusletovice.cz
http://zusvo.skolniweb.cz

Other educational facilities
Youth centre Blansko, contributory organization
Leisure center Boskovice, contributory organization
Letokruh – Leisure center Letovice, contributory organization

Údolní 1200/2, 678 01 Blansko
17. listopadu 153/1, 680 01 Boskovice
Tyršova 1069/25, 679 61 Letovice

http://www.ddmblansko.cz
http://www.ddmboskovice.cz/
http://ddmletovice.net

Outer Brno
High schools and colleges
Grammar school Tišnov, contributory organization
Grammar school and Elementary art school Šlapanice, contributory organization
Grammar school Tišnov, contributory organization
Grammar school T. G. Masaryka Zastávka, contributory organization
Grammar school Židlochovice, contributory organization
Vocational school Cvrčovice, contributory organization
Vocational school Fortika, contributory organization
Secondary Horticultural School Rajhrad, contributory organization
Secondary School of Electrical Engineering and Energy Sokolnice,contrib.
High school and elementary school Tišnov, contributory organization

Lány 859/2, 664 91 Ivančice
Riegrova 40/17, 664 51 Šlapanice
Na Hrádku 20, 666 01 Tišnov
U Školy 39, 664 84 Zastávka
Tyršova 400, 667 01 Židlochovice
Cvrčovice č. p. 131, 691 23 Cvrčovice
Tišnovská 15, 679 23 Lomnice
Masarykova 198, 664 61 Rajhrad
Učiliště 496, 664 52 Sokolnice
nám. Míru 22, 666 25 Tišnov

http://www.gjbi.cz
http://g.slapanice.cz/
http://www.gym-tisnov.cz
http://www.gzastavka.cz
http://www.gymnzidlo.cz
http://www.oucvrcovice.cz/
http://www.fortika.cz
http://www.skolarajhrad.cz
http://www.iss-sokolnice.cz
http://www.skolatisnov.cz/

Schools separately established for children and pupils with special educational needs and children's homes
Kindergarten and elementary school Ivančice, contributory organization
Široká 484/42, 664 91 Ivančice
Children's home Tišnov, contributory organization
Purkyňova 1685, 666 01 Tišnov
Children's home Vranov, contributory organization
Vranov č. p. 160, 664 32 Vranov
Elementary school Želešice, Sadová, contributory organization
Sadová 338, 664 43 Želešice
Elementary Art Schools
Elementary art school A. Muchy Ivančice, contributory organization
Elementary art school Kuřim, contributory organization
Elementary art school Ořechov, contributory organization
Elementary art school Oslavany, contributory organization
Elementary art school Pohořelice, contributory organization
Elementary art school Pozořice, contributory organization

Chilren's home Hodonín u Kunštátu, contributory organization
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Palackého náměstí 1607/27a, 664 91 Ivančice
Zahradní 1529/21, 664 34 Kuřim
Komenského 702/4, 664 44 Ořechov
Náměstí 13. prosince 144/12, 664 12 Oslavany
Školní 462, 691 23 Pohořelice
U Školy 386, 664 07 Pozořice

http://www.ddhodoninukunstatu.cz/
http://www.zsdl.net

http://www.neslysici-ivancice.info
https://sites.google.com/site/ddtisnov/
http://www.dd-vranov.cz/
http://skolahrou-zelesice.cz
http://www.zus-ivancice.cz/
http://www.zus-kurim.cz/
http://www.zusmore.cz/
http://www.zusoslavany.cz/
http://www.zuspohorelice.cz/
http://www.zus-pozorice.cz

Secondary School of Electrical Engineering and Energy Sokolnice, contributory organization

founded and managed by the
05 Organizations
South Moravian Region
Elementary art school Rosice, contributory organization
Elementary art school Tišnov, contributory organization
Elementary art school Židlochovice, contributory organization

Na Schodech 239, 665 01 Rosice
Dvořáčkova 316, 666 01 Tišnov
Nádražní 232, 667 01 Židlochovice

http://zusrosice.cz/
http://www.zustisnov.cz/
http://www.zuszidlochovice.cz/

Other educational facilities
Leisure centre Ivančice, contributory organization
Youth centre Kuřim, contributory organization
Leisure centre Pohořelice, contributory organization

Zemědělská 619/2, 664 91 Ivančice
Jungmannova 1084/1, 664 34 Kuřim
Dlouhá 39, 691 23 Pohořelice

http://www.ddmivancice.cz
http://www.ddmkurim.cz
http://www.svcpohorelice.cz/

Sady 28. října 674/1, 690 21 Břeclav

http://www.gbv.cz

Břeclav
High schools and coleges
Grammar school Language School With the Right of State
Language Examination Břeclav, contributory organization
Grammar school T. G. MasarykaHustopeče, contributory organization
Grammar school and secondary vocational school Mikulov, contributory organization
Edvard Beneš Technical College and Business Academy Břeclav,
contributory organization
Secondary vocational school and vocational cente Hustopeče,contributory organization
Secondary viticulture school Valtice, contributory organization

Dukelské náměstí 31/7, 693 31 Hustopeče
Komenského 273/7, 692 16 Mikulov
nábř. Komenského 1126/1, 690 25 Břeclav

http://www.gymhust.cz
http://www.gymik.cz
http://www.spsbv.cz

Masarykovo nám. 136/1, 693 24 Hustopeče
Sobotní 116, 691 42 Valtice

http://www.sou-hustopece.cz
http://www.svisv.cz

Schools separately established for children and pupils with special educational needs and children's homes
Kindergarten and Elementary school Břeclav, Herbenova, contributory organization
Herbenova 2969/4, 690 03 Břeclav
Elementary school and practical school Hustopeče, contributory
Šafaříkova 999/24, 693 01 Hustopeče
Children's home Mikulov, contributory organization
Nádražní 974/26, 692 01 Mikulov
Elementary school Mikulov, Školní,contributory organization
Školní 184/1, 692 01 Mikulov

http://www.herbenka.breclav.cz/
http://www.skolahustopece.cz
http://www.dd.mikulov.eu/
http://www.zsspmikulov.cz/

Elementary Art
Elementary art school Hustopeče, contributory organization
Elementary art school KloboukyuBrna, contributory organization
Elementary art school Mikulov, contributory organization
Elementary art school Velké Pavlovice, contributory organization

Komenského 684/4, 693 01 Hustopeče
Bří. Mrštíků 79/1, 691 72 Klobouky u Brna
Náměstí 23/28, 692 01 Mikulov
Hlavní 178/30, 691 06 Velké Pavlovice

Other educational facilities
Duhovka – leisure centre Břeclav, contributory organization
Youth centre Mikulov, contributory organization
Educational and Psychological Counselling Břeclav, contributory

Lidická 1060/4, 690 02 Břeclav
Svobody 241/6, 692 01 Mikulov
Bří. Mrštíků 2131/30, 690 02 Břeclav

http://www.duhovka.cz
http://www.ddmmikulov.cz/
http://www.pppbreclav.cz/

Legionářů 813/1, 695 11 Hodonín

http://www.gymhodonin.cz

Hodonín
High schools and coleges
Grammar school,Business academy and Language School With the
Right of State Language Examination Hodonín, contributory organization
Klvaňa Grammar school and secondary medical school Kyjov, contributory organization

Elementary art school Rosice, contributory organization

třída Komenského 549/23, 697 11 Kyjov

http://www.zus-hustopece.cz/
http://www.zusklobouky.czweb.org/
http://www.zus-mikulov.cz/
http://www.zus-velkepavlovice.cz

http://www.gymkyjov.cz

Grammar school and Language School With the Right of State Language Examination Břeclav,contributory organization
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Purkyně Grammar school, Strážnice, Masarykova379, contributory organization
Secondary School of Gastronomy, Hotel Management and Forestry Bzenec, contributory organization
Integrated high school Hodonín, contributory organization
Secondary Industrial and Art School Hodonín, contributory organization
Automotive high school Kyjov, contributory organization
Secondary vocational school Kyjov, contributory organization
High School Strážnice,contributory organization
Business academy and Secondary vocational school Veselí nad Moravou,
contributory organization

Masarykova 379, 696 62 Strážnice
nám. Svobody 318, 696 81 Bzenec
Lipová alej 3756/21, 695 03 Hodonín
Brandlova 2222/32, 695 01 Hodonín
Nádražní 471/48, 697 01 Kyjov
Havlíčkova 1223/17, 697 37 Kyjov
J. Skácela 890, 696 62 Strážnice
Kollárova 1669, 698 33 Veselí nad Moravou

Schools separately established for children and pupils with special educational needs and children's homes
Children's home Hodonín, contributory organization
Jarošova 2267/1, 695 01 Hodonín
Elementary school and practical school Hodonín, náměstíB.Martinů, contributory organization nám. B. Martinů 2952/5, 695 03 Hodonín
Kindergarten,Hodonín, Sídlištní2, contributory organization
Sídlištní 3969/2, 695 01 Hodonín
Special elementary school,practical school and Children's home Vřesovice,
Vřesovice č. p. 243, 696 48 Ježov
contributory organization
Kindergarten and Elementary school Kyjov, Školní, contributory organization
Školní 3208/51, 697 01 Kyjov
Kindergarten and Elementary school Kyjov, ZaHumny, contributory organization Za Humny 3304/46, 697 01 Kyjov
Children's home Strážnice,contributory organization
ul. Boženy Hrejsové 1255, 696 62 Strážnice
Elementary school and practical school Veselí nad Moravou, Kollárova,
Kollárova 1045, 698 01 Veselí nad Moravou
contributory organization
Elementary Art Schools
Elementary art school Dolní Bojanovice, contributory organization
Elementary art school Hodonín, contributory organization
Elementary art school Strážnice, contributory organization
Elementary art school Velká nad Veličkou, contributory organization
Elementary art school Veselí nad Moravou, contributory organization

Prostřední 417, 696 17 Dolní Bojanovice
Horní Valy 3655/2, 695 01 Hodonín
Preláta Horného 509, 696 62 Strážnice
Velká nad Veličkou 462, 696 74 Velká nad Veličkou
náměstí Míru 1676, 698 01 Veselí nad Moravou

Other educational facilities
Leisure centre Hodonín, contributory organization
Youth centre Strážnice, contributory organization
Youth centre Veselí nad Moravou, contributory organization
Youth centre Vracov, contributory organization
Educational and Psychological Counselling Hodonín, contributory organization

nám. B. Martinů 2952/5, 695 03 Hodonín
Radějovská 848, 696 62 Strážnice
Hutník 1495, 698 01 Veselí nad Moravou
Sokolská 896, 696 42 Vracov
P. Jilemnického 2854/2, 695 03 Hodonín

Vyškov
High schools and colleges
Grammar school and Secondary vocational school of health care and economics,
Vyškov, contributory organization
Grammar school and Business academy Bučovice, contributory organization

http://www.detskydomovhodonin.cz/
http://www.mszshodonin.cz/
http://skolka.awardspace.com
http://www.skolavresovice.cz
http://www.mszskyjov.cz
http://www.skolazahumnykyjov.cz/
http://www.domuvek.cz/
http://www.mszsveseli.cz/

http://www.zusbojanovice.ic.cz/
http://www.zushodonin.cz
http://www.zusstraznice.cz
http://www.zusvelka.cz/
http://www.zus-veseli.cz
http://www.svchodonin.cz/
http://www.ddmstraznice.cz/
http://www.ddmveseli.cz/
http://www.ddmvracov.cz
http://www.ppp-hodonin.eu/

Komenského 16/5, 685 01 Bučovice

http://www.gymbuc.cz

Součkova 500, 682 11 Vyškov

http://www.gykovy.cz

Business Academy and Secondary Vocational School VeselínadMoravou,contributory
organization of State Language Examination Znojmo, contributory organization
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http://www.gys.cz
http://www.sosbzenec.cz
http://www.issho.cz
http://www.prumyslovka.cz
http://www.sossoukyjov.cz/
http://www.soukyjov.cz
http://www.sosostraznice.cz
http://www.oaveseli.cz

Kindergarten and elementary school Kyjov, Školní, contributory organization

founded and managed by the
05 Organizations
South Moravian Region
Integrated high school Slavkovu Brna, contributory organization
Secondary vocational school and vocational centre Vyškov, contributory organization

Tyršova 479, 684 15 Slavkov u Brna
Sochorova 552/15, 682 01 Vyškov

Schools separately established for children and pupils with special educational needs and children's homes
Elementary school and practical school SlavkovuBrna, contributory organization Malinovského 280, 684 01 Slavkov u Brna
Kindergarten, Elementary school and high school Vyškov, contributory organization Sídliště Osvobození 684/55, 682 01 Vyškov

http://www.iss-slavkov.eu/
http://www.sos-vyskov.cz
http://www.zsmalina.cz/
http://www.mszsvyskov.cz/

Elementary Art School
Elementary art school Vyškov, contributory organization

Nádražní 124/4, 682 01 Vyškov

Other educational facilities
Maják – leisure centre Vyškov, contributory organization
Regional pedagogical-psychological counseling centre Vyškov, contributory organization

Brněnská 139/7, 682 01 Vyškov
Jungmannova 76/2, 682 01 Vyškov

http://www.ddm.vys.cz
http://www.pppvy.cz/

Smetanova 168, 672 01 Moravský Krumlov
náměstí Komenského 945/4, 669 75 Znojmo
Pontassievská 350/3, 669 02 Znojmo

http://www.mkgym.cz
http://www.gymzn.cz
http://www.gpoa.cz/

Znojmo
Colleges and higher vocational schools
Grammar school MoravskýKrumlov, contributory organization
Grammar school Dr. KarlaPolesnéhoZnojmo,contributory organization
Grammar school, Secondary Pedagogical School, Business Academy and Language
School with the Right of State Language Examination Znojmo,contributory organization
Secondary School of Transport, Trade and Services Moravský Krumlov, contrib. organization
Secondary vocational school Znojmo,Dvořákova, contributory organization
Technical college Znojmo,contributory organization
Secondary Medical School and Higher Vocational Medical School Znojmo,
contributory organization

nám. Klášterní 127, 672 01 Moravský Krumlov
Dvořákova 1594/19, 669 67 Znojmo
Uhelná 3264/6, 669 02 Znojmo
Jana Palacha 956/8, 669 33 Znojmo

Schools separately established for children and pupils with special educational needs and children's homes
Children's home Znojmo,contributory organization
Hakenova 716/18, 669 02 Znojmo
Kindergarten, Elementary school and practical school Znojmo,contributory organization Horní Česká 247/15, 669 51 Znojmo
Elementary Art Schools
Elementary art school Hrušovany nad Jevišovkou, contributory organization
Elementary art school Miroslav, contributory organization
Elementary art school and Youth centre MoravskýKrumlov,
contributory organization
Elementary art school Znojmo,contributory organization
Other educational facilities
Leisure centre Miroslav, contributory organization
Leisure centre Znojmo,contributory organization
Educational and Psychological Counselling centre Znojmo,contributory organization

Grammar school a Business Academy Bučovice, contributory organization

Anenská 210, 671 67 Hrušovany nad Jevišovkou
Komenského 177/1, 671 72 Miroslav
Školní 139 672 01, Moravský Krumlov

http://www.zusvy.cz

http://www.ssmk.eu/
http://www.sos-znojmo.cz/
http://www.souuhelna.cz/
http://www.szsz.cz/

http://www.ddznojmo.cz/
http://www.specialniskolyznojmo.cz/
http://www.zushrusovany.cz/
http://www.zusmiroslav.cz/
http://www.zusmkrumlov.cz/

Rooseveltova 999/21, 669 02 Znojmo

http://www.zusznojmo.cz/

Kostelní 197/16, 671 72 Miroslav
Sokolská 1277/8, 669 02 Znojmo
Jana Palacha 955/6, 669 02 Znojmo

http://www.ddmmiroslav.wu.cz/
http://www.ddmznojmo.cz/
http://www.ppp-znojmo.cz/

Grammar school, Secondary Pedagogical School, Business Academy and Language
School with the Right
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Health care sector
Hospital Znojmo,contributory organization
Hospital Kyjov, contributory organization
Hospital Vyškov, contributory organization
Hospital Břeclav, contributory organization
HospitalTišnov, contributory organization
Hospital Ivančice, contributory organization
TGM Hospital Hodonín, contributory organization Hospital Letovice, contributory organization
Hospital Letovice, contributory organization
Hospital Hustopeče, contributory organization

MUDr. Jana Janského 2675/11, 669 02 Znojmo
Strážovská 1247, 697 33 Kyjov
Purkyňova235/36, 682 01 Vyškov
U Nemocnice 3066/1, 690 74 Břeclav
Purkyňova 279, 666 13 Tišnov
Široká 390/16, 664 95 Ivančice
Purkyňova 2731/11, 695 26 Hodonín
Pod Klášterem 55/17, 679 61 Letovice
Brněnská 716/41, 693 01 Hustopeče

http://www.nemzn.cz
http://www.nemkyj.cz
http://www.nemvy.cz
http://www.nembv.cz
http://www.nemtisnov.cz
http://www.nspiv.cz
http://www.nemho.cz
http://www.nemletovice.cz
http://nemocnicehustopece.cz

South Moravian Children's Health Resorts, contributory organization
Kruh Znojmo – health service center for children, contributory organization
LILA Home for disabled children Otnice, contributory organization
Krůček Kyjov – health service center for children, contributory organization

Křetín 12, 679 62 Křetín
Mládeže1020/ 10, 669 02 Znojmo
Boženy Němcové 151, 683 54 Otnice
Strážovská 965/2, 697 33 Kyjov

http://www.detskelecebny.cz/
http://www.detskecentrumzn.cz
http://www.lila.cz
http://www.dckyjov.cz

Medical rescue service of the South Moravian region,contributory organization

Kamenice 798/1d, 625 00 Brno

http://www.zzsjmk.cz

Balneology sector
Thermal Pasohlávky, a. s.

Pasohlávky 1, 691 22 Pasohlávky

www.thermalpasohlavky.cz

Public procurement sector
CEJIZA, s. r. o.

Žerotínovo náměstí 449/3, 601 82 Brno

http://www.cejiza.cz/

Car repair sector
CL JUNIOR AUTO Boskovice, s. r. o.

nám. 9. května 2a, 680 01 Boskovice

http://www.cljuniorauto.cz/

Science popularization sector
Moravian Science Centre Brno, contributory organization

LILA Home for disabled children, Otnice, contributory organization
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Křížkovského 554/12, 603 00 Brno

Moravian Science Centre Brno, contributory organization

http://www.vida.cz

06 Significant
events
in 2019

Significant events in 2019
JANUARY
Almost five milion CZK has been set aside
for a new subsidy fund of the South Moravian Region for providing support for setting up
historical union and municipal sport centre reconstructions in South Moravia. The fund has
been approved by the Regional Board on 14th
January.

The region has increased bursary funds for selected apprenticeship study programs.

Riegonal Tourism Fair.

During its meeting on 14th January The South
Moravian Regional Board approved a change
of the model bursary regulations, especially
in relation to the increase in pupil study result
stipends in the case of passing with distinction. By the Regional Board’s decision the
sum has increased by CZK 3000 regardless
of the year of study - if the end of-year report
contains the pupil’s entire evaluation - passed
with honours.
The Regiontour 2019 Tourism Fair opening
ceremony took place on 17th January at the
Brno Trade Fair Centre. The ceremony was
attended by the Minister for Local Development Klára Dostálová, the mayor of Brno
Markéta Vaňková and the Region Deputy Governor Roman Hanák. The unifying
theme of the joint exposition of the South
Moravian Region and the city of Brno was a
different point of view, which also resonated
in subsequent marketing campaigns. The
aim was to show visitors new, as yet undiscovered or little-known places and activities
in South Moravia.
European Investment Bank (EIB) provided
the South Moravian Region with a loan of
CZK 700 million (approximately EUR 27.4
million) to finance the modernization of critically important infrastructure in the departments of transport, social care and health
care. Investments in the transport sector will
be co-financed from the EU structural funds
under the European Structural and Investment Fund (ESIF) and from the region's own
budget. The loan agreement was signed on
23rd January at the RAO headquarters in
Brno by Region Governor Bohumil Šimek
and EIB Vice President Vazil Hudák.

Signing of a loan agreement from the European Investment Bank
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FEBRUARY
The South Moravian Region became the total
winner of the VII. Annual survey "The Region
of My Heart". It succeeded in five out of the
ten announced categories – Summer holiday,
Tourism on foot, Folklore and tradition, Cycling
tourism and Trips for children & family.

The SMR became the total winner of the "Region of My Heart" survey

The presentation of the investment plans for the South Moravian Region for 2019 was met with
great interest.

During its meeting on February 11th the Regional Board of the SMR approved a new subsidy
program for fecilitating stability for non-medical
staff in regional hospitals. The subsidy program
takes the form of a motivational study bursary
aimed at students in non-medical disciplines in
health care. Only students that are enrolled in a
non-medical health care course credited by the
Ministry of Education, and passed with distinction can apply for this bursary.
On 19th February, seventy construction and
design work supply representatives took part
in a presentation of investment projects for the
South Moravian Region for 2019, which took
place at the RAO headquarters in Brno. At the
meeting, the region's priorities and goals for
procurements, preliminary market consultations and electronic procurements, including
the form of tender documentation and the tender form, were presented with the participation of Region Deputy Governor Taťána Malá.
Those present also had the opportunity to get
acquainted with general as well as detailed
information on construction and design work
public contracts in the South Moravian Region
for selected events.
A specially modified trailer, equipped with a laser cutter, 3D printers, a robotic arm and many
other devices, visited the first school in Brno.
FabLab Experience was presented on February 25 at the Matyáš Lerch Grammar School
by its creators and partners. It was financially
supported by the South Moravian Region, the
city of Brno and a number of corporate sponsors.

At its meeting on 28th February, the South
Moravian Regional Municipal Council approved, across the political spectrum, providing assistance to the town of Moravský Krumlov in co-financing modifications to a part of the
local chateau in order to exhibit Alfons Mucha’s
The deputies agreed to help Moravský Krumlov with the modifications of the local chateau for the Slavonic Epic.
location of the Slavonic Epic
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MARCH
On 5th March, the President of the Republic
of Tatarstan, Rustam Nurgalievich Minnichanov, arrived in South Moravia. During the
visit, he was accompanied by Deputy Governor Roman Hanák, who welcomed him at the
airport in Brno-Tuřany. Together they then
visited MSR Engines (JetSurf) in Střelice and
DG Pack Prostějov (Danaflex).

President of Tatarstan‘s visit to South Moravia

On 15th March, eight new ambulances were
officially handed over to the SMR Medical
Rescue Service by its founding authority.
The ambulances are built on the chassis of
a Mercedes Benz Sprinter 419 vehicle with
a built-in complete medical installation and
all warning systems, in accordance with the
relevant legislation of the Czech Republic.
The new vehicles with a total value of CZK
22,523,772 were deployed to eight bases:
Brno-Ponava, Ivančice, Pohořelice, Blansko, Břeclav, Hodonín, Slavkov u Brna and
Znojmo.
In Brno on 27 March, the sports climber
Adam Ondra was named the best athlete of
the South Moravian Region of 2018. He thus
defended his two-year championship in the
poll. At the beginning of the gala evening, the
Governor of the South Moravian Region, Bohumil Šimek, thanked all successful athletes
for their last year’s performances.

Handover of new ambulances to the Medical Rescue Service

nnouncing the Athlete of the Year
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At its extraordinary meeting on 28th March,
the South Moravian Regional Council approved the "Report on the Application of the
Principles of Territorial Development of the
South Moravian Region" (RAPTD SMR) in
the period 10/2016 - 12/2018. The report
describes what has changed in the area in
the last two years, i.e. since the issue date of
RAPTD SMR, and is in itself an assignment
for the update of this document

cant events
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APRIL
Starting on 2nd April, a new regular airline
connects Brno and Berlin, departing two times a week from Brno-Tuřany and arriving
at Berlin Schönefeld Airport as part of Ryanair's summer flight schedule.
Emergency rescue and liquidation work at
a rock concert with a large number of injured and affected, along with a controlled
evacuation of a large number of people –
the subject of this year’s tactical exercise
of the Integrated Rescue System units at
the South Moravian Region Rock Concert
2019, which took place on 2nd April in the
Brno Trade Fair Centre.
The Rock Concert exercise tested the IRS units
The Easter Holiday celebrations were preceded by traditional fairs in the buildings of
the regional office which took place on 9th
and 11th April. Traditionally accompanied
by a charity stand with hand-crafted items
made by the office's employees, the proceeds of which, the amount raised being
approximately CZK 23.000, were donated
to the Hospice of St. Elizabeth in Brno.

The Easter Market at the Regional Office

Representatives of the Prešov and Košice
regions, led by their governors, together
with the leadership of Prešov and Košice,
visited southern Moravia on 16th April. The
central topic of their study visit was the Integrated Transport System of the South Moravian Region, which these Slovak regions
use as inspiration.
On 30th April, Governor Bohumil Šimek presented the South Moravian Region Award
for Contribution in the Field of Art / Music
to Eva Pilarová, who was unable to attend
the Award’s gala evening on 22nd November
2018 in the hall of the Convent of the Merciful Brethren in Brno.

Last year’s award of the South Moravian Region was presented to Eva Pilarová
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MAY
On 8th May, the memory of the victims of the
Nazi occupation and the liberation struggles
was honored in Brno by two reverential acts.
The beginning of the ceremony took place at
Kounic's dormitory, he day of remembrance
culminated at Moravské náměstí. Deputy
Governor Martin Maleček placed flowers at
both monuments on the behalf the South
Moravian Region.

The Act of Rememberence at the occasion of the Liberation Anniversary Celebration.

Representatives of municipalities and towns in South Moravia received Family Friendly certificates

Lovčičky, Hustopeče or the Brno city districts
of Brno-Komín, Brno-Královo Pole and Brnostřed - these are the new holders of Family
Friendly Community audit certificates, which
are awarded to municipalities and cities
supporting the improvement of family living
conditions. On 16th May, Deputy Governor
Marek Šlapal presented these certificates to
representatives of town halls and municipal
authorities on the premises of the Löw-Beer
Villa in Brno.
On 18th May, The Open Day of the Regional Office of the South Moravian Region was
held in the spirit of the 1980s. The event took
place for the third time as part of the Brno
Museum Night. Visitors could take part in
guided tours of the representation rooms until late at night, and the roof of the regional
office building was made accessible, where
those interested could view the regional apiary. Under the name "Return to the 1980s",
an experience-packed journey through the
office was prepared for children and parents.
Between May 23rd-25th, a working trip of representatives of the South Moravian Region
to Lviv, Ukraine, took place. The aim of the
delegation's visit, led by Councilor Jana Pejchalová, was to participate in the "Czech
Days in Lviv 2019". At the presentation, the
region introduced the traditional culture of
South Moravia (blueprint, bobbin lace), and
held a tasting of regional foods and South
Moravian wines.

Open Day at the Regional Office
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Being a region of science, education and innovative research, Governor Bohumil Šimek
made the introduction of the South Moravian Region to the leadership of the Ukrainian Trade and Industry Association. A meeting with a delegation led by the president of
the union Anatoly Kinach (Prime Minister of
Ukraine 2001–2002) took place on 28th May
at the Regional Office headquarters in Brno.
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JUNE
On 13th and 14th June, the results of the "Magic
Colors of the Earth" art competition for children
and youth and the "Hidden Memory of Moravia"
youth literary talent competition took place in the
Slovanské Hradiště complex in Mikulčice.
The Governor of the South Moravian Region’s
Concert took place in the chateau riding hall in
Valtice on 16th June, held as part of the XXIV.
year of the international music festival Concentus Moraviae.

The Governor’s Concert which took place as part of the Concentus Moraviae festival.

A total of 22 of the most skillful young craftsmen
were awarded at the Gala Evening of the eleventh "Czech Hands" Show which took place on
19th June at the Brno Exhibition Grounds.
During the meeting of the South Moravian
Regional Council on 20th June, a personnel
change of the composition of the regional council occurred - the current deputy governor Taťána Malá resigned from the position of Deputy,
but remains a member of the council. Councilor
Petr Hýbler was elected the new Deputy Governor. The changes took effect on 1st July.
On 21st June, the owners and caretakers of last
year’s best repaired monuments in the region
met at the Moravian Museum in Brno in order to
be presented with an award by Councilor Tomáš
Soukal and Deputy Governor Martin Maleček.

Award for the owners of the best repaired monuments

The ceremonial opening of a reconstructed footbridge over Švýcarská Bay at the Vranov reservoir

The newly opened road bypass with a total
length of 4.4 kilometers will positively affect the
lives of the inhabitants of Lechovice in the Znojmo region. The finished construction was ceremoniously opened on 26th June by Deputy Governor Roman Hanák, along with representatives
of the Directorate of Roads and Motorways,
which implemented the project on road I / 53.
With a total of 459 points, the representatives of
the capital city of Prague secured their victory at
the IX. The Children and Youth Summer Olympics. However, the majority of the gold medals
won in Liberec was received by young athletes
from South Moravia. The total number awards
is 30 gold, 32 silver and 22 bronze medals. In
the overall evaluation, the South Moravian Region finished in third place behind the Central
Bohemian Region.
On 28th June 2019, a footbridge over the Švícarská Bay on the Vranov Reservoir was open
to the public. The construction work, worth more
than 19 million CZK - where the South Moravian
Region contributed almost 17 million CZK, took
ten months to complete.
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JULY
At the beginning of July, the Minister of the Environment Richard Brabec visited the South
Moravian Region. The Minister began the twoday visit to South Moravia at the Regional Office in Brno with a meeting with the leadership
of the region, headed by Governor Bohumil
Šimek, and a discussion with about 70 mayors
of the region's municipalities. The main topic of
the debate was adaptation to climate change
in the region, subsidies from the environmental sector aimed at combating drought, water
management in the region, securing drinking
water sources in municipalities and blue-green
infrastructure.
Ceremonial Announcement of the Village of the Year Award

The traditional Czech-Slovakian encounter at Velká Javořina

On 5th July, in addition to the flags of the Czech
Republic and the South Moravian Region, a
flag in the Moravian colors - red and yellow,
with the Moravian coat of arms - was added
to the building of the Regional Office of the
South Moravian Region, as well as at the town
halls and municipal offices of more than 1,500
towns and villages of Moravia.
In the early evening of 11th July, the traditional Wine Party took place in Brussels with the
participation of a South Moravian delegation
led by Deputy Governor Marek Šlapal, continuing the ten-year tradition. The reception was
organized by the Representation of the South
Moravian Region to the EU in Brussels in cooperation with the Wine Fund of the Czech Republic.
On 13 July, Governor Bohumil Šimek took part
in a concert in Retz, Austria, entitled "Open
Borders", dedicated to the 30th anniversary of
the fall of the Iron Curtain. The concert was organized by the Austrian Festival Retz in cooperation with the Znojmo Music Festival.
The ceremonial award ceremony for the winners of the individual categories of the regional round of the Village of the Year competition
took place in Morkůvky in the Břeclav district
on 27th July. Governor Bohumil Šimek presented the award to the best municipalities for the
South Moravian Region.

A flag commemorating the history of Moravia was flown at the Regional Office
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On 28th July, the delegation of the South
Moravian Region took part in the Festival of
the annual Czech-Slovak Brotherhood, which
takes place on the last Sunday in July at Velká
Javořina.
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AUGUST
On 4th August, tens of thousands of motorcycle
fans arrived at the Brno Masaryk Circuit to watch
the culmination of the World Motorcycle Championship – The Czech Republic Grand Prix
The film The Watchmaker's Apprentice had
its ceremonial premiere in Brno's Cinema City
Velký Špalíček on August 9th. This is the first
feature film supported by the South Moravian Film Fund to enter cinemas. Filming took
place in a number of regions of the Czech
Republic. In southern Moravia, specifically in
the following places: the riding hall of Lednice
Castle, Uherčice Castle in the Znojmo District,
Klentnice and its surroundings.
Motorcycle Grand Prix in Brno
After a year and twenty-nine days of construction work, drivers can now drive over the I/55
road in Hodonín using the new bridge. The
old bridge structure on the road II / 380, which
crosses the 1st class road near the Hodonín
Zoo, has shown serious defectss in the past.
The construction, which cost just under 60 million CZK (excluding VAT) was ceremoniously
opened on 12th August by Deputy Governor
Roman Hanák along with representatives of
the city and the contractor.

Ceremonial opening of the reconstructed bridge in Hodonín

Representatives of the South Moravian Region, led by Councilor Milan Vojta, commemorated on August 15th the 374th anniversary of
the succesful defending of the main attack of
the Swedish Army siege on Brno in 1645, one
of the most significant victories achieved in
our territory.
On 17th August, the list of holders of the title of Master of Traditional Hand-craft of the
South Moravian Region was expanded with
three new names in the field of folk hand-craft.
The award was ceremoniously presented to
the recipients by Region Governor Bohumil
Šimek and Councilor Tomáš Soukal as part of
the Slovácký rok festival in Kyjov.

Award ceremony for the Masters of Hand-craft

The celebrations of 150 year anniversary of
the Brno Public Transport Service were concluded on Saturday, 31st August 2019 with a
street party held in Lidická Street. The ceremony was initiated by Region Governor Bohumil Šimek together with the Mayor of Brno
Markéta Vaňková and the Director of the Brno
Public Transport Company Miloš Havránek.
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SEPTEMBER
After two years, the South Moravian Harvest
Festival had returned to Brno, this time taking
place on 1st September in Mendel Square and
within the grounds of the Augustinian Abbey.
The co-organizers of the harvest festival were
the Mendel University in Brno, the Regional Agrarian Chamber of the South Moravian
Region, the Association of Private Agriculture
and other partners. The celebration included
a Harvest Festival parade through the city, a
fair of folklore crafts and a harvest market, an
exhibition of farmyard animals and agricultural machinery, a breeder's exhibition and a
presentation of regional mini-breweries and
winemakers.
South MoraviaN Harvest Festival
On September 17th, a new social housing
shelter was opened in Šanov in the Znojmo
District, newly accommodating six clients of
Břežany Chateau. The three newly built apartments serve clients with a mild mental disabilities, who, thanks to their long-term stay
in sheltered housing, have become so independent that they can handle everyday activities such as caring for themselves, shopping,
cooking or traveling without assistance.

Ceremonial opening of social housing shelter in Šanov

The possible purchase of half of the shares
of the Brno Technology Park in the amount of
EUR 21.5 million (approx. CZK 550 million)
was the most anticipated item of the meeting
of the South Moravian Regional Council held
on 19th September. After more than two hours
of discussion, the members of the regional
council decided against the purchase of the
shares. The vote was divided thusly: 25 for
the motion, 9 against, 28 abstained.
The inaugural concert opened with the new
Leoš Janáček Concert Hall in the Brno Conservatory building on 19th September. The
construction of the new hall was financed
from the regional budget, its facilitation cost
about CZK 50 million.

Newconcert hall o the Brno Conservatoire
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OCTOBER
Verification of the drinking water emergency
supply system, drinking water shortage crisis
solution and testing the mobile water treatment plant conditions - this was the goal of
the safety exercise Voda 2019, which took
place on October 2nd at the Brno reservoir.
On October 10th, Governor Bohumil Šimek
received twelve Brno-based diplomatic corps
officials. For a third time in a row, the meeting was held withing the premises of the villa
Löw-Beer in Brno.

Safety Excercise Voda 2019

Presentation of the Governor's Award for Social Responsibility

On 24th October, the South Moravian Region
started receiving applications for financial
support for the replacement of boilers under
the subsidy program Reduction of Emissions
from Local Heating of Households in the
South Moravian Region III (so-called boiler subsidies). The aim of the new project is
to reduce emissions from local household
heating in the South Moravian Region by
replacing existing solid fuel boilers with new
ecological sources. By the end of 2023, the
region expects to replace 1,350 existing boilers; with an expected expenditure of CZK
134 million.
This year's laureates for the Governor of
the South Moravian Region's Award for Social Responsibility received the award from
Councilor Ivo Rajtšlégr in the Brno villa LöwBeer on Thursday, October 24th.
Stable operating management, low rate of
debt and a strong financing capacity - these
are the strengths of the South Moravian Region's management, thanks to which in October, the region’s international rating was
raised by the Moody’s Investor Service to A1
and the national rating to Aa2.cz, and the rating prospect changed from positive to stable.

New footbridge over the Moravia river.

Several years of effort and cooperation between the South Moravian Region and the
Trnava self-governing region have reached
a successful result in the form of the completion of the construction of a footbridge within the project "Footbridge over the Moravia
River, including the access road in the Mikulčice - Kopčany Archaeological Park". The
footbridge was opened on October 29th by a
ceremonial ribbon-cutting.
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NOVEMBER
In the hall of the Convent of the Merciful
Brethren in Brno, the award ceremony of the
South Moravian Region Award presented to
nine personalities of the South Moravian Region took place on Tuesday, November 5th.
Thanks to the level of energy-efficiency
achieved in the first year of operation of
the EPC project, the Břeclav Hospital was
awarded by the Association of Energy Service Providers (APES) as the EPC project
of 2019. On 14th November, the award was
accepted by Milan Vojta.
Presentation of the South Moravian Region Award

On Thursday, 21st November, 40 students
from 16 secondary schools from all over
South Moravia visited the Brno headquarters of the South Moravian Region to receive
an award from President Bohumil Šimek for
their achievements in national and international knowledge competitions.
Representatives of the Czech and Austrian
parties commemorated the 30th anniversary
of the fall of the border barrier between the
two countries at the Memorial to the Victims
of the Iron Curtain near Mikulov on 22nd November. Governor Bohumil Šimek and Deputy Petr Hýbler placed flowers in memory of
the victims of the Iron Curtain on the behalf
the South Moravian Region.

The Regional Hospital in Břeclav received an award for energy-efficiency

The list of intangible assets of traditional folk
culture of the South Moravian Region has
expanded to include Ceramics - earthenware
in the Letovice and Kunštát districts and the
South Moravian Amateur Theatre practice.
This was decided by the Council of the South
Moravian Region at its meeting on 25th November.
On November 29, Foreign Minister Tomáš
Petříček met with his Austrian counterpart Alexander Schallenberg on the Czech-Austrian border. In Čížov and in Hardegg, Austria,
they commemorated the 30th anniversary of
the fall of the Iron Curtain. The meeting was
also attended by South Moravian Governor
Bohumil Šimek and Lower Austrian Governor Johanna Mikl-Leitner.

Remembering the victims of the Iron Curtain period
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DECEMBER
Remembrance events accompanying the
214th anniversary of the Battle of Austerlitz
culminated on Sunday, 1st December, in a
memorial service on the grounds of the Mohyla míru Peace Memorial near the village
of Prace.
Křesadlo is an award for the work and determination of volunteers in the South Moravian Region. The ceremonial announcement
of the results of the 3rd year of this award
took place on 4th December.

The fallen of the Battle of the Three Emperors were commemorated in an Act of Remembrance

The traditional Christmas fairs took place in
the regional office buildings on 3rd and 5th
December. The proceeds of the charitable
collection, made by employees and members of the elected bodies of the region, in
the amount of 61 thousand CZK were donated to one of the employees of the office
as a contribution to the necessary neurorehabilitation for her daughter, Viktorka.
After 40 years, Židlochovice will once again
become a part of the regional train network.
This was made possible by the new train
terminal, which was officially opened on 8th
December. It was ceremoniously opened
by Governor Bohumil Šimek together with
his Deputy and Mayor of Židlochovice, Jan
Vitula.

The presentation of the Křesadlo award

At its meeting on 12th December, the South
Moravian Regional Council approved the
budget of the South Moravian Region for
2020.
People using rail transport to travel within
the region can look forward to a comfortable
ride on the new trains. On 20th December,
representatives of the South Moravian Region signed a contract with Škoda Transportation for the supply of 37 new railway units
for the cost of CZK 6.651 billion. In addition
to the trains’ production, the contract also
includes a full-service of these units for the
next 30 years. The new units should depart
for the core regional lines S2 and S3 during
2022 at the latest.

After 40 years trains are headed to Židlochovice again
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07 Significant
investment
projects of the
Region in 2019

Significant investment
projects in 2019
Regional development area
South Moravian Regional Center to Support the Integration of Foreigners II (AMIF/10/01)
The aim of the project was the active involvement of the South Moravian Region in the process of integration of foreigners from third countries (non-EU citizens) by ensuring the provision of services of the South
Moravian Center to support the integration of foreigners (Center for Foreigners of the South Moravian Region). The Centre's services include Czech language teaching, social, legal and employment counseling,
professional courses and training, multicultural activities, etc. The services are provided to clients free of
charge and through cooperation with the following partners: the City of Brno, Brno Diocesan Charity, Refugee Aid Organization, ZŠ a MŠ Brno, Staňkova 14, Lipka - school facility for environmental education
Brno, Komixxx, zs and Secondary School of Building Crafts Brno-Bosonohy, contributory organization
(Center for Education for All). All information at www.cizinciSMR.cz.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

Tuition of the Czech language

07/2016 – 06/2019
CZK 18,058,514.62
National Program of the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund
(75 % of eligible expenditure)
Ministry of the interior (15 % of eligible expenditure)
SMR (10 %)

Multicultural activities

Discover the cultural and natural heritage of the border region on the European
Green Belt along the Iron Curtain by bike
The main goal of the project was to increase the attractiveness of the cross-border area by enhancing
and making available the natural and cultural heritage of the border region on the European Green Belt
along the Iron Curtain.
The project involves seven project partners, including the South Moravian Region, and will have a significant positive impact on the Czech border. Thanks to the implementation of the project, the common
territory will be promoted, the attractiveness of the South Moravian Vysočina Region, the South Bohemian Region, the Weinviertel and the Waldviertel will increase. The project was implemented through
sustainable cross-border tourism.
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Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

10/2016 – 12/2019
CZK 8,827,498
EU Operational program INTERREG V-A Austria – Czech Republic
(85 % of eligible expenditure) – CZK 7,503,737
SR ČR (5 % of eligible expenditure) – CZK 441,375
SMR – CZK 882,750

eHealth inthe South Moravian region
The subject of the project is the construction of a new eHealth system for the exchange of medical documentation in the South Moravian Region.
The system will serve to ensure the effective exchange of health data and medical documentation between all medical facilities providing pre-hospital or acute inpatient care in the South Moravian Region
and to increase the efficiency of providing health care in this area.
The basic information infrastructure for the healthcare agenda will be built and the necessary HW and
SW infrastructure for the necessary information systems will be delivered. More info about the project:
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

03/2017 – 08/2020
CZK 10,552,463
EU (85 % of eligible expenditure) – CZK 8,946,452
SR ČR (5 % of eligible expenditure) – CZK 526,262
SMR – CZK 1,079,749

Education and training centre of the Medical Rescue Service of the South
Moravian Region
The subject of the project was the construction of an education and training center (completion of the
existing building) of the emergency rescue base of the Medical Rescue Service of the South Moravian
Region in Brno-Bohunice, its corresponding equipment with internal equipment (furniture), audiovisual
equipment and PC technology, including the acquisition of a set walls.
Thanks to the implementation of the project, a top background was created enabling effective teaching
of adults, practical teaching of model situations with the use of advanced simulators. There is training of
staff for emergencies and crisis situations. More info about the project:
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

Condition after refurbishment

02/2017 – 12/2019
CZK 119,408,155
EU (85 % of eligible expenditure) – CZK 81,276,828
SR ČR (5 % of eligible expenditure) – CZK 4,780,990
SMR – CZK 33,350,337

Condition after refurbishment
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Acquisition of new railway electrical units into the property of the South
Moravian Region
The project addresses the need to improve the rolling stock on the backbone regional lines S2 (Letovice
- Blansko - Brno - Křenovice hor. N.) And S3 (Tišnov - Brno - Břeclav) IDS SMR through the acquisition
of 36 new electrical units for rail passenger transport. The number is justified by the operational concept
of timely transport of the backbone lines of regional transport, passenger frequencies and the outlook
for the development of the Integrated Transport System of the South Moravian Region. The units will be
single-system, meeting the requirements for accessibility, safety and passenger comfort.
The aim of the project is to create conditions for wider use of rail transport through the modernization
of the transport fleet with an impact on increasing the quality and reliability of rail passenger transport
services in the public service obligation and strengthening its competitiveness vis-à-vis individual car
transport.
Several departments of the Regional Office of the South Moravian Region are cooperating on the project, especially the Department of Transport.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

02/2017 – 12/2022
CZK 7 825,554,000
EU (85 % of eligible expenditure) – CZK 5,483,624,040
SMR – CZK 2,341,929,960

Footbridge over the Morava river, including the access road in the
Mikulčice - Kopčany archeological park
The subject of the project, which was implemented in cooperation with the Trnava self-governing region,
was the construction of a 143 m long footbridge over the border river Moravia and the construction of
connecting roads - paths for pedestrians and cyclists. On the Czech side, a cycle path was built connecting the area of Slovanské hradiště in Mikulčice with the already existing network of forest paths leading
to the footbridge. On the Slovak side, a completely new road was created connecting the area from the
footbridge to the village of Kopčany (around the church of St. Margaret of Antioch from the 9th century).
More info about the project:
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

State before implementation
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09/2017 – 12/2019
CZK 102,513,000
EU (85 % of eligible expenditure) – CZK 35,991,550
SR ČR (5 % of eligible expenditure) – CZK 2,117,150
SMR – CZK 4,234,300

State after implementation
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Transportation sector
III/15289 Brno Evropská, bridge 15289-1
As part of the construction, the 1,237 m long road III / 15289 was reconstructed. The original bridge
was replaced by a new one. Most ev. No. 15289-1 Evropská via railway is constructed as a four-pole
composite all-concrete structure, consisting of prestressed beams and a composite reinforced concrete
slab.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

10/2017 – 06/2019
CZK 102,158,000
IF SÚS SMR, EU – IROP

Hodonín bridge
In 2018, the right side of the bridge was reconstructed (in the direction of the station), when half of
the prefabricated bridge deck, abutments, wings, closing walls, transition plates and pillar heads were
demolished and a new load-bearing structure was built, including the installation of closures and accessories. In 2019, the left side was reconstructed. The reconstruction included the relocation of CETIN
cables and the restoration of public lighting along the bridge. At the end of the construction, the slopes
under the bridge were strengthened with quarry stone and gutters for drainage of rainwater from the
bridge surface were restored with new drainage.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

05/2018 – 07/2019
CZK 75,541,000
SFDI 2018 – 2019, IF SÚS SMR

Condition before inplementation

Condition after inplementation

III/40826, III/40832 Kravsko thoroughway and bridge 40832-2
It is a reconstruction of the road III / 40826, in the thoroughway through the village Kravsko, including the
extravillain part after the intersection with the road I / 38 (I. construction), the construction also included
a complete reconstruction of the bridge ev. No. 40832-2 on the road III / 40832 in the village Kravsko
(II. construction).
Reconstruction of the extension (I. construction) included the construction of road III / 40826 in the
extension and the suburbs, as well as the connection of local roads, construction of the bus stop, door
frame walls, reconstruction of rainwater drainage, reconstruction of water supply, relocation of utilities,
traffic signs, entrances, parking areas, public lighting, etc.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

08/2018 – 05/2019
CZK 48,038,000
IF SÚS SMR
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Condition before inplementation

Condition after inplementation

II/408 Lesná – Milíčovice
Reconstruction of the road II / 408 was divided into two extra-urban sections - the first between the villages of Lesná - Vracovice, the second between the villages of Vracovice - Milíčovice. The total length
of both sections is 3,839 m.
The construction included the reconstruction of road layers, three existing culverts, the construction of
one new culvert, the modification of curbs, ditches, the connection of intersections, roads and economic
exits (including new descent culverts) and other related work.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

Condition before inplementation

06/2019 – 08/2019
CZK 42,126,000
IF SÚS SMR, EU – IROP

Condition after inplementation

II/362 Olešnice thoroughway, 1. construction stage
As part of the road reconstruction, the road was replaced and safety measures were taken (narrowing
of the road to reduce the speed of vehicles in front of pedestrian crossings, adjustment of entrances to
the city from both traffic directions). The connection of local roads, complete reconstruction of culverts
and the bridge ev. No. 362-007, renewal of drainage.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:
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08/2018 – 10/2019
CZK 38,958,000
IF SÚS SMR, SFDI 2018
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Condition before inplementation

Condition after inplementation

II/393 Oslavany thoroughway, 1st construction stage
As part of the reconstruction of the road, the road was replaced, minor spatial modifications were made to the
route, homogenization of the width arrangement and connections to the surrounding roads were resolved. The
construction included the construction of two long and one shorter retaining wall, the establishment of bus bays,
the reconstruction of road drainage with the abolition of parallel surface drainage ditches, including culverts and
existing drains, and the establishment of new rainwater drainage, including new street drains and connections.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

09/2018 – 12/2019
CZK 84,346,000
IF SÚS SMR

Uherčice – Vratěnín – Rancířov
It was a reconstruction of two sections marked as construction stage 2 and construction stage 3.construction
stage 2 in the section between the municipality of Vratěnín and the state border with Austria included the
reconstruction of the road III / 40928, including all exits, the complete reconstruction of the bridge ev. No.
40928-1, culverts, water supply relocations, low voltage, communication cables and landscaping.
construction stage 3 in the section between the villages of Vratěnín and Uherčice included the reconstruction of
road II / 409, including all exits, complete reconstruction of the bridge ev. No. 409-025, culverts, STL relocations,
modification of the directional curve in km 102,250 - 102,600 m, implementation of orchard modifications.
Part of the construction was also the repair of the bypass route in the section of forces: II / 40927
Vratěnín - Mešovice.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

Condition before inplementation

06/2019 – 05/2020
CZK 70,901,000
IF SÚS SMR, EU – IROP

Condition after inplementation
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Environment sector
Water supply and sewerage development plan of the South Moravian Region - update
To complete the update of the Water Supply and Sewerage Development Plan of the South Moravian
Region, including discussions pursuant to Act No. 274/2001 Coll., On Public Water Supply and Sewerage and on Amendments to Certain Acts, including environmental impact assessments pursuant to
Act No. 100/2001 Coll., on environmental impact assessment, took place in 2019. The updated Water
Supply and Sewerage Development Plan of the South Moravian Region was approved by the South
Moravian Regional Council on 27 February 2020 and is published on the regional website.
Implementation term:
Total cost:

2017–2019
CZK 5,675,250 less VAT (6 867 053 CZK incl. VAT)

The Svratka Clean River Basin Project and Implementation of Measures at the
Brno Valley Reservoir, Leg III, 2018–2022
In 2018, the third stage of measures at the Brno waterworks was launched as part of the long-term project "Clean Svratka River Basin", based on a project entitled "Implementation of measures at the Brno
Valley Reservoir,
III. stage 2018-2022 ". This event is financed by subsidies from the South Moravian Region and the
statutory city of Brno, from the own resources of the state enterprise Povodí Moravy is financed by monitoring and securing the entire project in terms of technical and personnel.
The year 2019 was successful in the project and the water quality at the Brno dam was suitable for
swimming throughout the season. The project will continue in the following seasons until the end of the
2022 season. to comply with the Water Act
Implementation term:
Costs in 2019:

2018–2022
SMR 50 % – CZK 4,446,422 less VAT
statutory city of Brno 50 % – CZK 4,446,422 less VAT

Aeration tower below the surface

Above-ground tanks in which ferric sulphate is stored

Culture and monument care sector
Life and time in Bučovice region (Museum of the Vyškov district)
The new exhibition presents the life of the inhabitants of the Bučovice region through thematic areas that
bring together the most important aspects of human life in the course of history - the settlement of the
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landscape and its economic use, settlement in space, military events, social life, death and burial. Visitors are accompanied by Jan Šembera from Boskovice, famous for both the construction of the Bučovice chateau and the way of life that got him into local legends. Interactive elements are designed for all
age categories of visitors. Preschool children can create housing sets from wooden blocks, school-age
children have the opportunity to try to crush or grind grain or fold a model of a ceramic vessel. Adults
will try high bike riding. However, some activities go across the whole generation, such as shooting from
an interactive crossbow or the possibility of using a research room with a library. More info about the
project:
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

2017 elaboration of project documentation, 2018–2019 implementation
CZK 5,312,901 (5,562,901 CZK including project documentation)
SMR – CZK 5,270,000 (CZK 5,520,000 including project documentation)
PO sources – CZK 42,901

New exposition of the museum

New exposition of the museum

Václav Chochola: Moravia 53–88 (Regional Museum in Mikulov, contributory
organization)
In the course of 2019, visitors were introduced to a hitherto unknown chapter in the creation of a
classic of Czech photography by Václav Chochola. He is most often associated with Prague, where
he spent his whole life and the city and its peripheries were an endless source of inspiration. In
1953, Chochola married Božena Stopková, whose family came from the south of Moravia, and thus
a new, Moravian chapter of the photographer's work began to be written. His wife's family lived in
Dolní Dunajovice near Mikulov, and in the following years he often visited his family with his family
and photographed the world around him. This created a unique collection of photographs, presented
at an exhibition called "Moravia 53-88". An important part of the presentation of Chochola's photographs was also the publication of the catalog. It contains the most interesting images from Chochola's Moravian ensemble, which are supplemented by short, ethnographic or topographical observations. However, the photographs accompany mainly the personal memories of Chochola's daughter
Blanka, who thus gives an insight into the intimate environment of her own family. Thanks to the
chronological order of the images, the transformations of the city and the village have taken place
over the decades, right in front of the eyes. The catalog of Chochola's Moravian photographs is thus
not only a presentation of one photographic collection, but is also a valuable ethnographic probe into
the environment of family and annual customs taking place against the background of modernization
of the South Moravian countryside during the second half of the 20th century.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

2019
CZK 430,130
SMR – CZK 590,000
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Václav Chochola's photograph

Václav Chochola's photograph

Desire and dignity, from the collections of the Dietrichstein family
(Regional Museum in Mikulov, contributory organization)
The exhibition focuses on the modern history of the Mikulov chateau, when it was owned by the
Dietrichstein family for almost four centuries. It looks at the personalities of family members through
their collecting activities, emphasizing their personal lives, passions and interests. The basis of the
exhibition is a torso of art-historical collections of the Dietrichstein family. The family collections have
been deposited at the Mikulov chateau since the family's arrival in Moravia in 1575. The fate of the collections was often adversely affected by transfers, thefts or the division of property. The most devastating intervention came at the end of the Second World War, when almost all the interior equipment,
together with many valuable art objects, burned down as part of an extensive fire in the chateau. The
fire did not only affect the building of the chateau library, in which the chateau's collection of paintings
and minerals was located during the war storage regime. Preserved artifacts from the Dietrichstein
collections provide guidance in the exhibition to create an idea of the original diversity of the estate's
collections.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

New exhibition
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CZK 3,548,609
SMR budget – CZK 3,101,000
PO resources – CZK 447,609

New exhibition
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Otakar Kubín – Othon Coubine, Boskovice – Paris – Simiane, 1883–1969
(Boskovice Regional Museum, contributory organization)
The exhibition commemorated the 50th anniversary of the death of the painter Otakar Kubín in Boskovice, Kubín's birthplace. The patronage of the exhibition was taken over by the Governor of the South
Moravian Region Bohumil Šimek, the main partners of the exhibition were the South Moravian Region
and the Moravian Gallery in Brno. The exhibition reflected several perspectives on the work of painter,
sculptor and graphic artist Otakar Kubín. She presented the initial work with which the painter got to
the center of European avant-garde events. At the same time, later works tending towards harmonious
neoclassical expression were also presented.
The exhibition aroused great interest of the general and professional public thanks to the realized loans
and cooperation with leading Czech galleries and museums, including the National Gallery in Prague,
the Olomouc Museum of Art and the Gallery of Fine Arts in Ostrava. The Alliance Française Brno and the
local Club of Friends of Boskovice also made a significant contribution to the promotion of the exhibition.
A catalog was published for the exhibition, and art workshops for children and adults were held under
the direction of artist Jana Kolmačková. The exhibition was a great success and will be repeated at the
Gallery of Fine Arts in Hodonín in 2020.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

Otakar Kubín's painting

preparation 02/2018 – 08/2019
presentation of the exhibition September 19 - November 24, 2019
CZK 369,472
SMR budget – CZK 350,000
město Boskovice – CZK 5,000
PO resources – CZK 14,472

Invitation to the exhibition

South Moravian Museum in Znojmo, contributory organization
– Cornštejn – social institution
The subject of the event was the construction of a sanitary facility on the ruins of Cornštejn Castle, which
is a cultural monument. Within the first stage, the castle was connected to water, sewerage and a source
of electricity. Within II. stage, the implementation of the installation of the sanitary facility into the existing
side building of the castle took place. The implementation of the event ensures a hygienic background
for the employees of the organization and increases the hygienic comfort for the visitors of the castle.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

04/2019 – 12/2019
CZK 5,911,000
SMR – CZK 5,811,000
PO – CZK 100,000
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Regional Museum in Mikulov, contributory organization – Restoration of the
walking area of the eastern terrace of the castle in Mikulov - accident
The subject of the event was mainly the restoration of the formation of the eastern terrace at the castle in
Mikulov - the existing sandstone paving, waterproofing and the base layer, which showed great damage.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

Condition before inplementation
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09/2018 – 03/2019
CZK 4,005,000
SMR – CZK 3,787,000
PO – CZK 218, CZK 000

Condition after inplementation
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South Moravian Museum in Znojmo, contributory organization - Revitalization of
the rear wing of a Minorite monastery and exhibition of lapidary
The subject of the project was mainly extensive construction modifications of the outdoor areas of the
rear wing of the Minorite monastery in Znojmo and the relocation of part of the lapidary subcollection
from the unsuitable and inaccessible areas of Znojmo Castle to a new outdoor lapidary exhibition called
"Silent Stone Stone". The installation of retention tanks for rainwater collection and a wooden access
ramp for people with reduced mobility was newly solved. The outdoor exposition also includes an educational center located in part of the Minorite monastery building. The project was co-financed by the IROP.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

01/2018 – 06/2019
CZK 9,824,000
IROP and state budget – CZK 6,876,000
SMR – CZK 2,879,000
PO – CZK 69,000

Condition before inplementation

Condition after inplementation

Condition before inplementation

Condition after inplementation

Educational sector
Secondary School of Building Crafts Brno-Bosonohy, contributory organization
- Multifunctional space for professional training for teaching modular masonry
systems and wooden houses
As part of the implemented project, a new multifunctional building was built for the professional training
of students of the construction professions, focused on teaching progressive methods of modular sys-
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tems. This project also created capacities for teaching construction disciplines within the "Center for Vocational Education in Civil Engineering of the South Moravian Region", which enables the expansion of
cooperation with other schools in the South Moravian Region. On the second floor of the multifunctional
hall, there is a handicraft workshop, where artisanal wood processing and preparation of partial construction elements for related fields of education, such as carpenter, woodcarver and upholsterer, take
place. These new premises will enable the school to introduce modern forms of teaching corresponding
to current practice throughout the school year, which will lead to an increase in the quality of education
and, consequently, to the effective employment of students in the labor market.
Implementation term:
Implementation of the construction itself:
Total cost:
Funding source:

Condition before inplementation

07/2016 – 02/2019
08/2018 – 02/2019
CZK 30,793,206
EU – CZK 17,433,942
SMR – CZK 10,440,644
PO – CZK 2,918,620

Condition after inplementation

Repair of the facade of the school building, Pontassievská 3, Znojmo
The school building No. 350/3 in Pontassievská Street dates from the end of the 19th century, is situated
on a busy street on the edge of the historic center of Znojmo and belongs to the city's monument reserve. The original building was added several times, and in the years 1993–1996, the attic was built into
other classrooms. In addition to the above, only partial repairs of building structures were carried out on
the building. The last partial repair of the façade was carried out approximately 20 years ago and mainly
concerned the renewal of coatings without significant repairs of plaster layers. The effect of moisture
and crystallizing salt in the plinth part of the building and weather conditions in the remaining façade areas led to a gradual material degradation of the plaster, which was reflected in the falling off of variously
large parts of the plaster layers on the adjacent sidewalk. The street facades were completely washed
with pressurized water, mechanically cleaned so that the acrylic facade paint was completely removed.
Incoherent parts of the plaster were completely removed except for the masonry. The plinth part was
battered on the masonry, including the bossage plaster, the modern plinth remedial plaster was left.
Stucco profiles have been preserved and repaired. After strengthening the substrate with penetrating
paint, new layers of plaster were made and stucco profiles were repaired. The total area of the repaired
facade is 1,888 m2. Furthermore, a complete replacement of plumbing elements, locksmith elements
and two doors in the entrances to the building from Pontassievská Street were replaced.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:
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CZK 8,952,000
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Condition before inplementation

Condition after inplementation

Business Academy, Secondary Vocational School of Librarianship and Higher
Vocational School Brno, contributory organization - Heating optimization
The subject of the event was the installation of new balancing valves, the addition of circulation pumps
and a new solution for domestic hot water heating in the existing exchanger station. In the secondary
engine rooms, the equipment of the engine rooms was replaced. Furthermore, equithermal regulation,
connection of M&R with the exchanger station, monitoring, visualization and central control of the entire
heating system were installed.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

05/2019 – 09/2019
CZK 4,015,000
SMR – CZK 4,015,000

Condition before inplementation

Condition after inplementation

Business Academy, Secondary Vocational School of Librarianship and Higher
Vocational School Brno, contributory organization - Insulation of the courtyard tract
The subject of the event was the insulation of the courtyard extension, including the connecting neck in
the organization's headquarters. As part of the construction work, a contact thermal insulation system
of facades and plinths was carried out, waterproofing of plinths was added, a new drainage system was
built around the extension, new plumbing elements were installed and new vertical gutters and earthing
system of the building's collection system were installed. The implementation of the event led, among
other things, to a reduction in operating costs, an improvement in the internal environment of the building throughout the year and an improvement in the overall appearance.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

09/2019 – 12/2019
CZK 3,027,000
CZK 3,027,000
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Condition before inplementation

Condition after inplementation

Condition before inplementation

Condition after inplementation

Secondary School of Technology and Economics Brno, Olomoucká,
contributory organization - School of Progressive Industrial Technologies
The subject of the project was the construction reconstruction of unsuitable and unused basement spaces
of the school into new modern professional classrooms and lecture halls, including the equipment with
modern teaching aids, technologies and necessary accessories. The project also included the modernization of existing classrooms and workshops for programming CNC machines for the fields of Mechanic
Adjuster - programmer for CNC machines and Mechanical Engineering.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

Condition before inplementation
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09/2018 – 10/2019
CZK 38,505,129.13
EU – CZK 32,404,423.61
SMR – CZK 6,061,619.82
PO – CZK 39,085.70

Condition after inplementation
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Condition after inplementation

Condition after inplementation

Dance conservatoire - reconstruction of the school kitchen
The subject of the event was construction modifications of the kitchen and kitchen facilities on the 1st
floor and 1st floor in one of the pavilions of the Brno Dance Conservatory, p. O. The event also included
the supply of kitchen technology, including equipment with kitchen facilities. The office of the head of the
catering operation and the cloakroom - the living room of the catering staff was equipped with furniture.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

06/2019 – 12/2019
CZK 15,773,000
SMR – CZK 15,773,000

Condition before inplementation

Condition after inplementation

Reconstruction

Reconstruction
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Dance Conservatoire Brno, contributory organization - Modification of outdoor
areas in the school premises - emergency
The subject of the event was landscaping and landscaping of the existing terraced land between school
buildings, which due to its poor technical condition could no longer be used. The event also included the
modification of the area in front of the main entrance to the building. The realization of the event made
it possible to use outdoor areas for teaching and to relax students.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

Condition before inplementation

07/2019 – 12/2019
CZK 5,385,000
SMR – CZK 5,290,000
PO – CZK 95,000

Reconstruction

Reconstruction

Condition after inplementation
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Secondary Industrial School of Chemistry Brno, Vranovská, contributory organization
- Incubator of young scientists - preparing students for future scientific careers
or in the young generation is the future of society
The event consisted in the reconstruction of laboratories of organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry, microbiology, instrumental methods of analytical chemistry, expansion of laboratory facilities (preparation
room, warehouse), construction of language classrooms, equipment of reconstructed laboratories with
modern laboratory technology, apparatus and computer technology and acquisition of a mobile laboratory.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

07/2018 – 01/2019
CZK 28,206,338.45
EU – CZK 24,444,058.31
SMR – CZK 3,271,828.26
PO –CZK 490,451.88

Condition before inplementation

Condition after inplementation

Concert Hall of the Brno Conservatoire
A part of the teaching premises of the Brno Conservatory, a contributory organization, is also a concert
hall. The existing hall has not met the technical and educational conditions for a long time. Therefore, the
demolition of the existing hall and the construction of a new one on the acquired space was carried out,
including the reconstruction of the adjoining premises and the hygienic facilities in the existing building.
The actual space of the concert hall is divided into a raised stage and a step-by-step part with seats for
listeners. The space under the stepped part of the hall with seats is used as a cloakroom for visitors.
The main entrance to the concert hall is from the corridor of the conservatory building, which is further
connected to Lužánecká Street. The hall also serves the needs of other educational institutions.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

11/2018 – 09/2019
CZK 53,791,000
SMR – CZK 41,291,000
statutory city of Brno – CZK 12,500,000
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Condition before inplementation

Condition after

Condition after

Condition after

Health care sector
Znojmo Hospital - reconstruction and completion, II. stage - 2nd part,
action II - object C1 - infeCZKní oddělení
Characteristics: This event included the reconstruction and completion of the 2nd floor of the C1 hospital building, where a new inpatient unit of the infeCZ department was built. The INFECTIOUS department is operationally divided into two basic operational units with internal logical connections.
The bed part is located on the first floor and has a capacity of 15 beds. In the southern wing there are
bed rooms incl. hygienic and social facilities of patients and in the northern wing there are examination
rooms, ancillary rooms, a cleaning room, cleaning and warehouses, staff rooms, a living room and
washrooms. The newly built information department has a capacity of 15 beds - 7 single rooms and four
double rooms.
The control section is located on the 1st floor of the new extension and is operationally connected to the
bed part as a separate closed operating unit. It includes the primary ward's office with sanitary facilities,
the head nurse's office with sanitary facilities, the doctors' office with sanitary facilities, a corridor, a
communication hall with a bed evacuation lift and technical rooms.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:
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11/2018 – 11/2019
CZK 65,457,470.85
SMR – CZK 60,000,000
PO – CZK 5,457,470.85

Significant investment projects of the
07 South
Moravian Region in 2019

Condition after

Condition after

Follow-up care at Kyjov Hospital
The main goal of the project was the acquisition and modernization of instrumentation, which led to
more efficient instrumentation of health care provider's workplaces, while improving examination comfort, improving early diagnosis and expanding the examination spectrum.
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

09/2018 – 01/2020
CZK 98,989,333
EU – CZK 84,140,933
state budget – CZK 4,949,467
SMR – CZK 3,268,000

Letovice hospital – 2nd floor adaptation
The subject of the investment project was the reconstruction of the space vacated by the Merciful Brothers on the 2nd floor of the main building. Its implementation created a new inpatient department of the
Letovice Hospital with a capacity of 11 beds for the provision of social services in a medical inpatient
care facility, the so-called social beds. The individual rooms are equipped with bed ramps with the "Patient-Nurse" communication system, they are equipped with wooden electric adjustable beds, wooden
bedside tables with a folding dining table. Two new bathrooms with barrier-free access were also built
in the department, a study for social and health workers and medical staff, a rehabilitation gym, a study
and a background for physiotherapists with their own sanitary facilities.
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Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

Reconstruction

09/2019 – 12/2019
CZK 8,223,367
SMR – CZK 7,600,000
PO – CZK 623,367

Condition after the reconstruction

Social affairs sector
Horizont home, p. o. – thermal insulation of buildings A, B and the connecting neck
The organization is located in Kyjov. The realization of the event was used to insulate the perimeter of
building A and building B, where the bed part, the catering operation and the technical background of the organization are located. At the same time, the connecting neck between buildings A, B and C was insulated.
The action was implemented within the Operational Program Environment, Priority Axis 5 - Energy Savings, Specific Objective 5.1 - "Reduce the energy intensity of public buildings and increase the use of
renewable energy sources".
Implementation term:
Total cost:
Funding source:

Connecting neck before thermal insulation
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04/2019 – 08/2019
CZK 11,080,000
SMR (63 %) – CZK 6,973,000
EU OPŽP (33 %) – CZK 3,673,000
PO (4 %) – CZK 434,000

Connecting neck after thermal insulation

Significant investment projects of the
07 South
Moravian Region in 2019
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Economic Management
of the Region
8.1. Budget and compliance in 2019
8.1.1. Basic information on Region's budget in 2019
The finances of the South Moravian Region in 2019 were governed by the budget approved pursuant
to § 35 of act No. 129/2000 Coll. on regions (regional establishment), as later amended, by the South
Moravian Council on 13 Dec 2018. The budget was subsequently broken down in accordance with the
decision of the South Moravian Council and with § 14 of act No. 250/2000 Coll. on the budget rules of
regional budgets, as later amended, for 2019 according to the budget structure. The approval budget
was CZK 7 642 459 000 for revenues, CZK 7 837 280 000 for expenditures and the financing budget
was CZK 194 821 000. The budget was designed as a deficit budget – scheduled revenues were
lower than expenditures. Resources from past years, amounting to CZK 272 739 000, were factored
in in the approved budget and principal instalments of an EIB loan amounting to CZK -206 918 000
reduced the financing amount. As provided in the authorisation of the South Moravian Council, the
budget was amended during the year through budget measures.
In 2019 the revenues of the South Moravian Region reached CZK 26 242 721 000, which is CZK
3 340 183 000 more than in 2018. The revenues of the Region therefore increased by 14.6% year-onyear mostly thanks to higher subsidies that rose by CZK 2 757 028 000. The actual revenues of the
Region grew year-on-year by CZK 583 156 000 and this growth was caused by higher tax collection
that rose by CZK 617 832 000. On the other hand, non-tax revenues declined against 2018 by CZK
2 057 000 and capital income declined by CZK 32 620 000.
Like in the previous years, tax income was the dominant income – the Region has been collecting this
tax in accordance with act No. 243/2000 Coll. on the budget determination of revenues of some taxes
for self-governing regional entities and some national funds (act on tax budget determination), as later
amended. Tax revenues rose in 2019 by 8.8% year-on-year thanks to higher collection of shared taxes
on the national scale.
The South Moravian Region received subsidies in 2019 amounting to CZK 18 403 781 000, which is
CZK 2 757 028 000 more than in 2018. Of the total subsidies which South Moravia received in 2019,
the majority (84.2%) was for regional schools – primarily direct cost of education and related expenditures.
The 2019 expenditures of the South Moravian region reached CZK 25 884 654 000, of which CZK
23 162 771 000 were current expenditures and CZK 2 721 883 000 were capital expenditures. When
compared with 2018, the expenditures were CZK 3 334 502 000 higher (i.e. 14.8%) and current expenditures rose by 3 056 180 000 (i.e. by 15.2%) and capital expenditures by CZK 278 322 000 (i.e.
11.4%) year-on-year. Regarding the structure of expenditures, there was no dramatic change 2019:
the share of current expenditures in total expenditures of the Region was 89.5% (89.2% in 2018) and
10.5% for capital expenditures (10.8% in 2018).
Expenditures for education had the biggest share in total expenditures of the South Moravian Region:
they amounted to CZK 16 788 514 000 which is 64.8% of the Region's expenditures. The share
of transportation in expenditures was 13.8%. Other expenditures involved mostly contributions to the
operation of state-subsidies organizations established by the Region in the field of social services,
health care and culture, as well as expenditures necessary for the operation of regional bodies.
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South Moravian Region was providing funding in 2019 in line with its income – more than two thirds
was income from the state budget, from international institutions and/or other providers. The Region's
own income was less than one third of the total. Resources of South Moravia from the past years were
used to fund the 2019 expenditures and amounted to CZK 1 709 414 000.
Loan instalments of EIB loans from 2009 and 2013, which the South Moravian Region took, show in
the financing items. Loan principal amounting to CZK 206 918 000 was repaid in 2019 in total. No new
loans were drawn down.
In 2009 the South Moravian Region took an EIB loan amounting to CZK 2 000 000 000 to fund projects co-funded from EU resources and other important South Moravian infrastructure, tourism, spa,
social care infrastructure, transportation, science, research and innovations, health care and environment projects. The draw-down of the loan ended in 2013. Loan repaying started in 2016. In 2019
principal instalments amounting to CZK 183 841 000 were repaid and the loan balance as of 31st Dec
2019 was CZK 1 645 457 000. The loan will be repaid in 2030.
In 2013 the South Moravian Region increased the EIB loan framework by CZK 300 000 000 to fund the
II-B South Moravia regional infrastructure project (particularly for co-funding EU projects) in schooling,
health care and transportation. The whole loan was drawn down in 2014. The Region made use of the
option of principal instalment deferral was used for this loan, so loan repayment started only in 2018
and an instalment amounting to CZK 23 077 000 was repaid. The same amount was repaid in 2019.
The instalments are semi-annual instalments and the final loan repayment year is 2030. The loan
balance as of 31st Dec 2019 was CZK 253 846 000. were capital expenditures.
In November 2018 the South Moravian Region entered into another loan framework financing agreement with EIB for CZK 700 000 000 for South Moravia Regional Infrastructure Project III (mostly for
transportation, health care and social care). The loan has not been drawn down yet, but it can be until
2021.
In Dec 2019 the South Moravian Region entered into a revolving loan agreement with Komerční
banka, a.s. amounting to CZK 3 300 000 000 to finance (pre-finance and co-finance) the acquisition
of 37 electric trains. The loan has not been drawn down yet, but it can be until 2023 according to the
agreement.
Detailed information on the economic management of the Region for 2019 is contained in the 2019
Final Account of the South Moravian Region, with the 2019 South Moravian Region Economic Management Review Report attached. The South Moravian Council approved the final account at its
meeting held on 18 June 2020. The final account of the South Moravian Region for 2019 is published
at the regional website www.kr-jihomoravsky.cz.
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Total economic balance of South Moravian Region as of 31st Dec 2019 (in thousand CZK)

Type of income and expenditure
Tax income

Approved
budget

Adjusted
budget

% of compliance
Actual/Adjusted
budget

Actual
as of 12/2019

7,103,450

7,157,046

7,395,834

103.3

Non-tax income

354,934

359,917

417,748

116.1

Capital income

17,130

27,305

25,358

92.9

166,945

18,403,781

18,403,781

100.0

TOTAL INCOME

7,642,459

25,948,049

26,242,721

101.1

Current expenditure

5,918,517

23,623,047

23,162,771

98.1

Capital expenditures

1,918,763

3,956,498

2,721,883

68.8

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

7,837,280

27,579,545

25,884,654

93.9

-194,821

-1,631,496

358,067

-

194,821

1,631,496

-358,067

-

272,739

1,709,414

-151,548

-

- Active short-term liquidity control operations – revenues (transfer of funds
from a fixed-term account)

0

300,000

250,000

83.3

- Active short-term liquidity control
operations – expenditures (transfer of
funds to a fixed-term account for the
purpose of evaluation of temporarily
available regional funds)

0

-300,000

-249,000

83.0

129,000

129,000

0

-

-206,918

-206,918

-206,918

100.0

- VAT in reverse charge mode

0

0

-315

-

- Exchange rate differences,

0

0

-286

-

Transfers received

Balance of income and expenditures
Financing
z toho:
- Inclusion of funds from past

- Long-term received borrowed funds
- EIB loan instalments paid

8.1.2. Income of South Moravian Region
The approved budget of the income of South Moravian Region for 2019 was CZK 7 642 459 000. During
the year, the budget income increased by CZK 18 305 590 000, so the adjusted income budget as of 31st
Dec 2019 was CZK 25 948 049 000. The main reason why income rose was the inclusion of subsidies
from the national budget and other providers, amounting to CZK 18 236 836 000.
Income of the South Moravian Region as of 31st Dec 2019 totalled CZK 26 242 721 000, so they reached
101% of the scheduled value thanks to the adjusted budget.
Structure of income of South Moravian Region as of 31st Dec 2019

Tax income
28.18%

Non-tax income
1.59%
Subsidies
received
70.13%
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Tax income
The approved budget of tax revenues for 2019 was CZK 7 103 450 000 and the budget was increased
during the year by CZK 52 361 000 by including the corporate income tax for the Region and by CZK
1 235 000. increase of income from administration fees. Adjusted budget of tax income as of 31st Dec
2019 was CZK 7 157 046 000, the actual state was CZK 7 395 834 000, which is 103.3% of the original
budget. Income from shared taxes, representing major income of the Region, was CZK 7 336 024 000
and their approved budget (CZK 7 100 000 000) reached 103.3% of its original value. Income from
shared taxes in 2019 was CZK 592 492 000 higher than in 2018, i.e. +8.8%. The budget for administration fees was CZK 3 685 000, the actual state was CZK 4 416 000, so 119.8% of the original budget
value was reached, and the budget for air pollution fees was CZK 1 000 000, the actual state was CZK
3 032 000, so the budget reached 303.2% of its original value.
The share of regions in nation-wide proceeds from shared taxes is governed by act No. 243/2000 Coll.
on the budget determination of proceeds from some taxes for regional self-governing entities and some
national funds amounting to 8.92%. Every region has a percentage share in the nation-wide gross proceeds from the tax according to the act. In the case of South Moravia it is 9.526055%.
tructure of tax income of South Moravian Region as of 31st Dec 2019
Value Added Tax
49.35%

Corporate income tax
21.92%
Personal income tax, collected
as withholding tax
2.35%
Air pollution fees
0.04%
Corporate income tax for
regions
0.71%
Personal income tax, paid by
taxpayers
0.70%

Administration fees
0.06%

Personal income tax, paid by
taxpayers
24.86%

Compliance with tax income budget of South Moravian Region as of 31st Dec 2019
(in thousand CZK)

Type of income
Personal income tax, paid by taxpayers
Personal income tax, paid by taxpayers
Personal income tax, collected as withholding tax
Corporate income tax
Corporate income tax for regions

Approved
budget

Adjusted
budget

1,800,000

1,800,000

Actual

% of compliance
Actual/Adjusted budget

1,838,937

102.2

50,000

50,000

51,611

103.2

150,000

150,000

174,098

116.1

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,621,484

108.1

0

52,361

52,361

100.0

Value Added Tax

3,600,000

3,600,000

3,649,895

101.4

Air pollution fees

1,000

1,000

3,032

303.2

Administration fees

2,450

3,685

4,416

119.8

7,103,450

7,157,046

7,395,834

103.3

Tax income total
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Non-tax income
The approved budget of non-tax revenues for 2019 was CZK 354 934 000. During 2019 the budget
Compliance with capital income budget of South Moravian Region as of 31st Dec 2019 of this income
increased by CZK 4 983 000 to a total of CZK 359 917 000. The actual figure for non-tax income as
of 31st Dec 2019 was CZK 417 748 000, which is 116.1% of the adjusted budget. The most significant
item in the non-tax income budget were levies of state-subsidised organizations amounting to CZK
200 769 000, returns of subsidies provided during past years (including income from financial settlement) amounting to CZK 8 240 000 and received non-capital contributions and compensation amounting to CZK 71 142 000, constituting mostly of contributions from municipalities to the IDS Fund. Other
significant income included income from interest rates and interest income from financial derivatives
amounting to CZK 26 399 000 and received sanction payments amounting to CZK 13 778 000.
Based on the Lease and Operation Agreement on the international public airport Brno-Tuřany, including
appendices thereto, made between the South Moravian Region and the Letiště Brno, a. s., company,
the South Moravian Region is entitled to income in the form of rent from the Region's assets which this
company is using for the operation of this airport. The South Moravian Region is also obliged to pay to
Letiště Brno, a.s. expenses connected with repairs and maintenance of the assets leased, and of the
acquisition of assets essential for airport operation. According to one amendment, the payment of rent
and costs, which the tenant can claim, can be set off. This set-off was CZK 25 037 000.
Compliance with non-tax income budget of South Moravian Region as of 31st Dec 2019
(in thousand CZK)
% of compliance
Actual/Adjusted
budget

Approved
budget

Adjusted
budget

3,300

4,749

6,025

126.9

194,118

200,573

200,769

100.1

Income from rental of property

1,596

1,596

1,881

117.9

Interest income and interest income from financial derivatives

9,200

20,295

26,399

130.1

Sanction payments received

6,000

6,427

13,778

214.4

Income from financial settlement of previous years
and other received refunds of transfers

0

63,965

88,240

138.0

Revenues from sales of short-term and small
fixed assets

0

0

1,012

-

Type of income
Revenues from the provision of services and
products and further income from own activities
Contributions from contributory organizations

Insurance claims received

Actual

0

187

557

297.9

Received non-capital contributions and compensations

53,520

54,803

71,142

129.8

Other non-tax revenues

44,200

6

415

-

Payments for abstracted groundwater
Total non-taxable revenues

43,000

7,316

7,530

102.9

354,934

359,917

417,748

116.1

Capital income
The approved capital income budget for 2019 amounted to CZK 17 130 000 and included income from
the sale of long-term assets, allocated in the South Moravian Investment Fund. This was expected
income from the sale of land plots amounting to CZK 130 000 and income from the sale of other properties and their parts amounting to CZK 17 000 000. Approved budget of income from the sale of other
properties and their parts was increased in 2019 by CZK 10 175 000. The adjusted budget of capital
income for 2019 was CZK 27 305 000.
As of 31st Dec 2019, capital income reached CZK 25 358 000, which is 92.9%. Most income was from the
sale of the former SOU cloth-making building in Boskovice amounting to CZK 15 000 000 and from the sale
of a former construction education school premises in Brno-Chrlice amounting to CZK 10 175 000.
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Compliance with capital income budget of South Moravian Region as of 31st Dec 2019

Type of income Type of income

Approved
budget

Revenues from the sale of land

Adjusted
budget

% of compliance
Actual/Adjusted
budget

Actual

130

130

183

140.8

Proceeds from the sale of other real
estate and parts thereof

17,000

27,175

25,175

92.6

Total capital income

17,130

27,305

25,358

92.9

Subsidies received
As of 31st Dec 2019, South Moravian Region received subsidies amounting to CZK 18 403 780 558. In 2019
subsidies were 70.1% of the total income of the Region. The South Moravian Region was the beneficiary
of single-purpose subsidies from different ministries, from the Czech Government Office, National Fund for
Transportation Infrastructure, the National Fund, from the Vysočina Region, the statutory city of Brno, foreign countries and other main foreign partners in projects implemented by South Moravian Region and its
state-subsidised organizations within schemes supported by the European Union.
Of the total volume of subsidies that the South Moravian Region received in 2019 from the national
budget and European institutions, the majority was for education (84.2% of the total volume of subsidies
was for education). Other important subsidies received from the national budget during 2019 involved
subsidies under the comprehensive subsidy relationship of the national budget and regional budgets –
this subsidy included a contribution for state administration operations, subsidies for co-funding different
projects of the South Moravian Region and its state-subsidised organizations within schemes supported
by the European Union, subsidies from the statutory city of Brno and the National Fund for Transport
Infrastructure.
Subsidies received by South Moravian Region as of 31st Dec 2019 according to provider
(in thousand CZK)
Provider
Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic

Amount
149,729

Czech Government Office

400

National Fund

418

National Fund for Transport Infrastructure
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs
Ministry of Interior

51,897
15,165,508
1,557,653
13,440

Ministry of the Environment of the Czech Republic

113,306

Ministry of Regional Development

844,303

Ministry of Transport

377,114

Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Culture

4,030
2,207

Ministry of Health of the Czech Republic

26,313

Statutory city of Brno

52,576

Regions
Foreign countries
Main project partners
Subsidies in total

846
42,409
1,632
18,403,781
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8.1.3. Expenditure of South Moravian Region
Approved budget of the expenditure of South Moravian Region for 2019 was CZK 7 837 280 000. The
budget was adjusted during 2019 and increased by CZK 19 742 265 000. The adjusted budget was
CZK 27 579 545 000 as of 31st Dec 2019. From the adjusted budget, a total of CZK 25 884 654 000, i.e.
93.9%, was drawn down. The draw-down of current expenditure reached CZK 23 162 771 000, capital
expenditure reached CZK 2 721 883 000.
The approved budget of the expenditure of South Moravian Region was increased during the year by CZK
19 742 265 000 as a result of the inclusion of single-purpose subsidies from the national budget, municipalities,
regions, foreign countries and international institutions, funds from past years and the Region's own revenues
that have not been budgeted yet.
Structure of budget expenditure as of 31st Dec 2019 divided into current and capital expenditure

Capital expenditure
11%
Current
expenditure
89%

Current expenditure
Approved budget of current expenditure was CZK 5 918 517 000 and was increased during 2019 to CZK
23 623 047 000. From the adjusted budget, a total of CZK 23 162 771 000, i.e. 98.1 %, was drawn down. The
reason for the current expenditure increase was primarily the inclusion of subsidies from the national budget. What
had the highest share in the subsidies received were subsidies from the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport.
The biggest set of items in current expenditure were expenses of education amounting to CZK 16 067 614 000
(a share in current expenditure). Direct expenses of general schools and regional schools, paid from subsidies
from the national budget, were the biggest item.
Transportation was another major sector funded by the South Moravian Region and CZK 2 625 601 000
(a 11.3% share in current expenditure) was drawn down. The biggest expense in transportation were repairs of
category II and III roads, paid in the form of an operation contribution to the state-subsidies organization Správa
a údržba silnic Jihomoravského kraje (South Moravian Roads Maintenance), road and bridge repairs, transportation services in the Region (buses and rail) and transportation services provided under IDS JMK (Integrated
Public Transportation System of South Moravian Region).
Expenses in the social sector (CZK 2 097 947 000 was drawn down, i.e. 9.1% of current expenditure) and in
health care (CZK 34 433 000 was drawn down, i.e. 3.2% of current expenditure) were an important set of items.
Contributions to the operation of state-subsidies organizations, subsidies for schooling services and emergency
medical care were the most significant items.
Current expenses of the operation of the Regional Authority of the South Moravian Region and the South
Moravian Regional Council, amounting to CZK 611 007 000, were another major item in the regional budget.
The subsidy to GP ČR Brno for organising the Czech Republic motorcycle Grand Prix, amounting to
90 000 000 (of this CZK 55 million was a subsidy from the Ministry of Regional Development), was among
other major current expenses. Further expenses included a subsidy for organising cultural and preservation care with region-wide importance (Brno National Theatre and Brno Philharmonic), amounting to CZK
50 000 000, a subsidy to the South-Moravian Innovation Centre in Brno amounting to CZK 32 000 000,
insurance of assets owned by the Region amounting to CZK 27 815 000, overpayments for ground water
used amounting to CZK 23 828 000 and a subsidy to the Moravian Library in Brno for the provision of
services of regional libraries in the South Moravian Region amounting to CZK 16 000 000.
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Structure of current expenditure of South Moravian Region as of 31st Dec 2019
Sport and leisure activities
0.53%
Culture, churches and communications
1.43%

Residential, municipal
services and regional
0.2%

Health care
3.17%
3

Environmental protection
0.18%
Social care and community activities
in social security and
employment policy
9.06%

Education and schooling
services 69.37%

Financial operations
0.49%
Fire protection and Integrated
Rescue System
0.10%

General economic affairs and
other economic functions
ns
0.02%
Water managemen
0.14%

Safety and
public order
0.01%
State power, state administration,
regional self-government and
Transportation
T
ransportation
political parties 2.64%
11.34%
Other activities
Other public services
Agriculture, forestry
0.23%
and activities
and fishery
0.17%
0.07%
Industry, construction industry, trade and
services 0.85%

Structure of draw-down of current expenditure of South Moravian Region as of 31st Dec
2019 according to sectors (in thousand CZK

Sector

Agriculture, forestry and fishery
Industry, construction industry, trade and services

Approved
budget
11,510

Adjusted
budget
17,248

Actual

% compli- % compliance
ance
Actual/
Actual/
Approved Adjusted
budget
budget

16,160

140.4

93.7

114,171

208,978

196,485

172.1

94.0

2,196,022

2,702,500

2,625,601

119.6

97.2

17,800

35,611

33,324

187.2

93.6

5,000

5,300

5,200

104.0

98.1

Education and schooling services

838,036

16,087,882

16,067,614

1,917.3

99.9

Culture, churches and communications

319,051

333,861

330,901

103.7

99.1

94,590

134,261

123,777

130.9

92.2

586,492

742,857

734,433

125.2

98.9

Regional development

89,176

60,961

47,259

53.0

77.5

Environmental protection

41,650

56,708

40,903

98.2

72.1

390,224

2,222,174

2,097,947

537.6

94.4

2,600

1,450

1,407

54.1

97.0

16,200

24,773

23,367

144.2

94.3

Expenses of regional self-government

681,106

661,365

611,007

89.7

92.4

Other sectors

514,889

327,119

207,385

63.5

63.4

5,918,517

23,623,047

23,162,771

391.4

98.1

Transportation
Water management
Entrepreneurship development, tourism
support, general

Sport and leisure activities
Health care

Social care and community activities in social
security and employment policy
Safety and public order
Fire protection and Integrated Rescue System

TOTAL
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Capital expenditures
Approved budget of capital expenditure was CZK 1 918 763 000 and was increased during 2019 to CZK
3 956 498 000. From the adjusted budget, a total of CZK 2 2 721 883 000, i.e. 68.8 %, was drawn.
The main reason for higher capital expenditure was the inclusion of the balance of funds from past
years,inclusion of subsidies from the national budget, state funds, municipalities and foreign countries.
The most important area of capital expenditure was transportation with CZK 968 068 000 (a 35.6%
share in capital expenditure). The majority of funds was provided as investment contributions to the
state-subsidies organization Správa a údržba silnic Jihomoravského kraje, e.g. for road and bridge
reconstructions, for funding projects co-financed by the EU and the National Fund for Transport Infrastructure.
Other important sectors funded by the South Moravian Region were education (CZK 720 901 000 was
drawn down, i.e. 26.5% of capital expenditure) and health care (CZK 385 136 000 was drawn down, i.e.
14.1% of capital expenditure); most expenses were connected with the implementation of projects of
state-subsidised organizations of the South Moravian Region.
Further significant expenses were subsidies for the Water management scheme – sewerage, water
piping and waste water treatment plants amounting to CZK 95 055 000, subsidies for boiler restoration
under projects financed by the EU and amounting to CZK 76 130 000, and a subsidy to the statutory city
of Brno for the construction of the Janáček Concert Hall amounting to CZK 25 000 000.
Structure of draw-down of the capital expenditure budget of South Moravian Region as
of 31 Dec 2019 according to sectors (in thousand CZK)

Sector

Approved
budget

Adjusted
budget

Actual

% compli- % compliance
ance
Actual/
Actual/
Approved Adjusted
budget
budget

Agriculture, forestry and fishery

0

1,234

1,096

-

88.8

Industry, construction industry, trade and
services

0

8,450

8,450

-

100.0

249,000

1,023,152

968,068

388.8

94.6

86,000

130,311

103,520

120.4

79.4

Transportation
Water management
Education and schooling services

300,025

855,904

720,901

240.3

84.2

Culture, churches and communications

37,595

112,379

94,070

250.2

83.7

Sport and leisure activities

56,800

93,784

43,392

76.4

46.3

Health care

235,500

568,132

385,136

163.5

67.8

Regional development

469,300

263,558

25,782

5.5

9.8

0

168,061

87,629

-

52.1

Social care and community activities in social
security and employment policy

88,674

245,070

188,801

212.9

77.0

Safety and public order

11,000

9,945

9,680

88.0

97.3

Fire protection and Integrated Rescue
System

62,300

66,697

46,440

74.5

69.6

Expenses of regional self-government

78,429

133,931

38,467

49.0

28.7

Environmental protection

Other sectors
TOTAL
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244,140

275,890

451

113.0

0.2

1,918,763

3,956,498

2,721,883

141.86

68.80
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Structure of capital expenditure of South Moravian Region as of 31st Dec 2019

Education and schooling
services 26.49%

Culture, churches
and communications
3.46%

Crises readiness
0.02%

Sport and leisure activities
1.59%
ealth
ea
t care
5
5%

Residential, municipal
services and regional
development 0.95%
State power, state administration,
regional selfgovernment and political
parties 1.41%

Water management
3.80%

Environmental protection
3.22%
Social services and community
activities in social security and
employment policy
6.94%

Transportation
35.57%
Industry, construction industry, trade
and services 0.31%

Agriculture, forestry and fishery
0.04%

Fire protection and Integrated
Rescue System 1.71%

8.1.4. Financing, financial result of South Moravian Region
The 2019 budget was designed as a deficit budget, so the budget income was planned to be lower than
budget expenditure by CZK 194 821 000. This amount included the expected inclusion of funds from
past years, amounting to CZK 272 739 000, EIB loan principal instalments amounting to CZK
-206 918 000 and the draw-down of the EIB loan amounting to CZK 129 000 000.
As of 31st Dec 2019, available funds from past years were used for funding regional expenses in the
adjusted budget, including regional funds amounting to CZK 1 436 675 000. The budget of loan principal
instalments and loan draw-down remained unchanged, but the loan was not drawn down in 2019.
The adjusted budget counted on a deficit amounting to CZK 1 631 496 000. But the actual financial
result of the South Moravian Region is a surplus of CZK 358 067 000.

8.1.5. Subsidies, contributions and gifts provided from South Moravian sources
Subsidies, contributions and gifts were provided from the Region's own sources in 2019 amounting to
CZK 971 300 000. As of 31st Dec 2019, a total of CZK 636 122 000 was drawn down from the funds
provided. A total of CZK 335 178 000 was not drawn down and CZK 10 653 000 was returned as returns
under the financial settlement during the year. A total of CZK 324 525 000 can still be used in the coming
years under the agreements signed.
The share of funds spent on subsidies, contributions and gifts from the South Moravian Budget in the
Region's income was 12%.
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Of the amount stated above, the following amounts were provided to these entities:
Business entities

CZK 70,187,000

Public benefit companies

CZK 54,246,000

Associations

CZK 297,393,000

Churches and religious societies

CZK 44,489,000

Organizational units of the state

CZK 19,790,000

Municipalities

CZK 291,444,000

State-subsidies organizations established by municipalities

CZK 91,195,000

Voluntary associations of municipalities

CZK 53,799,000

Regions

CZK 50,000

Universities

CZK 8,204,000

Public research institutes

CZK 6,890,000

Other state-subsidised organizations

CZK 21,874,000

Natural persons – non-entrepreneurs

CZK 11,199,000

To support foreign entities

CZK 540,000

The subsidies, contributions and gifts were intended for these sectors:
Agriculture and forestry

CZK 15,707,000

Trade, services and tourism

CZK 104,712,000

Transportation

CZK 47,457,000

Water management

CZK 111,152,000

Schools, sport and leisure activities

CZK 184,084,000

Culture and preservation care

CZK 210,510,000

Health care

CZK 39,257,000

Regional development

CZK 30,024,000

Environmental protection

CZK 18,512,000

Social sector

CZK 110,264,000

Safety, public order and fire protection

CZK 77,543,000

Foreign aid and international cooperation

CZK 1,209,000

Other

CZK 20,869,000

Subsidies, contributions and gifts provided from South Moravian sources, as of 31st Dec 2019
according to sectors

Foreign aid and international
cooperation
0.1%

Other
2.1%

Safety, public order and fire
protection
8.0%
Social sector
11.4%

Agriculture and forestry
1.6%
Trade, services and tourism
10.8%
Transportation
4.9%
Water management
11.4%

Environmental protection
1.9%
Regional development
3.1%
Health care
4.0%
Culture and preservation care
21.7%
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8.1.6. Economic management of legal entities set up and founded by
South Moravian Region
Economic management of state-subsidised organizations
As of 31st Dec 2019, the South Moravian Region was running 236 organizations with this structure:
– 182 organizations in schooling
– 9 organizations in culture
– 28 organizations in social services
– 14 organizations in health care
– 1 organization in transportation
– 1 organization in international cooperation
– 1 organization in regional development
The organizations were run in 2019 with funds collected under their own activities for which they were
intended, with contributions to their operation and with investment contributions from the South Moravian budget, with their own funds and investment as well as non-investment resources from the national
budget, national funds, EU funds and/or other international sources of financing and with subsidies,
contributions and gifts from other entities. Some organizations also entered into a loan agreement with
the consent of the Region.
Financial results of state-subsidised organizations operated by South Moravian Region, as of
31st Dec 2019

in thousands of CZK
70,338

80,000
60,000
40,000

-42,297

20,000
0
-20,000
-40,000
-60,000

Total amount of the positive financial result, in thousands of CZK
Total loss in thousands of CZK

Organizationsin the educational sector
Subsidies from the national budget from the chapter of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport
were the main source of school funding. They covered the direct cost of education amounting to CZK
4 667 332 000 and other single-purpose subsidies amounting to CZK 241 898 000 intended for specific
projects (e.g. support of capacity increase in school counselling facilities, support of swimming lessons
in primary schools, implementation of school competitions, subsidies to bilingual general secondary
schools teaching French, anti-drug policy program, support for socially disadvantaged Roma pupils and
students, cooperation with French, Flemish and Spanish schools, excellence of secondary schools,
support of vocational education, support of the introduction of diagnostic tools, subsidies for projects
implemented under the operational programme Research, Development and Education, etc.).
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Further funds, amounting to CZK 140 000, were given to organizations from the Ministry of Culture. A total of
CZK 3 651 000 was provided by the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs for the "Lunch for Children" project
and for day camps in suburban leisure time facilities and the Ministry of Regional Development provided CZK
328 857 000 for projects co-financed by the EU. The Ministry of Agriculture provided CZK 4 030 000 for professional preparation centre and the Ministry of Interior provided CZK 119 000 to the South Moravian Regional
Facility for Foreigner Integration. The Ministry of Finance and Norwegian funds provided CZK 418 000.
The organizations received from the South Moravian budget operating contributions with no further specification, amounting to CZK 743 164 000. Single-purpose operation contributions totalling CZK 93 241 000,
investment contributions totalling CZK 276 346 000 were also defined for the organizations and levies for
investments were imposed on them, amounting to CZK 134 129 000.
The organizations did not draw down all single-purpose operation contributions from past years, totalling CZK
12 811 000, or all single-purpose investment contributions from past years, totalling CZK 83 810 000, either.
Non-investment single-purpose funds were used in accordance with the terms agreed before granting the
subsidy from the national budget for road and bridge repairs, for current expenses connected with implemented investments and for funding specific events implemented by the state-subsidised organizations. Single-purpose investment funds were used for funding reconstructions of existing buildings, thermal insulation
of buildings and acquisition of new long-term assets.
As of 31st Dec 2019, bank loans or loans were drawn down by 13 state-subsidised schools in the total amount
of CZK 184 283 000. Two schools were drawing down loans from the Wine Fund for planting and restoring
vineyards in the total amount of CZK 251 000. The majority of other loans was used by the state-subsidised
organizations of South Moravian Region to fund projects supported by the EU.
For 2019, of the 182 organizations in total, 138 organizations showed an improved financial result amounting to CZK 9 366 000. The finances of 41 organizations were in balance and 3 organizations made a loss
amounting to CZK 1 216 000.
Organizations in culture
These organizations received contributions from the South Moravian budget in 2019 for their operation,
without the need for specifying the purpose. These contributions totalled CZK 142 128 000. Single-purpose
contributions for operation amounted to CZK 23 990 000 and investment contributions to CZK 25 095 000.
Levies of investment funds to the South Moravian budget were imposed on the organizations in 2019 totalling CZK 8 748 000.
Investment subsidies in the total amount of CZK 18 094 000 and non-investment subsidies amounting to
CZK 2 685 000 were provided to the organizations from the national budget and budgets of other self-governing regional entities.
Single-purpose operation contributions from past years, amounting to CZK 5 507 000, and investment contributions from past years, totalling CZK 15 943 000, were maintained for the organizations for draw-down.
The organizations were doing repairs and maintenance of museums and monuments using the single-purpose non-investment funds and spent funds on the sustainability of EU projects. They were doing exhibitions
and funding specific cultural events.
Existing buildings were reconstructed and modernised, new buildings built and steady expositions restored,
gardens rehabilitated and items for collections purchased using the investment funds.
As of 31st Dec 2019, three organizations were drawing down loans to pre-finance projects, amounting to
CZK 24 700 000.
The outstanding amount is CZK 3 595 000.
For 2019, of the 9 organizations in total, 6 organizations showed an improved financial result amounting
to CZK 2 398 000. The finances of one organization were in balance and two organizations made a loss
amounting to CZK 424 000.
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Organizations in social services
These organizations received contributions from the South Moravian budget in 2019 for their operation,
without the need for specifying the purpose. These contributions totalled CZK 171 799 000. Single-purpose
contributions for operation amounted to CZK 654 757 000. Of this, CZK 627 106 000 was spent on social
services (a portion of this was covered by a Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs subsidy and South Moravian
co-financing) and CZK 77 479 000 were investment funds. Levies of investment funds to the South Moravian
budget were imposed on the organizations, amounting to CZK 29 356 000.
Non-investment subsidies in the total amount of CZK 1 119 000 were provided from the national budget and
budgets of other self-governing regional entities.
Funds, provided from the South Moravian budget, not drawn down during past years were maintained for the
organizations, amounting to CZK 9 401 000. Of this, investment contributions totalled CZK 6 475 000 and
single-purpose contributions for operation amounted to CZK 2 926 000.
The single-purpose non-investment funds were drawn down by the organizations mostly for personal costs,
repairs and maintenance of buildings, purchase of small assets and asset management.
The organizations were primarily using the contributions to fund reconstructions, modernisations of fixed
assets, thermal insulation of buildings, acquisition and technical appreciation of movable assets.
Regarding social services, the Zámeček Střelice organization was drawing down an investment bank loan
amounting to CZK 2 067 000 Kč as of 31st Dec 2019 to pre-finance the "Thermal insulation of the building
shell and roof structure, replacement of shell wall fillings of the New Pavilion building" project. The outstanding amount is CZK 2 067 000.
For 2019, of the 28 organizations in total, 19 organizations showed an improved financial result amounting
to CZK 1 586 000. Nine organizations had balanced books.
Organizations in health care
These organizations received contributions from the South Moravian budget in 2019 for their operation, without the need for specifying the purpose. These contributions totalled CZK 574 488 000. Single-purpose operation contributions were CZK 39 855 000 and investment contributions totalled CZK 200 243 000. Levies
of funds to the South Moravian budget were imposed on the organizations in 2019 totalling CZK 25 686 000.
Investment funds in the total amount of CZK 27 036 000 and non-investment funds amounting to CZK
29 069 000 were provided from the national budget and budgets of other self-governing regional entities.
Single-purpose operation contributions from past years (not drawn down), amounting to CZK 37 671 000,and
single-purpose operation contributions amounting to CZK 50 000 were maintained for the organizations.
The organizations were funding reconstructions of buildings, construction of new buildings and acquisition
of long-term assets, mostly medical devices and equipment of health facilities and vehicles, using the funds.
Regarding the single-purpose non-investment funds, the organizations were funding repairs of medical devices, acquisition of small long-term assets and stabilisation of the rescue team and acquisition of a new set
of PPE for the Emergency Medical Service of the South Moravian Region.
Due to a poor financial development, six hospitals received a contribution from the South Moravian Region
with no further purpose specification.
As of 31st Dec 2019, four organizations in the health care sector were drawing down bank loans amounting
to CZK 132 430 000. The outstanding amount is CZK 27 518 000.
For 2019, of the 14 organizations in total, 11 organizations showed an improved financial result amounting
to CZK 33 837 000. The finances of one organization were in balance and two organizations made a loss
amounting to CZK 40 657 000.
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Organizations in transportation
This state-subsidised organization called Správa a údržba silnic Jihomoravského kraje (South Moravian
Roads Maintenance) received a contribution from the South Moravian budget in 2019 amounting to CZK
623 012 000. Single-purpose contributions for operation amounted to CZK 131 542 000 and investment
contributions totalled CZK 418 926 000.
Investment subsidies were provided to the organizations from the national budget and national funds in
the total amount of CZK 443 206 000.
Single-purpose operation contributions from past years (not drawn down), amounting to CZK 91 760 000,
operation contributions with a specific purpose, amounting to CZK 2 352 000, were maintained for the
organizations. Of the single-purpose non-investment funds provided, the organization was funding road
and bridge repairs, noise protection measures, low-speed control vehicle weighing machines and a road
surface management system.
Regarding the investment funds, the organization was funding reconstructions of roads and bridges
owned by the South Moravian Region and co-financing projects implemented under IROP. The organization acquired land under roads, funded design preparation and purchased systems and equipment.
As of 31st Dec 2019, the organization was drawing down a bank loan to fund its short-term needs. The
loan amounted to CZK 129 746 000. The outstanding amount is CZK 129 746 000.
For 2019, the organization showed an improved financial result amounting to CZK 2 249 000.
Organizations in international cooperation
The state-subsidised organization Office of the South Moravian Region for International Cooperation
received a contribution from the South Moravian budget in 2019 for its operation, without the need for
specifying the purpose. This contribution totalled CZK 6 475 000. A levy to the South Moravian budget
was imposed on the organization amounting to CZK 51 000.
No investment or non-investment subsidy was provided to the organization from the national budget.
The organization was not drawing down any bank loan.
For 2019, the organization showed an improved financial result amounting to CZK 233 000.
Organizations in regional development
The state-subsidised organization Moravian Science Centre Brno received a contribution from the South
Moravian budget in 2019 for its operation, with no further purpose specification, in the amount of CZK
33 383 000. This single-purpose operation contribution amounted to CZK 5 537 000. It also received a
non-investment contribution totalling CZK 9 250 000. A levy to the South Moravian budget was imposed
on the organization amounting to CZK 2 113 000.
Also the statutory city of Brno participated in the funding of operating expenses of the organization with
CZK 14 566 000.
A non-investment subsidy was provided to the organization from the national in the total amount of CZK
4 173 000. It also received CZK 403 000 from European funds for the Science Inspired project.
Single-purpose operation contributions from past years (not drawn down), amounting to CZK 15 605 000.
The organization funded the lease of a temporary exposition, car leasing, purchase of a film licence and
repairs of floors in leased areas using the designated non-investment funds.
The organization funded an extension of the permanent exposition, reconstruction and modernisation of
its building and purchase of a van using the designated investment funds.
The organization was not drawing down any bank loan.
Moravian Science Centre Brno showed a better financial result in 2019 amounting to CZK 669 000.
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Finances of business firms established by South Moravian Region
A business firm in transportation – KORDIS JMK, a. s.
OKORDIS JMK, spol. s r. o., KORDIS JMK, a. s., since 31st October 2012 (hereinafter only KOR- DIS
JMK) was founded by the South Moravian Region who keeps 51% in this company, while the statutory
city of Brno keeps 49%. The registered capital is CZK 2 000 000. The company was registered in the
Commercial Registry maintained by the Regional Court in Brno on 20 September 2002 and its primary
job is to ensure transportation services in the South Moravian region.
As of 31st Dec 2019, the company has received:
– CZK 40 700 000 based on the mandate agreement made with South Moravian region a basic payment of
– CZK 3 000 000 as a basic payment based on the mandate agreement for evaluating the financial
management of the Integrated Transportation System of South Moravia (IDS JMK) for the second
quarter of 2018
– CZK 2 100 000 as a payment based on the system evaluation in the first quarter of 2019
As of 31st Dec 2019, the company has received from the statutory city of Brno:
– CZK 11 300 000 based on the mandate agreement
The total amount of voluntary extra payments besides the registered capital invested in the company
as of 31st Dec 2019 was:
– CZK 41 729 000 from shareholder South Moravian Region
– CZK 36 249 000 from shareholder statutory city of Brno
With total revenues amounting to CZK 55 463 000 and with total expenditure amounting to CZK
55 236 000, the company made a profit as of 31st Dec 2019 amounting to CZK 227 000. The 2019
financial statements were approved by the board of the company.
A business firm in spa industry – Thermal Pasohlávky, a. s.
On 9 November 2006 South Moravian Region founded the joint stock company Thermal Pasohlávky, a. s.
for the purpose of building a leisure time zone in the municipality Pasohlávky. The South Moravian Region
invested a registered capital in this company amounting to CZK 60 000 000. The municipality Pasohlávky
invested land that was – according to an expert opinion – worth CZK 47 000 000. This joint stock company
was registered on 26 January 2007 in the Commercial Registry with the regional court in Brno.
The South Moravian Region increased its registered capital as of 31st Dec 2009 by CZK 40 125 000 to CZK
147 125 000. On 22 September 2011 the South Moravian Council approved with its ruling No. 1539/11/Z24
the obligation to use CZK 18 995 000 from the South Moravian 2012 budget to repay the issue price of the
company's shares while increasing the registered capital by placing in money. The municipality Pasohlávky
repaid the issue price of its subscribed shares, i.e. CZK 12 550 000 in the form of a non-monetary deposit.
The land, invested by the shareholder as non-monetary assets, shall be used for the development of a spa
and leisure time in the municipality of Pasohlávky.
Given this fact, the registered capital of the company increased from CZK 147 125 000 by CZK 31 545 000
to CZK 178 670 000. Following these changes, the business share of South Moravian Region is now 67%
and the business share of Pasohlávky is 33%.
On 25 June 2015 the South Moravian Council approved with its ruling No. 1913/15/Z19 the obligation to use
CZK 10 000 000 to repay the voluntary extra payment of the shareholder on top of the registered capital. On
23 June 2016 the South Moravian Council approved with its ruling No. 2687/16/Z27 an extra contribution on
top of the registered capital, amounting to CZK 30 000 000.
On 15 January 2019 Thermal Pasohlávky, a. s., the seller, and RiseSun Healthcare & Tourism CZ a. s., the
buyer, entered into a sales agreement for the sale of land of Thermal Pasohlávky, a. s. for CZK 380 504 000.
With total revenues amounting to and with total expenditure amounting to CZK
117 393 000, the company made a profit as of 31st Dec 2019 . the company made a profit as of 31st
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Dec 2019 in the amount of CZK 268 431 000. The 2019 financial statements were approved by the
board of the company.
A business firm for public procurements – CEJIZA, s. r. o.
CEJIZA, s. r. o. was founded by the South Moravian region as the sole founder on 18 June 2009. The
job of this company is to act as the central contracting authority under the provisions of clause 9 par. 1
of act No. 134/2016 Coll. on public procurement, as later amended, for the South Moravian region and
its state-subsidised organizations run by it and/or for other legal entities run or controlled by the South
Moravian Region.
The company was registered in the Commercial Registry maintained by the Regional Court in Brno on
22 July 2009. The South Moravian Region invested CZK 1000 000 in the company as registered capital. It also provided an extra contribution into the legally required reserve fund in the amount of CZK
100 000 and an additional contribution for the increase of other capital funds beyond registered capital,
amounting to CZK 500 000. In 2011 the contribution was reduced by CZK 4 000 000 to CZK 1 000 000.
In 2019 this business firm received a subsidy from the South Moravian Region to pay its operating
expenses. The subsidy amounted to CZK 13 300 000. The company returned to the founder as the
subsidy settlement CZK 3 355 000.
This business firm expects that in 2019 it will suffer a loss of CZK 4 000 with revenues reaching CZK
291 261 000 and expenditure amounting to CZK 291 265 000. The South Moravian Council, acting as
the company board, will approve the regular financial statements for 2019 until 30 July 2020.
A business firm in the car repair industry – CL JUNIOR AUTO BOSKOVICE, s. r. o. CL JUNIOR AUTO BOSKOVICE, s. r. o. was founded in 1995 by the secondary agricultural vocational school
in Boskovice (today Střední škola Andre Citroëna, p. o.). Since 2009, due to a change in legislation,
the South Moravian Region became the sole shareholder with a registered capital amounting to CZK
1 000 000 in this company. The change was made in the Commercial Registry with the Regional Court in
Brno on 16 September 2009. The job of this company is to repair vehicles, do plumbing and repair of car
bodies, run driving schools, trade and broker, organise educational events and lease and lend movable
assets. The South Moravian Region is not funding this company.
The revenues of the company were CZK 20 131 000 and the expenditure amounted to CZK 19 877 000, so
the company made a profit in 2019 of CZK 254 000. The South Moravian Council, acting as the company board, approved the regular financial statements for 2019.
Business firm Jihomoravská rozvojová společnost, s. r. o.
The South Moravian Council approved the founding of this company on 18 Dec 2014 with ruling No.
1567/14/Z15. The company was set up on 2 April 2015 with an entry in the Commercial Registry. The
South Moravian Region invested CZK 1000 000 in the company as registered capital. 100% of the company was owned by the South Moravian Region.
At the South Moravian Council meeting on 18 February 2016, it was decided through ruling No. 2398/16/
Z25 that 50% of the share of LETIŠTĚ BRNO, a. s. be sold. The share of the South Moravian Region
therefore decreased to 50%, which corresponds to a registered capital of CZK 500 000. It was also decided that the name of Jihomoravská sportovní – GP Brno, s. r. o. changes to Jihomoravská rozvojová
společnost, s. r. o. – a new business firm. The job of this company is to maintain, extend and develop air
connections in South Moravia and the city of Brno within the European sector, and prepare and implement projects aimed at extending trade, services and tourism in South Moravia and Brno.
At the South Moravian Council meeting on 22 June 2017, it was decided through ruling No. 532/17/
Z6 that 50% of the business share, to which the repaid deposit in registered capital amounting to CZK
500 000 is tied, of shareholder LETIŠTĚ BRNO, a. s. be transferred to the South Moravian Region as
a shareholder in Jihomoravská rozvojová společnost, s. r. o. The South Moravian Region therefore became the 100% owner of Jihomoravská rozvojová společnost, s. r. o.
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On 21 September 2017 the South Moravian Council decided through its ruling No. 666/17/Z8 to pay an
extra contribution beyond registered capital, amounting to CZK 10 000 000.
On 21 June 2018 the South Moravian Council approved through its ruling No. 1308/18/Z15 the sale of
50% of business shares of the South Moravian Region, as the sole shareholder, in Jihomoravská rozvojová společnost, s. r. o., to the statutory city of Brno. The share transfer agreement was signed between
the South Moravian Region and the statutory city of Brno on 22 June 2018.
On 4 September 2018 the South Moravian Council approved through its ruling No. Z7/41 the provision
of a voluntary extra contribution beyond registered capital, amounting to CZK 20 000 000.
On 20 September 2018 the South Moravian Council decided through its ruling No. 1332/18/Z16 to pay
an extra voluntary contribution beyond registered capital, amounting to CZK 20 000 000.
The revenues of the company were CZK 0 and the expenditure amounted to CZK 2 205 000, so the
company made a loss in 2019 of CZK 2 205 000. The financial statements were submitted to the board.
Agropodnik, a. s.
Agropodnik, a. s. was entered in the Commercial Registry on 1 January 1993. The South Moravian
Region acquired a share in the company amounting to 0.51% as the school estate in Boskovice was
dissolved in 2006. This company is involved in crop production, animal production and services in agriculture.
The company is expected to make a profit as of 31st Dec 2019 amounting to CZK 2 835 000.
Economic management of the research institute established by South Moravian Region
The Institute of Archaeological Preservation Care Brno, a public research institute, was established on
1 January 2007. Its primary job is to perform the so-called archaeological rescue surveys for investors
who need to comply with the terms of the building permit in accordance with act No. 20/1987 Coll. on
preservation care, as later amended.
In 2019 the institute had revenues totalling CZK 18 421 000. A non-investment subsidy from the South
Moravian Region as a support of its activities amounting to CZK 5 420 000. The Ministry of Culture of the
Czech Republic provided a subsidy from the NAKI II programme, amounting to CZK 2 174 000. Other
operating revenues were CZK 929 000. The South Moravian Region provided an investment subsidy to
the Institute in the amount of CZK 1 080 000. The Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic provided an
investment subsidy from the NAKI II programme, amounting to CZK 108 000.
With total revenues amounting to CZK 26 944 463 000 and with total expenditure amounting to CZK
26 886 000, the Institute made a profit as of 31st Dec 2019 amounting to CZK 58 000. The financial
statements were provided to the South Moravian Council following the approval of the Annual Report by
the Supervisory Board and the Council of the Institute after the financial statements were duly verified
by an auditor.
Economic management of other legal entities where South Moravian Region is a member
Centrála cestovního ruchu – Jižní Morava, z. s. p. o.
Centrála cestovního ruchu (The South Moravian Tourism Agency) was established on 14 Dec 2005.
Its job is to develop and coordinate tourism in South Moravia, produce and develop key products and
product packages and promote them.
The South Moravian Region invested CZK 3 000 000 in the association as registered capital and paid a
member's fee in 2019 amounting to CZK 12 800 000. The statutory city of Brno paid in 2019 a member's
fee in the amount of CZK 2 400 000.
With revenues reaching CZK 22 300 000 and expenditure amounting to CZK 21 400 000, the agency
made a profit of CZK 900 000.
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Regionální rozvojová agentura jižní Moravy, z. s. p. o.
Regionální rozvojová agentura jižní Moravy (The Regional Development Agency of South Moravia) was
established on 10 September 1997. The job of the agency is to boost regional development by providing
services to public bodies, targeting entities in South Moravia as well as other parties interested in consultations or regional development projects.
The Regional Development Agency of South Moravia received a balancing payment from the South
Moravian Region amounting to CZK 12 100 000.
The financial year for this organization starts on 1 March and ends on 29 February. The preliminary
financial result is a profit of CZK 457 000. with expenditure amounting to CZK 15 038 000 and with revenues reaching CZK 15 495 000.
JIC, z. s. p. o.
Jihomoravské inovační centrum (The South Moravian Innovation Centre) was established on 24 July
2003. Its job is to provide consultancy services in business management and finance, organise expert
courses, trainings and other educational events including lecturing.
The South Moravian Innovation Centre received a balancing payment from the South Moravian Region
for the period 1 March - 29 Feb 2020
amounting to CZK 38 000 000. The financial year for this organization starts on 1 March and ends on
29 February. Work on the financial statements and preparations for the 2019 audit are under way.
With revenues reaching CZK 94 613 000 and expenditure amounting to CZK 94 445 000, the organization made a profit of.
Multifunkční centrum zámek Lednice, z. s. p. o.
Multifunkční centrum zámek Lednice (Mixed-Use Centre Chateau Lednice) was established on 21 November 2007. Its job is to renovate a cultural heritage sight and rebuild it into a mixed-use culture, education and conference centre promoting the Lednice-Valtice Chateau site, a UNESCO monument, an
important part of South Moravia.
Registered capital invested by South Moravia is CZK 2 000 000. The centre received a subsidy in 2019
from the South Moravian Region amounting to CZK 2 500 000.
With total revenues amounting to CZK 4 824 000 with expenditure amounting to CZK 4 825 000, the
centre made a loss of.
Jihomoravské centrum pro mezinárodní mobilitu, z. s. p. o.
Jihomoravské centrum pro mezinárodní mobilitu (JCMM, the South Moravian Centre for International
Mobility) was established on 20 Dec 2005. Its main job is to:
– improve the quality and accessibility of education on all levels of the public education system in the
Czech Republic for students and other participants in education who are resident in the Czech Republic or abroad,
– create pre-conditions for the internationalisation of South Moravian universities and secondary schools,
– support international and domestic schemes in humanities and development aid,
– support and create pre-conditions for horizontal and international mobility of those involved in education (mostly students) and for scholars,
– support and create pre-conditions for the implementation of education, science and research projects
in South Moravia and educational services including lecturing.
The South Moravian Region paid a member's fee in 2019 amounting to CZK 26 078 000 and provided
a subsidy in the amount of CZK 23 354 000.
With revenues totalling CZK 56 086 000 and expenditure amounting to CZK 56 005 000, the organisation made a profit in 2019 of CZK 81 000.
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Asociace krajů ČR
Asociace krajů ČR (the Association of Regions in the Czech Republic) based in Prague was established
on 30 August 2001 as an interest association of legal entities for the coordination of regional activities.
The primary job of the Association of Regions in the Czech Republic is to collaborate and promote joint
interests and rights of regions in the Czech Republic and abroad. The South Moravian Region became
a member of the Association of Regions in the Czech Republic on 13 June 2002.
The South Moravian Region paid a member's fee in 2019 amounting to CZK 800 000.
The Board of the Association of Regions in the Czech Republic approved its financial statements for 2019
on 26 March 2020 through its decision No. 243. With revenues totalling CZK 11 936 000 and expenditure
amounting to CZK 12 126 000, the association made a loss in 2019 amounting to CZK 190 000.
Národní síť Zdravých měst České republiky, z. s. p. o.
Národní síť zdravých měst ČR (Healthy Cities of the Czech Republic) was established on 14 November
1994. Its job is to cooperate with institutes and professional organizations on the regional, national and
international level in supporting good health, quality of life and sustainable development. It is involved in
numerous joint activities, campaigns and projects.
The organization received a fee in 2019 from the South Moravian Region amounting to CZK 99 000.
With revenues totalling CZK 16 654 000 and expenditure amounting to CZK 15 143 000,
the organization made a profit of CZK 1 511 000.
Asociace společenské odpovědnosti, o. p. s.
Asociace společenské odpovědnosti (the Association of Social Responsibility) was established on 23
March 2013. Counting over 200 members, connecting organizations across all sectors (companies,
public administration organizations, non-profit organizations, social care, schools, individuals) and being
the biggest platform in the Czech Republic, its vision is to boost the potential of the sectors it covers
in terms of CSR, social competence and sustainable business. It cooperates with the UN Information
Centre in Prague and spreads the UN Global Compact principles in the Czech Republic. It develops the
so-called new Sustainable Development Goals for sustainable business and runs the most popular CSR
information portal about responsible business and sustainability in the Czech Republic.
The organization received a fee in 2019 from the South Moravian Region amounting to CZK 605 000.
With revenues reaching CZK 4 037 000 and expenditure amounting to CZK 3 854 000, the organization
made a profit of.
Spolek pro GP ČR Brno
Spolek pro GP ČR Brno (the Brno Grand Prix Association) was established on 30 October 2015. Its job
is to support sport and tourism in the South Moravian Region and the statutory city of Brno, particularly
the regular Moto GP on the Masaryk Ring in Brno.
In 2019 the association received a regular member's fee from the South Moravian budget in the amount
of CZK 100 under the public service contract and a financial contribution in the form of a balancing payment from the South Moravian budget amounting to CZK 35 000 000 for meeting its obligation of the
provision of a public service.
In 2019 the association received a subsidy from the Ministry of Regional Development through the
South Moravian Region amounting to CZK 55 000 000 for organising the 2019 Grand Prix of the Czech
Republic – the world motorcycle championship.
With revenues totalling CZK 178 123 000 and with total expenditure amounting to 178 123 000, the
association had a balanced financial result in 2019.
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Evropská kulturní stezka sv. Cyrila a Metoděje, z. s. p. o.
Evropská kulturní stezka sv. Cyrila a Metoděje (European Cultural Route
of Saints Cyril and Methodius) was established on 30 August 2013. Its mission is to coordinate activities,
do publishing and marketing for the European Cultural Route of Saints Cyril and Methodius and develop
this route for meeting the certification criterion "Cultural Route of the European Council".
The South Moravian Region paid a member's fee in 2019 amounting to CZK 100 000.
With revenues totalling CZK 2 550 000 and expenditure amounting to CZK 2 550 000, the organization
achieved a balanced result.
PURPLE aisbl.
PURPLE aisbl. (Peri-Urban Regions Platform Europe) is an international non-profit association with
scientific and political objectives, set up for knowledge exchange. The platform is governed by the provisions of a Belgian act from 1921. It was set up on 11 May 2015 and is based in Brussels. PURPLE
is a platform of regions and regional bodies with the joint interest in agriculture, rural development,
environmental management and control of open space, economic development and regional planning
particularly in periurban areas that are under heavy pressure from cities.
The South Moravian Region paid a member's fee in 2019 amounting to CZK 103 000.
The financial result was not available when this Annual Report was prepared.
ERRIN asbl. (European Regions Research and Innovation Network asbl.)
ERRIN asbl. (the European Regions Research and Innovation Network asbl.)
is a platform of 130 regions and other institutions based in Brussels. The network was set up in 2001
and registered on 6 Dec 2006.
It seeks to share knowledge in innovations, research, support regional collaboration and develop projects to boost the regional and local dimension in research and innovations in the EU. Most activities
were implemented within 13 task groups where ERRIN does research and innovations in different fields
such as bioeconomics, water management, health care, IT and communications.
The South Moravian Region paid a member's fee in 2019 amounting to CZK 84 000.
The financial result was not available when this Annual Report was prepared.
Česká společnost pro jakost, z. s. (Centre of Excellence)
Česká společnost pro jakost (the Czech Quality Society) was established on 9 February 1990. The
Centre of Excellence is a platform
for organizations and individuals interested in systematic improvements and approaches to business
excellence. It creates the conditions for collaboration between organizations, sharing best practices
and networking, and helps reach sustainable excellence. The EFQM Model of Excellence is a unifying
element – the framework of all tools and methods used for developing the culture of excellence in the
Czech business sector and public sector. The South Moravian Region became a member of the Centre
of Excellence in 2015.
The Centre received a fee in 2019 from the South Moravian Region amounting to CZK 1 089 000.
With revenues totalling CZK 91 482 000 and expenditure amounting to CZK 83 981 000, the organization made a profit amounting to CZK 7 501 000.
Asociace poskytovatelů sociálních služeb ČR, z. s.
Asociace poskytovatelů sociálních služeb ČR (Association of Czech Social Care Providers) is the biggest professional organization in the social services sector. It has been a professional organization since
2008. It is represented in all relevant councils, commissions, work groups, committees, etc. and provides current information service to its member organizations and offers them the possibility of co-shaping the legislation process.
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It represents the interests of its members before state institutes and other stakeholders, spreads scientific and research knowledge among social care providers and organises congresses and professional
conferences.
The South Moravian Region paid a member's fee in 2019 amounting to CZK 2 000.
The financial result was not available when this Annual Report was prepared.
Jihomoravský filmový nadační fond
Jihomoravský filmový nadační fond (the South Moravian Film Fund) was established and registered
on 20 February 2018. Its objective is to support the local audiovisual industry and associated sectors,
audiovisual creation, and promote cities and the region through audiovisual work.
The statutory City of Brno and the South Moravian Region established the fund with an equal share.
Both founders invested CZK 5 000 000 in the fund.
The deposits and savings amounting to CZK 10 500 000 were used for the operation of the South
Moravian Film Festival (CZK 800 000) and for contributions (CZK 9 700 000) to projects by the fund in
2019.
The South Moravian Region paid a member's fee in 2019 amounting to CZK 5 000 000.
With revenues totalling CZK 10 062 000 and expenditure amounting to CZK 6 105 000, the organization
made a profit in 2019 amounting to CZK 3 957 000.

8.1.7. Comparing the financial result of the South Moravian Region between 2015
and 2019 CZK
Comparing the financial result of the South Moravian Region between 2015 and 2019
Actual as of 31 Dec
Type of income and expense

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Tax income

5,001,697

5,780,621

6,333,430

6,778,002

7,395,834

476,050

428,530

438,806

419,805

417,748

3,466

90,006

89,956

57,978

25,358

Transfers received

11,988,333

12,432,217

13,366,034

15,646,753

18,403,781

Total income

17,469,546

18,731,374

20,228,226

22,902,538

26,242,721

Current expenditure

15,503,087

16,375,286

17,923,270

20,106,591

23,162,771

Capital expenditures

2,558,400

2,273,843

1,405,101

2,443,561

2,721,883

Total expenditure

18,061,487

18,649,129

19,328,371

22,550,152

25,884,654

-591 942

82 245

899 855

352 386

358 067

591 942

-82 245

-899 855

-352 386

-358 067

Non-tax income
Capital income

Balance of income and
expenditures
Financing
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Comparison of income of the South Moravian Region between in 2015–2019
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Comparison of expenditures of the South Moravian Region between 2015–2019
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8.2.1. Balance sheet of the South Moravian Region (without contributory
organizations) by 31.12. of the calendar year – comparison for the last
five years (in thousands of CZK)
Assets of the balance sheet are stated in thousands of CZK at amortized cost. The overview does not
include small fixed assets with a residual value of zero.
Name of the item
A. Fixed assets
Software
Royalties
Other intangible fixed assets
Intangible fixed assets in
progress
Land
Cultural objects
Buildings

B.

Individual movables and sets of
movables
Other tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets in progress
Advances provided for tangible
fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets held for sale
Ownership in persons with
decisive influence
+ advances provided
Other long-term financial
assets
Long-term advances provided
Other long-term receivables
Long-term advances provided
for transfers
Current assets
Material in stock and other
supplies
Customers
Short-term prepayments
Other receivables from main
activity
Receivables from employees
Income tax
Receivables from persons
outside selected government
institutions
Receivables from selected
central government institutions
Receivables from selected local
government institutions
Fixed futures operations and
options
Short-term advances provided
for transfers
Active estimated accounts and
deferred income
Deferred expenses
Other short-term receivables
Valuables and cash box
Fixed short-term deposits
Other current accounts
Basic current account
Current accounts of monetary
funds
TOTAL ASSETS

2015
3,330,944

2016
3,228,584

2017
3,133,582

2018
3,247,920

2019
3,607,655

38,430

31,747

26,353

21,474

16,200

1,052
35,001

925
34,110

773
29,600

621
29,814

487
23,596

7,018

79

3,499

15,493

39,296

31,581
1,712

32,117
1,712

32,361
1,712

41,548
2,022

44,184
2,619

1,452,380

1,477,294

1,492,788

1,477,684

1,640,905

191,720

176,007

154,153

131,929

160,031

280
158,357

324
53,875

148
26,673

82
68,984

781
162,445

410

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

134,240

169,445

211,914

235,469

235,469

886

736

736

736

736

149
676,630

149
665,038

199
667,320

199
652,542

349
647,517

601,098

585,021

485,354

569,323

633,040

5,254,820

3,068,007

4,497,268

3,903,743

4,346,735

6,084

5,518

5,105

5,972

4,854

27,852
711

24,863
1,442

25,407
1,463

26,024
743

25,352
534

42,543

22,671

38,537

36,136

29,566

28
25,022

180
29,528

132
30,204

195
52,356

135
30,653

904

210

252

795

3,323

5,258

8

15

62

233

294

275

169

237

1,315

0

0

0

203

472

1,740,406

1,881,374

2,437,015

1,342,481

1,383,750

2,453,069

179,081

321,699

642,820

913,436

11,992
834
134
0
3,925
788,727

11,429
2,091
140
0
20,172
653,912

10,346
3,868
228
0
6,469
1,425,927

8,130
6,851
315
1,000
3,712
1,741,728

10,485
1,281
200
0
13,889
1,881,175

147,037

235,113

190,432

33,981

46,082

8,585,764

6,296,591

7,630,850

7,151,663

7,954,391
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Name of the item
C.

2017

2018

2019

1,562,046

1,738,964

2,390,281

3,183,750

Assets of the entity

-1 677,211

-2 666,314

-3 451,294

-4 557,838

-5 609,616

607,612

569,431

545,645

547,179

666,851

-1 707,809

-1 709,076

-1 585,229

-1 585,229

-1 571,698

Valuation differences when
changing the method, corrections of errors of previous periods, other valuation differences
Other funds

426,868

554,559

740,431

1,092,728

1,179,266

Economic result (cumulative)

3,836,661

4,813,446

5,489,411

6,893,441

8,518,945

Foreign sources

7,099,643

4,734,545

5,891,886

4,761,382

4,770,641

39,653

14,413

43,109

52,790

50,148

1,461

17,039

40,486

11,694

739

Suppliers
Other liabilities and advances
received
Employees

16,240

17,810

18,897

20,514

22,171

Other payables to employees

106

39

55

39

35

Liabilities from social security
and health insurance

9,284

9,787

10,921

11,789

12,751

25,023

29,528

30,204

52,356

30,653

2,530

2,876

3,177

3,513

3,884

Value added tax

298

3,507

714

749

374

Payables to persons outside
selected government institutions

240

243

17,108

35,247

6,677

Liabilities to selected central
government institutions

39,894

16,793

36,559

34,757

38,357

209

35

69

279

192

Income tax
Other taxes, fees and other
similar pecuniary benefits

Liabilities to selected local
government institutions
Fixed term operations

3,173

3,114

2,086

0

0

Liabilities from subscribed outstanding securities and shares

0

2,794

0

0

0

Short-term advances received
for transfers

1,152,859

45,586

23,586

24,273

29,174

831

0

0

0

826

Short-term mediation of
transfers
Deferred income
Unbilled
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2016

1,486,121

Transfers for the acquisition
of fixed

D.

2015

Equity

25,023

29,528

30,204

52,856

31,376

1,819,058

1,812,194

2,633,984

1,447,225

1,645,294

Other current liabilities

5,157

20,722

6,814

14,644

6,376

Long-term bank loans

2,600,000

2,471,034

2,298,389

2,106,221

1,899,304

Long-term advances received
for transfers

1,358,604

237,503

695,524

892,436

992,310

TOTAL LIABILITIES

8,585,764

6,296,591

7,630,850

7,151,663

7,954,391
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8.2.2. Analysis of the state of the property of the South Moravian Region by 31st
Dec 2019
In the balance sheet of the South Moravian Region, assets purchased or acquired free of charge:
– for the needs of regional authorities,
– fexcluded from the administration of contributory organizations, which the region intends to further
deal with,
– ffor the needs of contributory organizations, which was not entrusted to the administration of contributory organizations at the time of preparation of the financial statements.
Assets kept by contributory organizations
Contributory organizations keep separately in their property accounts the property of the region handed
over to them for management according to the definition in the annex to the founding document and
their own property.
Structure of property of the South Moravian Region entrusted to established contributory organizations
as at 31st Dec 2019 in the total (acquisition) value of CZK 51 256 696 000 was as follows:
Intangible fixed assets
Total tangible fixed assets, of which:
Buildings

329,774 thousand CZK
50,923,922 thousand CZK
37,148,014 thousand CZK

Individual movables and sets of movables

6,916,029 thousand CZK

Small tangible fixed assets

3,009,596 thousand CZK

Growing units of permanent crops
Land
Cultural objects
Incomplete tangible fixed assets
Other tangible fixed assets
Advances provided for tangible fixed assets
Long-term financial assets

15,706 thousand CZK
2,382,589 thousand CZK
14,527 thousand CZK
1,435,713 thousand CZK
1,631 thousand CZK
117 thousand CZK
3,000 thousand CZK

Regional property lent and foreign property used by the region
In 2019, the South Moravian Region did not use foreign property.
Long-term financial assets of the region
As of 31st December 2019, the long-term financial assets of the South Moravian Region consisted of the
following items:
1. 51% share in the registered capital of KORDIS JMK, a. s. The establishment of KORDIS JMK, s.r.o.
The establishment of this business company was approved by Resolution No. 323/02 / Z 9 with the
aim of coordination and integration in providing transport services in the South Moravian Region.
Subsequently, this limited liability company was transformed into a joint-stock company on the basis
of Resolution No. 1942/12/Z 30 as of 31st October 2012, when the conversion process was completed by entry in the Commercial Register with a basic contribution of CZK 2 million, with the share of
JMK is 51% (i.e. CZK 1 020 000). By Resolution No. 2547/16/Z26 dated 21st April 2016, a monetary
surcharge outside the share capital in the amount of CZK 37 729 000 was approved and by Resolution No. 959/18/Z13 dated 1st March 2018, a monetary surcharge outside the registered capital in the
amount of CZK 4 000 000.
2. Property contribution in the joint stock company Thermal Pasohlávky, a. s. amounting to CZK
119 120 000 (two-thirds share in the share capital) and a surcharge outside the share capital of
CZK 40 000 000. The establishment of this business company was approved on 9 November 2006
by Resolution No. 924/06/Z 14 for the purpose of building a recreational zone in the municipality of
Pasohlávky.
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3. Registered capital (CZK 1 000 000) and a surcharge to the basic contribution with the fulfillment of the
statutory reserve fund (CZK 1 100 000) to the business company CEJIZA, s.r.o., which the region
established as the sole owner in the first half of 2009 on the basis of Resolution No. 268 / 09 / Z7 in
order to increase the efficiency of the operation of contributory organizations established by the South
Moravian Region and in order to increase transparency in the award of public contracts.
4. Basic contribution to the business company Jihomoravská rozvojová společnost, s.r.o. in the
amount of CZK 1 000 000. Jihomoravská rozvojová společnost was established in 2016 by transformation from the originally established business company Jihomoravské sportovní - GP Brno, s.r.o.
The aforementioned change was entered into the Commercial Register on 13 April 2016. The South
Moravian Region invested CZK 500 000 in the company, which corresponds to business share of
50%. The second partner was the company Letiště Brno, a. S. In 2017, the partners agreed to transfer the second part of the share in favor of JMK. The transfer was bribe, with the purchase price
amounting to CZK 429 952 and the price of the expert opinion CZK 15 000. In the same year, the
South Moravian Region invested a surcharge outside the registered capital in the amount of 10,000
thousand. CZK. In 2018, a 50% stake in the company was transferred to the statutory city of Brno
for consideration. At the same time, in 2018, JMK invested in the company a surcharge outside the
share capital in the amount of 20 000 thousand. CZK, based on the approved resolution No. 1332/18
/ Z16 of 20 September 2018. The subject of the company's activities are mainly activities aimed at expanding and maintaining air transport accessibility of the South Moravian Region and the city of Brno
within the European sector, preparation and implementation of projects aimed at expanding trade,
services and tourism within the South Moravian Region and the city of Brno.
5. Basic deposit in CL JUNIOR AUTO Boskovice, s.r.o. in the amount of CZK 1 000 000, which the
South Moravian Region took over as the sole partner from the established contributory organization
Secondary Vocational School of Agriculture in Boskovice (now SOŠ and SOU André Citroëna) in
2009 due to a change in legislation - amendment to Act No. 250/2000 Coll., On budgetary rules of
territorial budgets, effective from 1st April 2009, stipulated that a contributory organization may not
establish and establish legal entities and have an ownership interest in a legal entity established
or established for the purpose of business. The company's main activities are road vehicle repairs,
plumbing, body repairs and other related activities.
6. As at 31st Dec 2019, the South Moravian Region also owned shares in Agropodnik, a.s. with a nominal value of CZK 736 thousand. CZK, which the South Moravian Region acquired in connection with
the abolition of the school estate Boskovice in September 2006. The region's ownership interest in
this company is negligible.
Assets that are operated by the company on the basis of a contract for the lease and operation of an
international public airport operated by LETIŠTĚ BRNO, a. s., Reg. No. 26237920, it is not recorded as
a financial asset, but as a long-term receivable on settlement relations.
Brno Airport became the property of the South Moravian Region in 2004. The civil part of the airport became the property of the South Moravian Region on the basis of Act No. 166/2004 Coll., On the transfer
of certain assets, managed by the state enterprise Czech Airports Authority from the ownership of the
Czech Republic into the ownership of some regions, and the military part of the airport was donated to
the South Moravian Region by the Ministry of Defense.
In 2006, a new check-in terminal, built under the Infrastructure Operational Program with the financial
participation of the EU, was put into operation. In 2007 and 2008, it was further expanded by purchased
land. In 2009, two special airport buses were purchased, in 2010 a special airport tank car sprayer.
Structure of leased assets as at 31st Dec 2019 in the total amount (acquisition value) of CZK 988 310
996.30 was the following:
– land CZK 122 676 038.30
– buildings and unfinished structures CZK 721 674 869
– software CZK 1 382 738
– individual movables and sets of movables CZK 142 577 351
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8.3. Report on the results of the economic management review
In accordance with the provisions of Section 20 of Act No. 129/2000 Coll., On Regions (Regional Establishment), as amended, and in accordance with Act No. 420/2004 Coll. on the review of the management of territorial self-governing units and voluntary associations of municipalities, as amended, an
inspection group of the Ministry of Finance reviewed the management of the South Moravian Region
for 2019. A report was written on the results of the review, which is presented on the following pages.
An integral part of the report on the results of the review of management is, according to Section 10
para. 2 letter c) of Act No. 420/2004 Coll., designation of all documents and other materials used in the
review. The list of documents and other materials used in the review of management is available at the
Economic Department of the Regional Office of the South Moravian Region.
The conclusions of this report show that in reviewing the management of the South Moravian Region in
2019 no errors or shortcomings were identified.
Although the South Moravian Region is not obliged to take systemic measures on the basis of the Report on the Results of the Review of the South Moravian Region's economic management in 2019, the
Regional Authority of the South Moravian Region pays maximum attention to the course and conclusions of the review, as well as methodological recommendations of the control group.
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Counterpart #2

MINISTRY OF FINANCE
Section 17- Inspection
PID: MFCRAXEHUF
No.: MF-16583/2019/1704-30
Ministry of finance, Letenská 15, 118 10 Prague 1
Data box ID: xzeaauv
e-mail: podatelna@mfcr.cz
Tel.: +420 257 041 111
Fax: +420 257 042 788

Report on the results of the review of
economic management of
South Moravian Region in 2019
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Summary of the results of the management review
Provisions of Act
No. 420/2004 Coll.

Subject of the review

Result of the
review

Sec. 2 para. 1 letter a)

the revenue and expenditure budget discharge, including
monetary operations related to appropriations

A

Sec. 2 para. 1 letter b)

financial operations relating to the creation and use of
monetary funds

A

Sec. 2 para. 1 letter c)

costs and revenues of business activities of the territorial unit

A

Sec. 2 para. 1 letter d)

monetary operations involving pooled funds spent on the
basis of a contract between two or more territorial units,
or on the basis of a contract with other legal or natural
persons

A

Sec. 2 para. 1 letter e)

financial operations involving borrowings within the terms
of the accounting legislation

A

Sec. 2 para. 1 letter f)

management and disposal of funds provided from the
National Fund and other funds from abroad provided on
the basis of international agreements

A

Sec. 2 para. 1 letter g)

billing and settlement of financial relations to the state
budget, to regional budgets, to municipal budgets, to other
budgets, to state funds and to other persons

A

Sec. 2 para. 2 letter a)

management and administration of property owned by the
territorial unit

A

Sec. 2 para. 2 letter b)

management and administration of state property managed by the territorial unit

A

Sec. 2 para. 2 letter c)

awarding and carrying out public contracts, with the
exception of acts and procedures reviewed by the supervisory authority pursuant to a special legal regulation

A

Sec. 2 para. 2 letter d)

status of receivables and payables and their management

A

Sec. 2 para. 2 letter e)

liability for obligations of natural and legal persons

A

Sec. 2 para. 2 letter f)

mortgaging of movable and immovable property for the
benefit of third parties

A

Sec. 2 para. 2 letter g)

establishment of easements for the property of the territorial unit

A

Sec. 2 para. 2 letter h)

accounting kept by the territorial unit

A

Sec. 2 para. 2 letter i)

verification of the ratio of the debt of the territorial unit to
the average of its revenues for the last 4 financial years
according to the legal regulation regulating budgetary
responsibility

A

A... no errors or shortcomings were identified
B... errors and deficiencies have been identified that are not material to the deficiencies listed
below
C... shortcomings were found according to the provisions of Sec. 10 para. 3 letter c) of Act No.
420/2004 Coll.
The review of economic management (hereinafter "review") was performed on the basis of the
provisions of §20 of Act No. 129/2000 Coll., On Regions (regional establishment), as amended,
and in accordance with Act No. 420/2004 Coll., On reviewing the management of territorial selfgoverning units and voluntary associations of municipalities, as amended (hereinafter also "Act
No. 420/2004 Coll.").
Report on the results of the economic management review
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Examining authority: Ministry of Finance, Section 17- Inspections
Examined territorial unit: South Moravian Region (hereinafter also "Region")
Subject of review: review of management in terms of Act No. 420/2004 Coll.
reviewed poeriod: the year 2019
Start of the economic management review:
The review of management was initiated on July 9, 2019 by delivery of a notice in accordance
with the provisions of § 5 para. 2 letter b) of Act No. 255/2012 Coll., On inspections (Inspection
Rules), as amended (hereinafter referred to as "Act No. 255/2012 Coll."), in conjunction with the
provisions of Section 5, Paragraph 3 of Act No. 420 / 2004 Coll., No. MF-16583/2019 / 1704-3
dated 09.07.2019.
On-site management review:
Regional Authority of the South Moravian Region, Žerotínovo náměstí 3/449, 601 82 Brno
1st partial economic management review from 02.09.2019 to 13.09.2019
2nd partial economic management review from 10.02.2020 to 14.02.2020 and from 02.03.2020
to 06.03.2020
As part of the 1st partial review of management, in accordance with the provisions of Section
9 of Act No. 420/2004 Coll., inspection of economic management and disposal of property and
contributions provided by the region to established contributory organizations was performed at
Medical rescue service of the South Moravian Region, contributory organization, at it seat
in Kamenice 798/1d, 625 00 Brno Bohunice, Reg. No. 00346292.
The review of economic management was performed on the basis of the authorization to review
the management issued in accordance with the provisions of Section 5 of Act No. 420/2004
Coll. and §4 of Act No. 255/2012 Coll. by the Director of Section 17 - Inspections, under file
no. MF-16583/2019 / 1704-2 dated 09.07.2019, including Supplement No. 1 under file no. MF16583/2019 / 1704-16 dated 10.12.2019.
The review of economic management was conducted by:
Inspector in charge of the review:
inspectors:

Ing. Marcela Šubíková
Mgr. Roman Pawiňski
Ing. Jarmila Sasoňová
Ing. Jolana Sidibová
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Subject and aspects of the economic management review
The subject of the management review was data on the annual management of the region, forming part of the final account according to the provisions of Section 17 para. 2 and 3 of Act No.
250/2000 Coll., On budgetary rules of territorial budgets, as amended, defined by Section 2 par.
Act No. 420/2004 Coll., and further data defined by the provision of Section 2 paragraph 2 of
Act No. 420/2004 Coll., the list of which is given on page 2 in the summary of the results of the
management review.
The subjects of the management review, according to the provisions of Section 3 of Act No.
420/2004 Coll., were reviewed in terms of:
a) compliance with the obligations stipulated by special legal regulations, in particular regulations on the financial management of territorial units, on the management of their property,
on accounting and on remuneration,
b) the consistency of the management of funds in comparison with the budget,
c) compliance with the purpose of the provided subsidy or repayable financial assistance
and the conditions of their use,
d) the factual and formal accuracy of the evidence of transactions examined.
The review of the region's economic management was carried out on specific data concerning
the statutory subjects of the review. Information and documents were selected from the total set
of all available data using the expert judgment of the inspector. The use of professional judgment
involves assessing the risks and significance of the information obtained and the knowledge of
specific areas and important aspects of the audited entity's environment, in order to determine
the appropriate scope of the audit and appropriate control procedures. The list of specific documents and other materials used for the implementation of the verification of selected financial and
economic operations in the review of management is contained in Annex A to the report, which
is an integral part of it. The degree of assurance based on the conclusions of this management
review report must be seen in this particular scope of the information and evidence examined.
If errors and deficiencies were found during the examination of individual subjects, they are described in detail in the next part of the report.
During the examination of individual subjects, compliance with the obligations arising in particular
from the legislation listed in Annex B, which is an integral part of the report, was verified.

Checking the implementation of measures taken to correct errors and deficiencies identified in the audit of management for previous years
The check of measures taken to correct errors and deficiencies was not performed, because according to the Report on the Results of the Economic Management Review for 2018, no errors
and deficiencies were found in previous periods.

Errors and deficiencies identified in the 2019 review
No errors and shortcomings were found during the partial reviews of the region's economic management.
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Conclusion
Based on the results of the review of the region's finances for 2019, carried out in accordance
with Act No. 420/2004 Coll., it can be stated that no errors and shortcomings were identified.
Risks that may have a negative impact on the economic management of the territorial unit
in the future in terms of the provisions of Section 10 para. 4 letter a) of Act No. 420/2004 Coll.
During the review of economic management, no risks were identified in terms of the provisions of
Section 10 para. 4 letter a) of Act No. 420/2004 Coll.
Indicators in the sense of the provisions of Section10 para. 4 letter b) of Act No. 420/2004
Coll. for the year 2019
The share of receivables and payables in the regional budget and the share of mortgaged property in the total property of the region
a) the share of receivables in the regional budget
b) the share of liabilities in the regional budget
c) the share of mortgaged property in the total of the regional property

0,47%
1,33%
0%

Indicator in terms of the provisions of Section 10 para. 4 letter c) of Act No. 420/2004 Coll.
for the year 2009
The region's debt did not exceed 60% of its average income for the last 4 budget years.
The last inspection act in terms of the provisions of Section 12 para. 1 letter g) of Act No. 255/2012
Coll. was an announcement that no comments would be submitted on the Draft Report on the
Results of the Review of the Economic Management of the South Moravian Region for 2019
dated 07.04.2020.

Prague
Ing. Marcela Šubíková
Inspector in charge of the review
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Ing. Marcela Šubíková
(digital signature)
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Mgr. Roman Pawiňski
Ing. Jarmila Sasoňová
Ing. Jolana Sidibová

(digital signature)
(digital signature)
(digital signature)

All borrowed documents and materials were returned to the regional authority.
Annexes
A - List of all documents and other materials used in the review of the management of the South
Moravian Region in 2019
B - List of basic legal regulations, the observance of which was verified during the review of
management.
Distribution list:
1 copy per the Ministry of Finance
1 copy per South-Moravian Region
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09 Invitation to the
South Moravian
Region

Invitation to the South
Moravian Region
Please accept our invitation to our region, where you will come across something at every turn that will
make you stop and look around. The sunshine that South Moravia has the most of our country, the warm
climate and the skills of local winemakers are a prerequisite for the proud designation "wine region". It is
no coincidence that South Moravia is the most visited region in the Czech Republic after Prague, thanks
to its beautiful and diverse nature, fairytale monuments, living folklore traditions, hospitable inhabitants
and the already mentioned excellent wines.
South Moravia is a place where as many as four territories of world significance are located in the immediate vicinity, so valuable that they have been taken under the protection of UNESCO. These are two
monuments inscribed on the list of cultural and natural heritage: the cultural landscape of the Lednice-Valtice area, a romantic landscape with numerous small monuments between two castles, and Villa
Tugendhat - a functionalist building from the first half of the 20th century in Brno. Under the auspices of
UNESCO, there are also two biospheric reserves: Lower Moravia formed by the white limestone rocks
of Pálava, the site of the oldest statue of a woman, the so-called Venus of Věstonice, and a precious
floodplain landscape at the confluence of the Morava and Dyje rivers.
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09 Pozvání do Jihomoravského kraje
Second biospheric reserve – White Carpathians - is an area with the highest diversity and abundance of
orchids in Central Europe. Unique are also the items on the UNESCO list of intangible cultural heritage,
which are the male solo dance of verbunk from the Moravian Slovakia region, the Ride of the Kings and
a blueprint.
South Moravia is a region with the largest number of castles and chateaux, many of which hide their
special treasures, for example, the Valtice chateau houses the Wine Salon of the Czech Republic, where the 100 best wines from all over the country are selected for each year.
The South Moravian metropolis of Brno, the city of universities, trade fairs, economic, cultural and business center, is definitely worth a visit. The dominant feature of the town is the Cathedral of St. Peter and
Paul and Špilberk Castle. Brno is an important transport hub with its Brno-Tuřany International Airport.
The so-called villa quartet is also a tourist attraction aimed at architecture: Villa Tugendhat, Jurkovič
Villa, Villa Stiassni and Löw-Beer Villa. Interactive performances in the Brno Observatory and Planetarium or in the VIDA Science Center are attractive and informative!
Not far from Brno is the famous Austerlitz battlefield, the site of the battle of three emperors: Napoleon,
the Russian Tsar Alexander and the Austrian Emperor Francis I. - every year in December, commemorative events of this extraordinary battle take place.
However, a number of cultural, social, sports and, recently very popular, wine events are held in the
region. The attraction for crowds of fans from all over Europe is the Masaryk Circuit in Brno, where a
number of motorcycle and car races are held, including the prestigious Grand Prix of Road Motorcycles.
Just choose!

Find more information at

www.jizni-morava.cz, www.ev13.eu
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Identification of the economic entity:
Reg. Number: 70888337
Trade Name: South Moravian Region
Registered office: Žerotínovo náměstí 3, 601 82 Brno Legal form: 804 – Region
Date of origin: 12. 11. 2000, by means of Constitutional Act No. 347/1997 Coll., on the Creation of Higher
Territorial Self-Government Units, Act No. 129/2000 Coll., on Regions (Regional Establishment)
Classification of economic activities: CZ-NACE 841 10 General public administration activities

Contacts:
Jihomoravský kraj Žerotínovo náměstí 449/3 601 82 Brno
Phone: 541 651 111
Fax: 541 651 209
E-mail: posta@jmk.cz
www.jmk.cz
Data box: x2pbqzq
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The Regional Authority of the South Moravian Region
Žerotínovo náměstí 449/3
601 82 Brno

